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INTRODUCTION

1. the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings having been 
authorised by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present 
this Seventeenth Report on ‘Personnel Policies and Labour-Management 
relations in Public Undertakings’.

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of four All 
India Trade Unions, some Members of Parliament and other leaders on the 
26th and 28th July, 1971, nine selected major. Public Undertakings on the 
5th August, 1971, and the officials of eight selected Ministries/Departments 
and Bureau of Public Enterprises on the 15th September, 1971.

3. The draft Report was considered by the Study Group VI of the 
Committee on.the 6th and 10th April, 1972.

4. The Report was adopted by the Committee on the 19th April, 1972.

5. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the various Minis
tries, Public Undertakings, non-officials and non-official organisations for 
placing before them the material and information on the subject. They 
wish to thank in particular the representatives of All India Trade Union 
bodies. Members of Parliament and other leaders, representatives of the 
undertakings and officers of the Ministries/Departments who gave their evi
dence and placed their considered views before the Committee.

New Delhi; M. B. RANA,
April 25, 1972__  Chairman,
Vaixakha 5, 1894(S) Committee on Public Undertakings.

(vii)



INTRODUCTORY

The Public Sector is destined to play a vital role in the economy of 
the country. Since I9S1, the number of public undertakings has been on 
the increase. There are 99 Public Undertakings at present employing 
about six lakhs of persons. Consequently the promotion of good labour- 
management relations and maintenance of industrial peace for achieving 
maximum production are very essential. The problem of labour in the 
public undertakings has, therefore, to be considered with special reference 
to :—

(1) recruitment and promotion policies.
(ii) working conditions.
(iii) labour welfare.
(iv) state of industrial relations etc.

The Report covers these problems with the sole purpose of promoting 
cordial labour management relations.

1.2. The Committee called for preliminary material on the subject 
from 80 public undertakings. The material has been received from all 
the undertakings (List at Appendix I).

^ 1.3. In this connection, the Committee also received memoranda 
from some non-official organisations. The Committee took the 
evidence of the representatives of the following All India Trade Union 
bodies, Members of Parliament and other leaders on the 26th and 28th 
July, 1971:

(I ) Indian National Trade Union Congress
(2) All India Trade Union .Congress
(3) Hind Mazdoor Sabha
(4) United Trade Union Congress
(5) Shri D. Thengari, M.P.
(6) Shri S. R. Vasavada, M.P.
(7) Shri P. Ramamurthi, ex. M.P.
(8) Shri Sanat Mehta, Ex-M.L.A. (Gujarat)
(9) Shri V. G. Rajdhyakasha, Chairman, Hindustan Lever Ltd..

Bombay.
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1.4. The Committee selected the following nine important under
takings for detailed examination and took evidence of their representativei 
on the 5th August, 1971;—

(1) Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.
(2) Fertilizer Corporation of India.
(3) Food Corporation of India.
(4) Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd.
(5) Hindustan Steel Ltd.
(6) Indian Airlines.
(7) Life-Insurance Corporation of India.
(8) National Coal Development Corporation.
(9) Oil and Natural Gas Commission.

1.5. This was followed by the evidence of the officials of the following 
Ministries of the Government of India on the 15th September, 1971 ;

(1) Ministry of Agriculture.
(2) Ministry of Finance.
(3) Ministry of Labour & Employment.
(4) Ministry of Industrial Development & Internal Trade.
(5) Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals.
(6) Ministry of Steel & Mines (Deptt. of Steel).
(7) Ministry of Steel & Mines (Deptt. of Mines and Metals).
(8) Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation. •
(9) Director-General, Bureau of Public Enterprises.

1.6. The Committee’s recommendations have been made after taking 
into consideration view points of the representatives of the trade unions, 
the important undiertakings, administrative ministries including Labour 
Ministry as mentioned earlier.

1.7. The Report has been divided into two parts:
I. Personnel Policies.

II. Labour Management Relations in Public Undertakings.

The Committee have already conducted horizonal studies on various 
management aspects of public undertakings like Management and Adminis
tration, Materials Management, Financial Management, Production 
Management and Public Relations and Publicity, and the present study 
is only to consider largely the problems of Personnel Policies and Labour 
Management Relations in Public Undertakings which are common to 
roost of the public undertakings as a whole. The recommendations are 
intended to improve the Labour-Management Relations in the under
takings and not be construed as placing responsibility for the present state 
of affairs on workers only.



n
MANPOWER REQUIREMENT

(A) Manpower Requirement & Overstaffing

2.1. An assessment of staff requirement in public undertakings is 
usually made at the time the details of Projects arc approved as also when 
expansion schemes arc implemented.

2.2. The staff employed in some of the Undertakings e.g. Bharat 
Heavy Electricals, some units of Fertilizer Corporation, some plants of 
Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd., Hindustan Steel Ltd., Indian 
Drugs & Pharmaceuticals is in excess of the manpower estimates given in 
the Project reports. The main reasons for difference between the pro
ject report figures and the actual employment figures have been given as 
follows:—

(i) the project report estimates were not made on the basis of detailed^
and on the job studies.

(ii) the Project Report figures did not cover a number of Depart
ments.

(iii) the various assumptions made in the Project Report did not 
prove to be correct.

(iv) in Indian industry, helpers are also employed to perform assisting 
operation to skilled workers.

(v) pressure from workers and their Unions to increase the man
power at all levels.

(vi) climatic conditions.

2.3. Some Undertakings like the two Air Corporations, Indian Tele
phone Industries and the Shipping Corporation which were formed out 
of the predecessor companies/department had to take all the assets and 
personnel working in the previous companies/department. So the ques
tion of preparation of Detailed Project Reports did not arise in their cases. 
The corporations are steadily expanding and have stated that they have to 
increase the staff strength for all activities.and the problem of surplus staff 
and their disposal has not arisen so far. They make assessment of the 
staff requirements from time to time.

2.4. Some Undertakings e.g. Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., Indian 
Oil Corporation Ltd. etc. have not furnished estimates of Detailed Project 
Report but have stated that they do not have excess staff. They make 
assessment of the staff strength from time to time depending upon the 
requirements.



2.5. The Estimates Committee in their 52nd Report on Personnel 
Policies and the Committee on Public Undertakings in their 15th Report 
on Financial Management had commented on the problems of overstaffiing 
in the Public Sector Undertakings. The Government had accepted the 
recommendations made in this behalf and in reply stated as fol ows in 
September, 1968.

“The Bureau of Public Enterprises have issued instructions to all 
concerned to undertake an urgient assessment of staff by specia
lised agencies and to determine the strength and surplus staff. 
[Vide O.M. No. 46/Adm. F. BPE/68/7 dated 12.9.1968]

2.6. The Administrative Reforms Commission also had recommended 
the avoidance of oversuffing from the very btginning as also the need for 
undertaking work study when overstaffing has become chronic.

2.7. The Estimates Committee and Committee on Public Undi rtakings 
in their Reports on several undertakings like Fertilizer Corporation of 
India Ltd., National Coal Development Corporation Ltd., Heavy Elect
ricals Ltd., Lignite Corporation had also complained about overstaffing 
and called for reduction in the working force.

2.8. The Morarka Report regarding the Expenses of Life Insurance 
Corporation of India Ltd., 1969, had also highlighted this problem of over- 
stafRng in Life Insurance Corporation of India Ltd. and assessed that about 
25% of staff was surplus to requirements in the Corporation.

2.9. During evidence before the Committee the representative of a 
leading all India trade union stated, “overstaffing —so far as it is meant 
in the case of officers, my answer is ‘yes’. There are too many officers and 
the officers are going on increasing in number. On every excuse an 
officer is appointed. But if you say whether there is over-staffing of work
men, I cannot give any answer because there are some organisations in 
the public undertakings where there is no shortage and in some there is 
shortage. General answer cannot be given. Why is there overstaffing 
It is because the installed capacity is not being utilised. Production is 
not there because (rf the non-utilisation of the installed capacity. Govern
ment imports machinery—sophisticated machinery from other countries. 
It is installed in this country. You will be surprised to learn that in some 
of the cases it is never utilised to the tune of more than 45% of the installed 
capacity of that sophisticated machinery. It is a sad thing.”

2.10. The representative of the trade union added. “Perhaps it may 
be very unwholesome to generalise on the question of this overstaffing, 
'Overstaffing’ Sir, is a purely relative term. Whether a particular factory 
or concern is overstaffed or understaffed is only a conclusion as a result of 
certain circumstances. For example, the machinery, the lay-out, the 
working conditions or the conditions of work that have been offered to the 
staff, the particular local conditions etc., go a long way in determining the 
standards of production which ultimately, is going to determine whether 
a particular factory or concern is overstaffed or understaffed. Therefore.
1 wonder if any generalisation is possible on the question of overstaffing



and understaffiing. This is a matter which requires to be examined, and 
examined very closely with respect to circumstances and the conditions 
prevailing in each and every concern and every establishment.

Secondly, Sir, if after having gone into all these things, the con
clusion is inevitable and the fact comes out that a particular concern or 
factory has been overstaffed, then we come to the question as to how to 
mitigate this particular trouble of overstaffing. There are many things 
to be considered. First and foremost, as Shri Nahata has rightly said, any 
step that is going to be taken should be such as not to create a further 
problem of unemployment of persons who are already employed. For 
example, persons who can l>e profitably or more effectively utilised else
where should be utilised there. It may be possible to devise ways and 
means without actually sending home persons or making them unemployed. 
There should be other ways of utilising them and if, having done all these 
things, any staff still remains, they should be borne by the industry, there 
can be no other alternative”.

‘ 2.11. The representative of another leading all India trade union
stated “There is a possibility that any plant is over-staffed. But I will not 
accept the fact in any particular plant till 1 have jointly examined the ques
tion with the managements and then come to the conclusion myself. In 
any plant along with management to find out whether there is any extra 
or surplus labour, it is not easy for us to say. Therefore my reaction lo 
this would be if there is over-staffing, it is the management as an entity 
which is responsible for manning and staffing the plant”.

2.12. Shri D. Thengari, M.P. had stated “Over-staff is more at the 
top rather than at the bottom. The top heavy administration, based 
probably on the Parkinson’s Law, is generally allowed to muhiply its 
officials and the axe of economy falls heavily upon the class III and IV 
employees. The reverse should be the case” .

2.13. Shri S. R. Vasavada, M.P. during evidence before the Committee 
stated ‘whenever you find that you are overstaffed, whenever you want to 
increase the productivity by reducing the number of workers, you have to 
take into consideration 3 points:

No. 1 Unemployment should not be created for increasing the pro
ductivity by reducing the number of workers. Sir, all of you are aware 
that there is wear and tear of machines in all the industries. It is about
5 to 10 per cent. Therefore when a man after 20 years of service finds it 
difficult to put on the same effort as he did at the b^inning, in the produc
tion of goods, he should not be retrenched but they should be allowed to 
continue till they retire after attaining the age of 58 or 60. Besides that 
there are people who are tired of their work also. So after thtir retirement, 
if the mimber of workers is to be cut down, there should not be any recruit
ment to fill up the vacancies caused by retirement. Whenever it is felt 
that there is over-staffing, there should be an agreement that no recruit
ment will take place but the surplus staff would continue till they retire 
so that unemployment is not created. The second thing is that you cannot 
ignore the history. For several years my sons and my neighbour are



workiag. Now I am told that my neighbour is going away after leaving 
all his machines to me. Now the experts have said that I cannot main- 
tam his machines over and above of what 1 have already got and therefore 
those machineries should be nationalised. But while doing so, 
proper just share should be given to the owner. Of course the owners does 
not claim the entire profit, at least some normal profit-say 40 or 60 per 
cent—should be given to the owner. In some cases, at least 60% of the 
profit should be giyen—J mean the net gain, that is, after taking into a 
account the depreciation value on modem machines, etc.

Third point is that it is for the experts to see that while working out 
the method, climatic conditions, physical conditions, atomospheric condi
tion, the temper, etc. should be considered. Because of these conditions, 
the workload should be such that it would not jopardise the health of the 
workers. Therefore the experts should take into consideration all these 
factors while working out ‘time and motion’ formula. These are 3 points 
that Mahatma Gandhi laid down for reducing the over-staffing, which 
have not been accepted by the Government and the Planning Commission” .

2.14. Shri P. Ramamurthi, ex-M.P. stated, ‘This has happened
because each provincial man tries to bring in his own men. It is tht human 
problem. Therefore the only way is to expand the factories. Some of 
these factories arc being expanded. By way of expansion this over-staffing 
can be solved”. ^

2.15. Shri Sanat Mehta, ex.-M.L.A. (Gujarat) stated, “There is no 
man-power planmng m the Oil and Natural Gas Commission. The recriut- 
ment IS done at the sweet will of the employer. And then the Union are 
asked tlwt now there is over-staffing, we have made the work study, and 
where should we drive them out. I can never understand that an Orga
nisation vĵ hich is developing and taking up drilling from one piace to a 
another should have that problem. If there is surplus staff whith one 
project, it can be transferred. There is no recruitment policy at all”,

2.16. The Chairman, Hindustan Lever Ltd. stated ‘M can only tell 
you how we make the assessment. We make first of all, a careful assess
ment of the market of whatever product we are manufacturing. On the 
basis of the market for the next five years we make an assessment of the 
man-power required to meet our Plan. In so doing we build into that 
Plan any improvements which we anticipate we can make in terms of im
proving productivity. For instance, mechanisation, improvement in out
put, number of man-hours etc. are taken into consideration and on that 
basis we make our Plan. Having established the Plan, it is reviewed yearly 
or on a six-monthly baisis; and before recruitment is permitted it has to 
be authorised at a very high level in the company—in our case, by the Board 
of Directors. Both permanent recruitment and temporary recruitment 
has to be authorised. And, in our case, we feel that each Department 
should keep m touch with the others because, if there is deficit or surplus 
m one Department, this can be adjusted in another Department and the 
services of the surplus staff do not tend to be ignored while we go on re
cruiting m the deficit Department. So, close communication within a



unit, careful screening of requests for more staff combined with a very 
thorough works study is a reliable basis for planning man-power require
ment for the future.

In addition, a very fundamental part of our Plan is training. We 
liave training right from the lowest level of unskilled workers to the super
visory staff.

The other thing is about leave. We do not normally provide for 
leave cover which is beyond the statutory leave provisions. If there is 
extra absenteeism due to special reasons, we try to provide temporary 
staff to meet that contingency. But the basic recuritment Plan does not 
include any special provision in this respect".

2.17 When asked about over-staffing and whether it was possible to 
transfer the surplus staff from one Unit to another Unit the Chairman, 
•Bharat Heavy Electricals during evidence of the selected undertakings 
stated, “Whert there is a surplus, we have to retain them. Suppose there 
is a surplus of Fitters and there is a shortage of Machinists, we shall have 
to first takt their consent whether they are prepared to be trained as Machi
nists and we shall have to retrain them. In fact, this has been our policy. 
Where we found that there arc certain categories in which there is a surplus, 
we had retrained them. So, we do follow this principle that you are 
suggesting. Where there is a surplus in one category, we take their consent 
and try to retrain them.. In Bhopal, for instance, there was a surplus of 
Moulders which is a very distinct and separate category from short trades. 
Even there, because there was a very heavy surplus, we were able to get 
som5 of them and put them through our Training School and retrained them 
for another category. This principle is being followed because we do not 
want to retrench our men for any reason whatsoever. Transfer from one 
Unit to another Unit was not possible. That is not our policy because 
they are different Corporations and Companies altogether and if we try 
to mix up, it will create a lot of administrative difficulties and would interfere 
with the promotion and career prospects in the respective companies''.

2.18 Explaining the overstaffing position in the Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
the respresentative of HSL stated “the fact remains that there is over-staff
ing in our organisation. How did this over-staffing take place ? This was 
primarily due to the fact that in the initial stages many of us were under 
the impression that taking more people mean more production or quicker 
commissioning of the equipment. Later on we were landed with the pro
blem of surplus labour. A study was made by Hindustan Steel for which 
we called in the Consultancy and Applied Research Division of the Ad
ministrative Staff College of India—I think in the year 1967-68, and they 
made detailed work measurement studies and have given various figures. 
On an average, they said, that we were over-staffed by 5 to 8 %. As a po
licy, we did not retrench, because we were over-staffed but re-deployment 
at the horizontal level in the same location was thought more desirable. 
But even for this, there is considerable opposition. So it is no use issuing 
directive under such circumstances and therefore a Revised Incentive Sc
heme has been worked out based on equipment utilization for production 
and labour utilisation. Now it is too early to evaluate the scheme which



has been tmp^cmenled on a large scalc in Bhilai only from 1st June. Now 
the pressure is coming from the workers for re-deployment in order to earn 
more bonus. Sir, I think the answer would be to have a meaningful dia
logue with unions on a well worked out incentive scheme, which should 
take into account greater equipment utilisation factor as well as labour uti
lisation factor. They (the surplus labour) will be used elsewheie where 
they are required or certainly for expansion of unit".

2.19 As regards overstaffing position in Food Corporation of India, 
the Managing Director of the Corporation stated, “Not at the moment 
but once import of foodgrain is stopped, we will have surplus staff at the 
ports. We are already working out a scheme for absorption of these per
sonnel in different other activities of the Food Corporation because we 
have different programme for the expansion of godowns. Even at the 
moment 60% of the total staff is engaged on godown work. I think we 
would be able to absorb these categories of personnel in the godowns".

2.20 The Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation stated, “With re
ference to the staff position, I may state. Sir, that over-staffing is not a static 
position. In fact, sometime back, people who appeared before certain 
committee reported that Life Inusrance Corporation was having 25% ex
tra staff. Since then so many years passed and the Life Insurance has gro
wn today to a great extent and therefore the position remains the same 
today may not be true. But when the organisation came into existence it 
had a big problem as most of the head offices were located in Calcutta or 
in Bombay or in Delhi. And the staff was not easily transferable from 
those places to other divisions. So at one time it appeared that some Divi
sions might have had some extra staff and some other Divisions could have 
under-staffed. But on the whole, this impression could have been created 
that since some Divisions have excess staff, the posts had to be continued 
because they were not transferred. But I have now seen that for the last 5 or
6 years, recruitment has been done to meet the barest minimum require
ment and this is done for the growth of the organisation. It is because 
the efficiency of the staff throughout the country may not be the same and 
it varies from one region to another. But on the whole, I do not think 
that we have excess staff."

2.21 The Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation stated, “Some
how we have not been able to make people work as much as we can work 
ourselves. Individually we have the capabilities but the position has existed 
and continue to inhibit the growth of the productivity of our organisation.

I can only mention the experience I had both in the Railways and in 
the Heavy Engineering Corporation. As soon as the construction work is 
over, there is a lot of pressure from the construction staff to be absorbed in 
the main production. But there are people who really are not trained for 
production purposes especially in the engineering industry and they find 
difficulty not only to get training but also to come to that standard. The 
result is that they are not capable; they do not develop that capacity of pro
ducing as much as they should. The second factor is that there is an irn- 
pression that we have so much man-power available in the country. It is 
confined not only to the local people, but there is a lot of pressure both from
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the labour as well as from the local community to continue absorbing people 
expediaUy indirect labourers, mazdooi^ and ministerial staiff. So fir , '' twre 
has been very little effort made to estimate how mu(d  ̂a iftan can'tfoMf "We 
examine the number Of men employed in our ^ndcrtakings fbr the same type 
of job which we have as compared with the fdreign countries, the ove^Jdl pic
ture will be quite disnial and the niinroir may be three to four time*'more 
in all categories. Our rticithod of recihitment is so erratic tHat a 46rt of 
team spirit in the Organisation has not developed. The result is that thete 
is a little lost motion in a combined effort. My submission would be that 
as early as possible, quick steps will have to be taken first to find out what 
are the ca^bilities of the people who are r^uired  to do the job objectively. 
My point is that we have to find out objectively the exteat of surplus labour 
that exists in all the Categories iind then ant(i^uce % scientific and incen
tive scheme. There should be really no diffcuUy if correct selection is made 
and proper training is given to our staff. There is op. reason why w^ sho- 

, uld not be able to work almost with the same efficiency as they work in the 
foreign countries. There are certain areas of work where a  workman would 
perhaps resist to carry his own tools. It will take some time to ^p rav e .

. If 1 may say, I would not blame the labour at all. We may not be 
giving that much production, not because he does npt want to give of Jus 
own, there may be other factors. For example, he may not be ,getting, 
supply of material in time, he may not be g e t< ^  proper iastructions, tpo^,' 
he may not be working to that level of e$cieiu;y whieh peopje t^aij^ed ;ip 
the normal manner are working lijM anybody else in the for<}ign countries 
Given a normal incentive, I think, he can produce the same amount of wprk 
as is being produced in the foreign countries” . „

2.22 From the post-evidence replies received from the 7 undertakings, 
the Committee have noted that out of 7 in 6 undertakings the assessment 
of staff strength had been done by thwr own Personnel and other depart
ments and not by any specialised Agency. Only the Hindustan Steel Ltd. 
had secured the assistance of the Administrative Staff College, Hyderftb%d, 
in the matter.

2.23 During evidence, the Director-General, Bureau of Public Enter
prises informed the Committee, “We do hŝ ve a bulk figure as tp, how.many 
personnel would be needed for ruoi^ing a plant. Most of these ..project 
reports were prepared by foreign consultants and they perl’api ^ p p e d  
quite a lot of factors at that time. Worse than that was that they at that time 
did not give a break-up, did not work out the Job description or anything 
like that in regard to various people whom they thought would be re
quired for a particular plant. That is why the management in those d&ys 
could not stick to the figures that were given and which were, mor; or less, 
bulk figures. Perhaps because of the factors that I had mentioned, these 
figures could not be adhered to. The present tendency thfereforc, is not 
just to give these figures, but to arrive at these figures on the. basis of a pro
pel working out of the job content of each job which may or may not be 
the same. The figures given out in the project reports by the experts were 
based on the working of similar plants in USA or Germany or other co
untry and they followed the job contents of the people there. That would 
not be applicable in our plants. For example, if we have more rainfall 
here, we may require a much bigger gang of labourers for clearing the paths 
3LSS/72—2.



aad things like that. Now some undertakings have started working out 
the details ta l^ g  into consideration the local con<Utions. So far as past 
is concerned, ttere have been these cases. As I said, it is rather difficult 
to put the entire blame on the management because these details were not 
available in these project reports and there were not means of finding out 
exactly what the job content of the diiTerent jobs would be. Also the ex
perience was not there”.

2.24 Regarding the surpluses in Public Undertakings, the Director- 
General Bureau of Public Enterprises stated, “A large number of surpluses 
come in at the time of change over from construction to operation be
cause construction labour by and large is un-skilled labour. They would 
get accommodated when the operation starts and they would take the place 
of helpers in the plant. This we are trying to avoid by setting up public 
sector construction corporations. It woidd undertake the job of cons-^ 
tniction and would move along with its labour force to the next site after 
finishing the job in one site as is done by private sector corporations like 
the Hindustan Construction Co. and the people like that. The other is 
some sort of a standard manning. Even ^ t  was attempted earlier, but 
that was done on an ad hoc basis. But in some of the recent cases, what 
we are doing is that we work out on a proper work study giving the job 
descriptions or the job contents in the future establishments. Of course, 
that would not be hundred per cent correct. But that would give a very 
good indication of the order of stren^h thai the Undertaking can have. 
So we are hoping that with these measures, there will be some sort of con
trol in future over this” .

10

2.25 When asked whether retrenchment of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes employees was being done in public undertaking, the 
witness s ta t^ , “I don’t think there has been much retrenchment from any 
of the Public Sector undertakings and I don’t think the question would 
arise. The people know already that the chances of retrenching them 
are very remote. It is a question of absorbing them either in expansion 
or in other undertakings in the neighbourhood and the things like that, if 
at all those are possible. We can assure you that the interests of the Sc
heduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes people, even though they have been 
recruited a little latter, would be safeguarded” .

2.26 The CommiUee pointed out that some special facilities or in
centives would be offered to surplus employees whenever they were trans
ferred from one place to another. In reply the Secretary, Ministry of 
Steel and Heavy Engineering stated, “If we start giving incentives in the 
shape of deputation allowance, it will create a difFxult situation. But the 
incentive with regard to accommodation is seriously being considered. 
And one of the things which is worrying us is this. People who have been 
actually recruited in Bokaro and have been under training let us say for 
one year or 18 months, have not got the houses because accommodation 
is not provided 100 per cent. It is going to cause them some discontent 
if a man who comes tomorrow, even though he is working for three years 
let us say in Rourkerla, gets a house. This is the real problem. But ob
viously, a man will not be attracted from Rourkela or Bhilai or Durgapur



unless he gets at least proper acccommodation. This is a matter which 
is exercising our mind; but the answer to your question is that whatever 
incentives are feasible they are given”,

2.27 The fact that a number of public ondertakings have staff more 
than what is required for optimum utilisation is widely recognised though 
there is difference of opinion about the precise extent of over-staffing and 
details of categories and posts involved etc. The Committee feel that the 
most Important duty cast upon the public sector is to ensure that not only 
they are modd employers but also model producers for in them are invested 
the nation’s precious resources and high hopes of generation of assets which 
would make for greater production. While there may have been some alibi 
in the beginning of lack of experience in determining accurately man-power 
requirements for new undertakings this no longer can hold good at present 
when the public sector has an experience stretching over two decades behind 
it. Moreover we have a Bureau of Public Enterprises who are expected to 
work out realistic norms of manpower for the undertakings. We have also 
the Institutes of Management/National Prodnctivity Council who can ren
der expert advice in the matter. Tlie Committee, therefore, expect that 
Government as a whole including the Bureau of Public Enterprises, the ad
ministrative Ministry concerned with the public undertaking, the associated 
Finance, etc. would take special care to see that norms for man-power require
ments are worked out at the time of preparing the detailed project report and 
that these are further improved upon as more details of the project are wor
ked out. The Committee regard realistic working out of man-power re
quirements as important as technical details of the Project for it is the men 
behind the machines which matter is the last analysis. The nation expects 
its men to put their hearts to the wheel and make their best contribution 
through these national enterprises to increase the gross national product and 
banish the scourage of poverty. The Committee would also like to em
phasise that there should be an incentive system built into the working of the 
public undertaking right from the inception and that the parameters for this 
incentive system should be realistic with an accent on greater production.

2.28 There should be a system of reviewing the man-power require
ments including oflScers in each undertaking through a trained team of experts 
well versed in time and motion study, pr^uctivity, quality control, costing, 
etc. in consultation with the workmen etc., so that the norms as well as the 
actual strength are subjected periodically by the Management to a Scientific 
review. Such studies and analysis idiould be actively attended to the Bureau of 
Public Enterprises so as to ensure flow of new ideas and techniques in assess
ment. It wolud also be useful to associate expert bodies like National Producti
vity Council and Indian Institutes of Management in such studies so as to 
make for objectivity of approach.

2.29 As far as the existing public undertakings are concerned, the 
Committee consider that there is no room for complacency. It should be the 
foremost duty of each undertaking to analyse objectively the extent of over
staffing and then in consultation with the representatives of the workers draw 
up realistic schemes for working off the surplus either by providing them 
training for new jobs where vacancies may exist or in expansion schemes or 
by inducing them to accept transfers to new undertakings. The Committee 
would like Government to carry out a systematic review through the Bureau
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of Public Enterprises to ensure tliat each undertaking does carry out sucb 
a review on priority basis and according to a time bound programme and take 
effective action to work off its surplus personnel so that all men are engaged 
in productive effort.

2.30 The Committee cannot too strongly stress the need for introduction 
of wage incentive scheme in the interest of higher production with a realistic 
parameter which should be determined in consultation with experts in time 
and motion studies, costing, quality control, etc. and representatives of labour 
so as to command acceptance of all section.

2.31 The Committee note that with the creation of a separate con
struction Corporation which would move along with its labour force to the 
next site after finishing the work in one undertaking, there should be no 
question of adding on these men to the undertaking on Its commissioning.

232 The Committee desire to be informed in detail of the action taken 
for they feel that if Government pursue this matter in earnest, it should not 
be difficult to work off the existing surplus when most of the public under
takings arc expanding or new undertakings are being set up and to take eff
ective action to ensure that new undertakings are not saddled with surplus 
staff from their inception, as the experience of public undertakings shows that 
more than anything else this factor can cause endless difficulties in personnel 
management and industrial relations.

12 ,

(B) Helpers/Khalasis etc.

2.33 The Admiaistrative Reforms Commission had recommended 
that the practice of having helpers in new projects should not be allowed. 
It had also recommended that the skilled w'orkmen should be persuaded 
to do without the assistance of helpers. The Government had accepted 
the recommndations made in this behalf and the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises had been charged with the responsibility of paying constant 
attention to the matter covered by these recommendations and in parti
cular to explore possible fields where public sector construction Corpor
ation could be usefully utilised.

2.34 From the replies received from the Undertaking the Committee 
have noticed that helpers to the skilled workers are employed in a num
ber of undertakings for example the Hindustan Steel Ltd., Fertilizer Cor
poration of India, Oil and Natinnal Gas Commission, Heavy Engineering 
Corporation, etc,

2.35 During in the evidence the Committee enquired about the views 
of the representatives of Unions on employment of helpers in the indus
tries. The representative of a leading all India trade union stated “This 
is the system of employment. This is something which is common to all 
industries in this country and not to the public Sector alone. The semi
skilled and unskilled workers are attached to skilled workers in all indus- 
ries in all parts of the country.”



2.36 The Chairman, Hindustan Lever Ltd. stated “Our own ex
perience is that this has to be a selective judgement. There are many jobs, 
particularly light jobs where it is not necessary to provide khalasis for a 
Fitter. On the other hand, if the Fitter is doing heavy work and needs 
to be constantly supplied with something or the other while he is working, 
then a Mate is necessary. I think one will have to be selective. 1 do not 
think it is possible to generalise”.

2.37 The Committee drew the attention of the representatives of 
Public Undertakings to the recommendation of the Administrative Re
forms Commission that the practice of having helpers in new projects should 
not be allowed and skilled workmen should be persuaded to do without 
the assistance of helpers.

2.38 In reply the representative of Heavy Engineering Corporation 
stated ‘nhey will not do certain things because of either their background 
or the families they come from. If we want a peon to carry our papers 
or the staff wants a peon, well you cannot blame these people for doing 
so. I must say that our labour by and large even in our organisation have 
not taken up that attitude. But slowly and slowly that is dying out. If 
we are careful then it would not be long wjien we can cut out this practice 
especially in the heavy Engineering Corporation. But there are certain 
habits which had developed, so it will take a long time to break those ha
bits. By and large I must say that today’s worker does not think on the 
lines which was followed 8 or 10 years back. In the apprenticeship we 
train the officers even to clean their own machines and a little of surround
ings”.

2.39 The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated “We have 
got what may be called a ‘helper complcx’. But is it not there in other 
countries. The classic example is the long drawn out dispute in the U.K. 
on retraining the fireman on the diesel loco. It is true that the problem 
o f ‘helper’ is high-lighted in the case of those attached to fitters and welders* 
They are designated as helper. It is the state of mind, as in the case of 
the bottle, the bottleneck is at the top. The sui^rvisors and the General 
Managers require helpers in the shape of chaprasis to carry bags and files. 
If I say that you Mr. Fitter should not have a helper, would the admonition 
carry any weight. Let it start from the top that we do away with helpers.

The other suggestion is the change of designation. I would suggest 
that som« designation say Assistant so and so—may be given, which signi
fies that he is doing a specific type of job. Even from the psychological 
angle calling him a helper creates its own problems. We should not say 
that all helpers are redundant. There are certam jobs where helpers are 
required but they may be designated otherwise as suggested earlier”.

2.40 The Oil and Natural Gas Commission have stated ‘‘It is not 
necessary to have helpers for all skilled workers but for some skilled wor
kers, helpers have necessarily to be provided because of their nature of 
work. No regular training facilities to the existing unrkilled worker are 
provided but they do get on-the-job training which, in many cases, help 
them in qualifying for semiskilled jobs”.
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2.41 The Fertilizer Corporation of India have stated, “It is not strictly 
necessary to have helpers for skilled workers, but the helpers are in a sense 
trainees for skilled jobs and constitute a step between Mazdoors and the 
skilled workers. A helper is expected to do a few minor jobs for the skilled 
worker and also at the same time learn the skill himself. In some cases 
where skilled personnel were required for our new Units, it was possible 
to spare skilled workers from some Units and the vacancies caused were 
tilled by helpers. All the same they are trying the experiment of doing 
away with the category of helpers. For instance, in their Trombay Unit 
and Gorakhpur Unit they have not engaged any helpers. They provide 
training facilities to the unskilled workers to enable them to qualify for semi
skilled jobs. At the present time there are no plans to keep in abeyance 
the posts of helpers” .

2.42 The Committee feel that in the matter of employment of helpers/ 
khalasis for skilled workers, the Public Undertakings should be very selective 
and reasonable. As far as possible the Undertakings should minimise the 
number of helpers and only where the job is of a very heavy nature, a helper 
need be provided to the skilled worker. The unskilled workers should be 
provided training facilities to enable them to qualify for semi-skilled jobs.

2.43 The Committee expect, technical supervisors etc. in the Plants 
to set an example by shedding away the helpers thus setting a worthy exam
ple for their Juniors to emulate.
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RECRUITMENT POLICY

3.1 The relevant provisions of the Constitution in regard to employ
ment or appointment to any office under the State are as under

“Article 16 (1) : There shall be equality of opportunity for all citi
zens in matters relating to employment or appointment to a i^  
office under the State” .

“Article 16 (2) : No citizens shall, on ground only of religion, race, 
caste, sex, descent, place of birth, residence or any of them, be 
ineligible for or discriminated against in respect of any employ
ment or office under the State.”

“Article 16 (3) : Nothing in this article shall prevent Parliament 
from making any law prescribing in regard to a class or classes 
of employment or appointment to an office (Under the Govern
ment of, or any local or other authority within, a State or Uni
on Territory, any requirement as to residence within the State 
or Union Territory) prior to such employment or appointment” .

“Article 16 (4) : Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from 
making any provision for the reservation of appointments or 
posts in favour of any backward class of citizcns which, in the 
opinion of the State, is not adequately represented, in the services 
under the State”.

“Article 335 : The claims of the members of the scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes shall be taken into consideration, consis
tently with the maintenance of efficiency of administration, in the 
making of appointments to services and posts in connection 
with the affairs of the Union or of a State”.

3.2 The Committee on the Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Sched- 
duled Tribes in their second Report on the reservations for Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes in Public Undertakings had made the follow
ing main recommendations :

“The Committee would like to stress that Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes should be given adequate representation in 
the services in Public Enterprises and necessary administrative 
or statutory measures should be taken so that there is no failure 
on the part of any public enterprise in this respect” .

“The Committee hope that, as stated by the representative of the 
Ministry of Finance, the Public enterprises would also consider 
the question of providing reservations for Scheduled Caste and 
Scheduled tribes personnel at the sipervisory levels also.”
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3.3 The Government in the reply had stated as follows :—
“The directive being issued to the Public Enterprises for reservation 

of posts for Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes lays down the 
percentages of reservations to be made for posts in the various 
categories, including those corresponding to Class 1 and II posts 
under the Government. Adequate representation of Scheduled 
Caster/Scheduled Tribit? at the supervisory levels is also thus 
ensured” . '

3.4 The Employment Exchange (Compulsory Notification of Vacan
cies) Act, 1959 made it compulsory for an employer to notify his vacancies 
to the prescrited Employment Exchange, before filling up any vacancy.

3.5 The Government (Mmisti*y of Industry)'had also laid on the 
Table of Lbk Sabha on the 14th April, 1961, a note containing the principles 
of recruitment to be followed in the Public Undertakings. A copy of 
this note is given in Appendix II.

n’ _ ,

i 3.6 About the made oft recruitment, it has been stated in the material 
received from a numbtfciof Undertakings that teovporary employees recruited 
at the time of construction stage etc. were given first preference for ab
sorption in regular establishment. Vacancics were filjed by promotion of 
staff.

Vacancies ifor direct retfruJtinertt Were notified to the Enployment 
ExChahges.‘TJi^ecail'tecruStmtirtt was dot» by advertisement in local and 
impbrtant newsjisp«(rs. Where it was essential a few deputaitionists were 
also appointed to fill the vacancies.

; 3,7 'During evidence, the. representative of a leading all India trade
union, sta'tei '*We ,fgel that the workers association with recruitment at all 
levels is aosolut<^y nicessary. There ard so matiy ticklish questions in rer 
cruitntent. Unless worker are satisfied th&t recruitment is above board it 
is going to lead, and it is leading to k lot of tangle. It is no use framing 
rules. , You have sufficient experience and so have I. Rules are made only 
to.giV^'some person the scope to find out how he can have the opportunity 
to break them,' with impunity. So, it ii riot a question of making rOlcs. 
It is a questioh of the content and implienii^tation.

As regards police veiiiication of workers at the time of recruitment, 
the witajcss stated, “I would sugwst that we must do away with thi» kind of 
‘pbllcd' 1^’ and the ‘raj o f terror; That' ll* not thfe wtiy of wnniflg workers 
confidence.' That is strike takes place resultirig in loss of 20 millions 
mandays. Tt is a questiprt of his dignity, treatmettt tts full citizen of India.”

: 3.8 Shri p .  Thengui, M.P. has stated, “Whenevet’ lands are ^ u i r e d
^  the settiog>,up of a. public sector undertakii^ the persons displaced 
oonseciuently sh o i^  be p!^d dme compensation,,50 j ^  cent of which should 
be paid in v a ^ , tte  temainuig 50 per cent cbiiverted iiito their shares in the 
concerned undertaking.

Such displaced persons and theii* dependants be given priority in em
ployment in the undertaking.
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Perfcrence be given to focal and regional persons in tecruitmeiit for 
non>techni(»l jobs (Class III & IV) .

Recruitment for technical jobs be purely on the basis of merit, —on all 
India level (Qass I & II).

For the pysically handicapped specific types of jobs of certain per
centage of jobs should be leserved”.

3.9 Shri S.R. Vasavada, M.P. during evidence stated, “When the pro
ject goes into production, I think, all possible care should be taken to see 
that recruitment is given first to the person who has been displaced and 
his land taken away. Next to those people, who were employed in construc
tion work for anywhere between six months to five years may be given pre
ference. This may not be possible in all cases because you may require 
anywhere from 25,000 to 50,000 workers during the construction of a dam 
but when the dam i? completed you may require only 500 workers. There
fore, as I said all possible care should be taken to absorb as many workers 
as you can. The next point is that we, in our public projects, have four 
categories of workers, like the Government employees . So far as Class 
IV employees is concerned, I wou'd insist that all avenues of employment 
should be open to those who belong to the district or the State where the 
project is starting. I am not saying that 100% of them should get employ
ment. When this question was discussed in the National Integration Com
mittee, the concensus there also was that if a project was coming up, say, 
in Bihar, U.P. or M.P. or anywhere else, so far as Class IV is concerned, 
they are largely unskilled workers and no special qualification is required 
for them and so, practically speaking, all of them ?hould be recruited from 
the district or the State where the project has started. I would say the same 
thing, though with a little less emphasis, about Class III also. Class III 
is more or less clerical or skilled operatives. Skill will have to be imparted 
to these operatives. But it is the duty of the public sector project as well 
as the private sector project to see that skiH is imparted, and some initial 
expenses will have to be incurred in imparting skill to the workers.

So far as the higher technical staff is concerned, of course you cannot 
say that he must come from this State or that State; if you have got talent 
anywhere else in the country, I think we should utilise that talent. That is 
about recruitment.

I have got one more point about recruitment. I was in labom for 
the last 44 years and I have come to know that there is something like ‘t r^ e  
in the Wood’—knowledge of trade in the blood. A workman’s son born in 
the working class, born in the atmosphere Of that particular industry, 
has got an initial advancement rather than an outsider. Take 
any indust^ whether it is steel industry, cement industry, jute industry or 
cotton textile industry; if you were to recruit the son of that man, you have 
got grater advantage berause he lives in that environment and he knows 
how his father and other men are working. Moreover he can also solve 
the small prob’ems that come in the way while working in the factory. But 
an outsider har. to learn these things and that is why I said the knowledge of 
t i ^ e  is in the blood. Thd father without taking any trouble teaches his 
son about the work. Therefore, what I mean to say is that if a Ifne-man^
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spa or an operative man’s son in the Railway is given tlw same kind of work 
in the same industry, in the same project, he will certainly be helpful to the 
industiy because he knows so many things about the industry.”

3.10 Shri Sanat Mehta, ex-M.L.A. (Gujarat) stated, “I have a very strong 
feeling that in the public undertakings, the top management or the middle 
management have no knowledge of the labour laws in the country. I am 
making this statement as a very responsible trade unionist. In ONGC re
tired military officers were recruited. Fortunately, the practice has changed 
and I hope you will very strongly recommend whatever may be the efficiency 
of the military officers that they are not useful people in the personnel mana
gement and industrial relations affairs. They can combat strike well just 
like the Army which can combat verv well. Otherwise, they cannot do any
thing".

3.11 Shri V.G. Rajadhaksha, Chairman, Hindustan Levei Ltd., 
stated, “First of all, all recruitment is carried out through our Personnel 
Department. At the lowest level, the vacancies are notified to the Employ
ment Exchange—that is, for unskilled workers. We tell them that we want 
so many people. We have to see of cour$.e that they possess the minimum 
qualiikations of literacy. Within these requirements, all recruitment is 
done through the Employment Exchange.

For the intermediate vacancies, if there are suitable people within the 
Department, they are promoted by selection. If these are not, then we ad
vertise the vacancy within the Unit, whether it is a factory or an office what
ever it may be. If we still do not find suitable people then we advertise 
through the press. In the case of manageis, the same thing applies. We 
try to fill the vacancy from within but when we find that we are unable to 
recruit from within, we recruit from outside. We have also got the m ana^- 
ment trainee scheme where recruitment is not done against specific vacancies 
but when we take every year 4 or 5 people at the level of management trainess, 
who, after some time, automatically become managers. It is like Indian 
Administrative Service and other Central Government Class I service for 
which examinations are conducted.

A word about how this recruitment system works. Recruitmrnt for 
these posts is mostly done by interview but in special cases we have written 
examination also. The Chairman of the Board of Interviewers is a Direc
tor. There is also present the head of the unit-whether he belongs to mana
gement or the service groups. In the case of recruitment to the management 
position, it is done by a committee consisting of 2 or 3 Board members. 
For the recruitment of these management positions, usually the managres 
are the Board members and for the recruitment of senior people usually the 
Chairman of the Board is involved”.

3.12 During evidence of the representatives of the selected undertakings, 
the Committee enquired from the representatives about the recruitment 
procedure prevalent in their respective andertakings.

3.13 The Chairman, Bharat Heavy Electricals stated that “ the annual 
requirement is based on the production programme that we aojcipate for
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the next year. On the basis of the requirement we draw up recruitment pro
gramme for the various categories. Of course, 1 must admit that in the case 
of Bharat Heavy Electricals, the production progrrame for the last 2 years 
or so was quite undecided and was very blurred with the result the recruit
ment possibilities and recruitment plan had to be held back.

In the case of Hardwar Unit, subsequently we received some orders 
and on the basis of this we have been able to draw up our further recruitment 
programme.,

As far as the gazetted staff is concerned, we have more or less an annuaF 
programme of taking graduate apprentices on a phased programme in a 
sense because we have not completely recruited the full complement of 
designers and engineers required for even the minimum production that we 
anticipate. Therefore, we have definite programme of recruitment of about 
20 or 30 graduate apprentices who will man the gazetted posts. This is the 
programme that we have in view” .

3.14. The Chairman, Fertilizer Corporation of India said “as far as 
Ihe Fertilizer Corporation is concerned we have 5 fertilizer producing units, 
one at Durgapur undergoing trial, one at Barauni which is expected to go 
into production and there is one each at Talcher and Ramagundam which 
are just coming up. What we do, as far as the projects are concerned, is 
to make an assessment of our man power and this is considered as a pre
liminary reports. After a detailed study, a combined permanent set up is 
evolved. This is examined from time to time in the light of the experience 
which we have gained in our operating units. Our normal recruitment is 
through our apprenticeship schemes. We have a scheme for recruitment of 
tradesman as well as officers and through this scheme we regulate the intake. 
We also examine this manpower requirement, in the sense that it forms part 
of the annual budget, so that the Board of Directors have a chance to ex
amine our requirements, our expenditure, etc.”

3.15. The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated ''Hindustan 
Steel Ltd., has 8 units. Again taking the non-sujwvisory category, the plan
ning is done at the unit stage, that is in each Unit of Hindustan Steel there is 
a Committee set up by the General Manager. The Committee takes an 
overall picture of what are the likely vacancies and on that basis the plan
ning particularly of trainees and apprentices, is laid down.

This planning is also done at the Head Office level. About a year and a 
half ago, t ^  Chairman had appointed a Board Sub-Committee including the 
Personnel Directors and one or two General Managers to prepare a Master 
Man-Power Plan for the executive side. Last year, we recruited about 
500 graduate engineers. We have to lay down the job description not only 
in the matter of recruitment, but in respect or works study incentive schemes 
etc. also.”

3.16. The representative of Indian Airlines stated, “In Indian Airlines, 
we take the man-power forecast as the first step towards planning our re
cruitment and by the middle of the year we make projections for the next 
year for the growth of traffic, fleet compositon, utilisation of aircraft etc. 
Then we arrive at a broad idea about the number of people whom we want
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to recruit next year in different categories. There are a number of cate
gories—pilots, aircrafts engineers, technicians, traffic assistants, loaders and 
so on. By about October oi* so, we attempt a budget estimate. I would 
like to mention here that the set up of Indian Airlines is like this. We have a 
Central Office which is called Indian Airlines Headquarters which does the 
man-power planning as well as recruitment for certain categories like pilots, 
engineers, officers’ air hostesses and flight stewards. In other categories of 
staff, the recruitment is done locally by our regional offices in Calcutta, 
Bombay, Delhi and Madras. Once we have a clear idea about the man
power plan, we take into account the time that would be involved in the 
recruitment process. We also take into account the time that will be in
volved in training the staff.

3.17. The Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation said “On the basis 
o f formula evolved by Method & Organisation Department in LIC the 
staff is sanctioned for each division. We have found that this formula has 
been working satisfactorily. But the only problem that we have had bet
ween the date of sanction and recruitment is a cumbersome procedure. 
It used to create a lot of problems in getting men under job. After recruit
ment, we are giving training for six months to the recruited apprentices 
before they arc absorbed into the permanent service of the Corporation. 
We used to have direct recruitment of officers till this year. At present, 
out of officers’ cadre of about 4000 persons merely six hundred (600) are 
direct recruits. The composition of our Organisation is as such 95% of the 
persons who joined as clerks do not see any possibilities of becoming officers 
during their life time, Therefore, there was a considerable agitation against 
this direct recruitment. Taking those feelings into consideration and also 
the fact that we have had very highly qualified persons including L.L.M. 
and Ph.D. amongst our Assistants, we have decided temporarily to suspend 
this direct recruitment. So far as officers are concerned, we are trying to 
find out talent from within to see that they should be given opportunities to 
go forward”.

3.18. The Committee enquired whether recruitment of employees 
was dependent on police verifications in Public Undertaking and if so, 
the rationale behind the procedure. In reply, the representative of Hind
ustan Steel Ltd. stated, *‘I think in the Public Sector, we all have the police 
verification. But perhaps a lot of inconvenience to the referees and to the 
individuals could bo saved if this process of verification can be speeded 
up’\

3.19. The representatives of Oil and Natural Gas Commission, Indian 
Airlines and Natural Co^I Development Corporation stated that security 
was extremely important in their case. So they had to rely on police veri
fication.

3.20. The Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation said that they had 
dispensed with the system of police verification since they found it unnec
essary.

3.21. To a further question about the practice in private sector, the 
the Chairman, National Coal Development Corporation stated, “I can 
say on the basis of personal knowledge that this system operates in private
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sector also. I was in a private sector company for about 9 years.This 
was done there. In addition we had another enquiry regarding antecedents 
of the candidates through an officer of the Company’*.

3.22. From the post evidence replies received from undertakings, it 
has been observed that some undertakings, e.g. Fertilizer Corporation 
of India Hindustan Steel Ltd., Life Insurance Corporation of India, Heavy 
Engineering Corporation had not given any specific opportunity to the re
presentative bodies of the Staff to make their view joints known before the 
finalization of their Recruitment Rules and Regulations* Whereas in some 
Undertakings e.g. Oil and Natural Gas Commission, Food Corporation 
of India, Indian Airlines Recruitment Rules were drafted after giving ample 
opportunity to the representative Unions to place their view before the 
Management.

3.23 The Committee have also observed that in the matter of asso
ciating outside experts in the Selection Committees for recruitment, the 
policy adopted by the Undertakings had not been the same. Life Insurance 
Corporation did not consider it necessary to engage outside experts 
on the Selection Committee, Indian Airlines appointed an outsider only 
whenever such assistance was deemed necessary; Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
associated outside experts sometimes when it was felt that such association 
would improve selection and Oil and Natural Gas Commission engaged 
outsiders only for Class I posis. Some other undertakings e.g.’ Heavy 
Engineering Corporation, Fertilizer Corporation of India, Food Corpora
tion of India Ltd. associated experts in their Selection Committees for re
cruitment.

3.24. During evidence of the selected Ministries the Director-General, 
Bureau of Public Enterprises explained the recruitment procedure in Public 
Undertakings as follows, “As far as the recruitment for the top level posts 
are concerned-that is, the Chairman, Managing Director, Members of Boards 
of Directors and General Managers—the appointments are made by the 
Government and not by the Enterprises themselves. One of the recommen
dations of the Administrative Reforms Commission which has been accepted 
by the Government, is that the Members of the Board and General Managers 
should be appointed after consultation with the Chairman. For this purpose 
a selection Board is there consisting of four Secretaries of the Government 
from the concerned Ministries and there are four Chief Executives from the 
Public Enterprises themselves. These eight people form a Board and 
all those people who are aspirants to become Chief Executives and top 
Executives in Public Enterprises have to, appear for a personal interview ‘ 
before this Selection Board. They interview each person, whether he be
longs to the Publie Enterprise or whether he comes from outside; eveiy- 
body has to appear before this Board. After the person is considered suit
able by this Board, he is put in a proper panel. We have four schedules 
called A.B.C. & D. Schedule A consists of posts carrying a scale of pay of 
Rs. 3500-4000; schedule -B consists of posts carrying a scale of pay of Rs, 
3000-3500; schedule-C consists of posts carrying a scale of pay of Rs. 2500
3000 and schedule-D consists of posts carrying a scale of Rs. 2000-2500.

So, these people are placed in these different schedule and these panels 
are sent to the different Ministries. At the time when the selection has to
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be made, these schedules are consulted and people are normally selected 
from therein. Even then the Government policy is that if there are people 
available within the Enterprise, v^ho have already been screened and who have 
been found suitable for these posts, they should be given first preference” .

3.25. “ Now it may be that a person is there and is considered suitable 
but he has not been screened. In such cases we even entertain special re
quests from the Ministries to screen them quickly and if the Selection Board 
consider him suitable for employment, he is given the chance for appoint
ment, If a suitable person is not available within the Enterprise, then 
naturally the Government goes outside the enterprise, People belonging* 
to other Enterprises who are considered with these posts, are also given 
preference, Sometimes we do induct people from Private Enterprises and 
also from Government. This is the procedure followed for filling up the 
the vacancies at the top level” .

3.26, Regarding the appointments in lower levels, the witness further 
stated “There are two other levels, Middle level and the lower level that is 
the working level. Our policy regarding recruitment at the middle level is 
that except at certain injunction points, the trainees and the 
operatives should be minimum and the posts should normally be 
filled up from the organisation, But there are gaps and sometimes 
the recruitment has to take place in these middle levels on an all 
India basis when the persons are not availabe within the organisation. Then 
there is a regular advertisement and there will be a regular selection board 
for selecting people. In the case of graduate trainees, engineers, managers, 
ctc. we follow the same principle. Sc far as other posts are concerned, the 
public enterprises are as much subject to the compulsory Notification Act 
as other enterprises in the country are and the recruitment has to be done 
from the Employment Exchanges and quite often representatives of State 
Governments are associated in this process of recruitment of workers. But 
any system can be improved and should be improved. There should be 
constant check over its functioning and there should be a regular review. 
Quite a lot of modern techniques for recruitment are coming in. But 
there is the process of evolution rather than scrapping the system and 
bringing in a new system”.

3.27. When the Committee enquired about the views of the Govern
ment on the formation of an Industrial Service Commission for subordinate 
posts on the pattern of the Railway Service Commission for public under
takings. The Secretary, Ministry of Finance stated “This question has 
been considered but we have some difficulties. The recruitment in the 
case of the public sector undertakings is very different from that of the Rail
ways because there is only one type of people required by the different Rail
ways and they are able to recruit, but each different undertaking has different 
types of requirements. We have, therefore, felt that it would probably 
be better that each public sector undertaking has its own rules and proce
dure and a Commission for making selections, or their own board for recruit
ment. In case of the lower grade employees, they come from the Employ
ment Exchange, though a local selection board in which a representative 
of the State Government is also normally associated. Our view is that it 
would be very difficult for an Industrial Service Commission to work for a 
large variety of public sector undertakings”.
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3.28. The Coomiittee feel that broad framework for rules of recniit- 
ment in Pnblic Undertakings should be laid down by the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises who are stated to b^ well-equipped and wdl experienced in matters 
pertaining to public undertakings. The Rules should also define broadly the 
categories which would constitute the middle and the top cadres; the others 
being included in tte  remaining cadre. The rules may also make a distinction 
between public undertakings which are engaged in industrial enterprises and 
those which are concerned with insurance, financial management, buMuess, 
trade etc. The guide-lines may be different, if necessary, for these two broad 
categories of undertakings. Keeping in view these broad guidelines, each under 
taking may lay down detailed rules which may be got approved from the Bureau 
of Public Enterprises so as to make sure that they are not contrary to tlie prin
ciples laid down.

3.29. There should be a system for reviewing t&ese rules periodically 
say once in two years to begin with and later once in five years to make sure 
that they are in conformity with the developments in personnel management. 
The Bureau of Public Enterprises should in due course develop a Manual 
of Recruitment which would provide detailed guidance based on concrete cases 
so that it can serve as a useful reference volume.

3.30. The Committee are of the view that better opportunity should be 
provided to local persons for employment in public undertakings. Apart from 
priority being given to local persons in the matter of recruitment, another way 
of achieving it would be to provide vocational courses and other opportunities 
to the local persons to pick up the skill, which would fit them for employment 
opportunities available in the undertakings. One of the points which has been 
greatly agitating the mind of the local persons is that outsiders who are not 
really residents of the area manage to get themselves registered in the Em
ployment Exchange by giving local addresses. It should be possible for the 
Employment Exchanges to make sure, with the help of State Government, 
whether or not the persons who are being registered for employment in the pub
lic undertakings are local residents of the area and of the State. This infor
mation should be suitably indicated while forwarding the names to the public 
undertakings so that it is able to implement in letter and spirit orders issued by 
Government for giving preference to local persons for employment upto certain

levels.

3.31. The Ccmmittee reiterate the reccnmendations made by (be Co
mmittee on the welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes regarding 
appointment of candidates from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in (he 
public undertakings and desire that no efforts should be spared by the 
public undertakings to give adequate representation to the Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribes personnel in their appointments.
3.32. The Committee note that the Government have taken action to 

issue a directive to the Public Enterprises for reservation of posts for Scheduled 
Castes/Schcduled Tribes and to lay down the percentages of reservations to 
be made for posts in the various categories including those corresponding to 
class I and II posts under the Government. Adequate representation of Sche
duled Castes/Scheduled Tribes at the supervisory levels will also thus be ensured. 
The Committee desire that Government should pursue this matter with the 
Public Undertakings with a view to ensure their implementation.
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3.33. The Committee wish to poiat out that there have been ia recent 
years developments in the matter of devising aptitude and psycholojsical tests, 
including written tests, which would facilitate objective selection of personnel. 
The Bureau of Public Enterprises should also take the lead in this respect and 
commend to public undertakings suitable aptitude and psychological tests for 
recruitment. The help of the Institute of Management/National Productivity 
Council could also be availed of in devising these tests. These tests of course 
may be suitably adopted by the Public Undertakings, as necessary to suit more 
precisely the specific requirements of the undertakings.

3.34. The Committee also think that there should be a system of ‘̂follow 
up ’̂ of recruits through the first few years» if not right through the career, in 
order to derive lessons about the future mode of recruitment. The idea is to 
see how persons selected through a certain procedure and technique of recruit
ment have fared so that the procedure and technique may be modified, If nece
ssary to serve better the interest of the undertaking.

3.35. The personal reports particularly in a production unit should be 
so devised as to elicit factual information on the achievement and production 
record of the person so that It is free from any suspicion of a jpersonal idiosyn
crasy of the supervisory officials prejudicing the record of an individual.

3.36. The Committee note that Government have already laid down 
a broad policy that efforts should be made to fill up the top management posts 
from talentav ailable within the undertaking. It is, therefore, of the utmost 
importance that recruitment and career planning should be so done as to throw 
up over the years enough persons to fill top management posts. The Bureau 
of Public Enterprises should take special interest In this vital field and lay down 
in consultation with the Department of personnel at the Centre and the ins
titute of Management and the U.P.S.C, by broild guidelines for recruitment 
to the management cadre, which would provide the top management in the years 
to come. In view of the crucial importance of building up the Managerial 
talent in public undertakings, the Committee cannot too strongly stress that 
the matter should receive continuous and earnest consideration of Goverment 
at the highest level so that timely action is taken to correct any Imbalances.

3.37. The Committee also recommend that all the public undertakings 
should give preference in employment in suitable jobs to ex-service men and 
the dependents of army personnel who have laid down their lives in the last 
Indo-Pakistan war. '

3.38 The Committee note that Government have set up several centres 
for the welfare of handicapped persons where they are also imparted know
ledge in difTerent vocations. The Committee consider that public under
takings should set a worthy example by offering employment opportunities to 
such of the physically handicapped persons as can be gainfully absorbed in 
jol)s. ‘
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TRAINING .

 ̂ 4.1. In India, the traditional method of acqutriog the desired level of skill 
in a trade or occupation has been to learn ft initially from the elder in the 
famtW or a family fWend and practice it over lonjryears on the job. The skill 
thus learnt is in due course passed on to the younger genration in the like 
manner.

4.2. In Industrial Units, a worker recruited to an unskilled job gradually 
picked up the required knowledge by copying his senior. Gradually the need 
for trained workers came to be recognised in the industrial organisations. 
But the facilities for training have not received the required attention. The 
worker should be given training before and after he gets into employment.

4.3. During evidence Shri S.R. Vasavada, M.F. stated “it is the duty of 
the public sector project as well as the private sector project to see that skill 
is imparted and some initial expenses will have to be incurred in imparting 
skill to the workers.”

4.4. The Chairman, Hindustan Lever stated, “a very fundamental part 
of our plan is training. We have training right from the lowerst level of 
unskilled wokers to the supervisory staff.”

4..5. The representative of a leading all India trade union during evidence 
before the Committee stated, “The question which I would like to deal with 
is the question of retraining employees with leave facility at the company's 
cost. After a day’s work, I am asked to attend some evening course. After 
8 hours work, the employee has so many things to attend to. His effici
ency is not even at M per cent After 8 hours of standing before a steel 
furnace or in the melting shop, man is absolutely working at half his rated 
capacity. And you want him after 8 hours work to take lessons. Will he 
do it ? He cannot do it. My suggestion, is that a system has to be 
evolved. It may be evolved easily, there is nothing very difficult in it. 
Retrain employees with leave facilities at company’s cost. It does not 
mean that every member of the staff must be given leave at the same time.”

4.6. In a Memorandum received from a leading all India trade union, 
it has been stated, “ there are practically no facilities for inplant training 
for fitting persons for a better job. In-plant training to fit persons for a 
better job, must be provided at the Company’s expense.”

4.7. Another leading all India trade union in their memorandum have 
stated, “Training Scheme does not exisi in many of the Establishments.”

3 LSS/72—3.

IV
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4.8. During evidence of the selected Ministries the Committee encjuired 
about the facilities for training provided by the Undertakings to their em
ployees to improve their prospects. In reply, the Director General, Bureau 
of Public Enterprises stated, “ I do not thinly we have uniform system but 
many of the important undertakings have introduced this in service-training 
in technical institutes. They have evening classes. They have facilities for 
giving training in respective trades and I know one or two enterprise who

run classes for the ,qpei;^rs and for the peopto-^B.Scs., etc. to acquire 
s u ^  (qualifications as A'MIE. I do no think we can generalise that this sort 
Qt facility is with every e n t^ rise , but once there is a possibility of people: 
movinii up, these facilities are provided.”

4.9. In a written reply, Bharat Heavy Electricals have stated, “Training 
c o ^ e s  are arranged on ̂ 1  time basis at the training centres, where library 
facilities, workshop facilities etp. covering both practical and theoretical 
aspect are provided.”

4.10, The Fertilizer Cwporation of India have stated, “For our emplo
yees we provide broad educational part time courses each of one year’s 
duration as prebasic, basic and advance and also coaching for the profess
ional degree examinations of Institute of Engineers etc. The Institution of 
Engineers recognises our advanqe courses and therefore w y  employees 
who did not have fortune of going tnrough college education, can by passing 
the scries of the above courses attain professional qualifications. The prebasio 
and basic courses are generally tailored to the needs of the employees and 
are treated equivalent to Matriculation and I.Sc. The advance courses 
arc divided in specialised disciplines !n production, Mechanical, Electrical, 
Instrumentation and Draughtsmanship etc. Besides these part time courses 
we have regular specialised refresher courses for different categories of Tech
nicians, Maintenance Operation Safety, Instrument Technology in the 
various disciplines.' The part time courses are specifically meant to improve 
the qualifications and knowledge of the workers and their eligibility for 
promotion to the supervisory ranks, specialised courses arc meant to 
broaden their knowledge in their specified field of work and improve their 
performance on their jobs.’*

4.11. The Food Corporation have stated, “A Central Training Institute 
with Head-quarters in New Delhi has been set up fot conducting general, 
orientation, promotion and refresher courses for middle and lower manage
ment levels. Apart from the training facilities at the institute, training 
programmes are organised at zonal/regional levels for category II & III 
employees.

Senior and middle level executives are deputed for specialised training 
in various fields in the established training institutions such as Administra
tive Staff College of India, Hyderabad, Indian Institute of Public Adminis
tration, New Delhi, Institute of Management, Calcutta & Ahmedabad, 
and various short courses run by established Management Institutes.

Executives are also sponsored for training abroad under fellowship 
programmes notified by Government from time to time.”
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4.12. The Life Insurance Corporation have stated, “The new recruits 
in the Assistants* cadre are given training for 3 months consisting of two 
>^eeks of theoretical trahiing and 2 1/2 months’ practical training on the 
job. The training for them aims in providing such background knowledge 
as will enable them to take an intelligent interest in their work and to acquire 
a clear understanding of the same. The practical training helps them to 
acquire a through knowledge of office proceedures within the shortest 
possible period of time, so as to enable them to make an effective con
tribution to the working of the Corporation. The Corporation has also set 
up an officers’ training College in which training is given to employees pro
moted to the officers’ cadre to equip them for higher responsibilitities.”

4.13. The Oil & Natural Gas Commission have stated, “The Commission 
has an Institute of Petroleum Exploration (IPE) which imparts induction 
training and Refreshers courses. The Refreshers’s courses are for the bene
fit for the employees who have been working in the Commission, whereas the 
induction training is provided to those who join its technical cadre.”

4.14. The Hindustan Steel have stated, “Aadequate facilities exist in 
the plants for employee to improve their prospects through training. Each 
plan has a well equipped Technical Training Institute staffed by qualified 
instructors and training officers. Training is imparted to the employees 
for improving their skill during their working hours while on the job or in 
the Training Institute.”

4.15. The Committee feel that the main burden of training the workers 
after recruitment should necessarily be borne by the undertakings. In In
dustrially advanced countries, this is the normal method of making a worker 
useful to the organisation. Present economic and industrial development 
In India demand comprehensive course of training at every level of staff in the 
industrial as well as trading undertakings.

4.16. The recruitment in industrial units takes place both from outside 
sources and from within. The Committee need hardly point out that training 
courses for outside candidates would have to be more exhaustive than for in
plants candidates.

4.17. llie Committee also recommend that adequate facilities should 
exist in the plants for employees to improve their prospects through training 
courses. Appropriate training schemes for different categories of technicians, 
should be devised by the Undertakings both in the plant and outside. As 
regards middle and senior executive arrangement for refresher courses should 
be arranged and full advantage of the various training centres set up by the 
Universities and well known management Institutes in the country betaken.

4.18 In the trading corporations, training progranunes should be organi
sed for the new recruits to give them theoretical a ^  practical training in the 
duties and responsibilities entrusted to them. The Corporations should also 
conduct training classes in which trainiiis should he imparted to employees 
promoted to the officers’ cadre to equip them for higher reqransibilities. 
Senior executives may be deputed for specialised training m various fields 
in the established trainmg uistitutions in the country.
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4.19. The Conunittee attach the the greatest importance to the arovi- 
siOD of adequate training facilities indnding leave forworiiers at all levels 
so that they can im|irove their skiU and knowledge and quaUfy for higher 
posts. The training programme may be devised in consultation with training 
institates of standing as well as representatives of labour so that it serves the 
twbi purpose of enabling the employees to improve their prospects and of 
increasing eCBciency and productivity. The Committee are sanguine that if 
the training programmes are worked in the larger interests of the workers 
and the undertaUngs it would give workers the much desired sense of belonging.
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PROMOTION POLICY
\

5.1. From the material received from Public Undertakings it has 
been noticed that normdly promotion In the lower level arc made from the 
lower grade in most of the Undertakings. For promotions in the middle 
grade, a person’s seniority, merit, past record and conduct are taken into 
account.

5.2. Higher Grade promotions are made by selection on merits from 
amongst the officers in the next below grade. Some undertakings e.g.

Air India, Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., Hindustan Steel Ltd., Indian 
Drugs and Pharmacuetical Ltd., Life Insurance Corporation have reserved 
percentage for promotion in higher category of posts. The policy of 
some other undertakings e.g, Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd., Fertilizer Cor
poration of India, Heavy Engineering Corporation, Indian Oil Corporation 
Ltd., has been to fill as many vacancies from internal sources as possible 
and resort to outside recruitment when suitable persons arc not available. 
Some undertakings e.g. Life Insurance Corporation of Ind^a, Indian Tele
phone Industries etc. have laid down a minimum period in one grade before 
which promotion to the next higher grade is not considered.

5.3. With the establishment of a large number of Public Undertakings, 
the issue of promotion has assumed importance. Discontent over promotions 
has been the cause of several work stoppages. Promotion means movement 
of a worker to a position of higher responsibility and increase in his emolu
ments. It is a reward for the worker’s hard work and an incentive to give of 
his best to the undertaking. It sustains and builds up the morale of workers. 
Many undertakings have laid down promotion rules, or drawn up some guide
lines on the basis of which promotions are made. Most of the Undertakings 
have set up their own Departmental Promotion Committees.

5.4. In Bhilai Steel Plant suitability pf employees in skilled and highly 
skilled categories is determined on the basis of merit rating in which emplo
yees are assessed in various areas like length of service, regularity of atten
dance, amenability to discipline, qualifications and performance. In other 
steel plants the system of merit rating is being considered for introduction.

5.5. During evidence, the representative of a leading all India trade 
union stated “with regard to the promotion policy, we want to make it dear 
that it should be seniority-cwm-efficiency. Of course from the trade union 
side, we do all along insi*>t that the seniority should be the primary criterion 
because, if it is on the basis of efficiency, there may be some nepotism and 
favouritism. But in the case of seniority, the question of nepotism and 
favouritism does not arise”.
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5.6. About Promotion Policy in the Undertakings another leading 
all India trade union in a Memorandum have stated “promotion is a matter 
which is causing serious unrest and discontent in almost all public sector 
undertakings. At present in many places there are no lules. Where such 
rules do exist, these are faulty and promotion is most^ dependent on the 
subjective evaluation of work by a superior officer. In many cases, even 
the faulty rules are broken to satisfy the whims and fancies of the officers, 
corruption also plays a part in some cases. Channels of promotion are 
designed in a way which denies opportunities to large masses of workers 
who whatever their competence are compelled to stagnate in the same job 
yeai after year. There are practically no facilities for “ in-plant'" tranings 
for fitting a person in a better job.

 ̂ What is required is a through over-haul of the present ploicies. Pro
motion opportunities must be maximised. Clear objective conditions must 
be laid down. Nepotism, favouritism and corruption must be eliminated. 
In-i^ant training to fit persons for a better job must be provided at the com
panies' expense.

All this requires, in the case of recruitment, association of the recognis
ed unions in laying down the policies as well as in their implementation.”

5.7. During evidence of selected Public Undertakings, the Chairman, 
Fertilizer Corporation of India stated “We have a written procedure and» 
it is constantly reviewed on the basis of the exprience we gain. For instand 
about the helpers—we do not have any helpers at all. What we try to do 
is to retrain the people and if possible give them higher, better and more 
paying job. There are certain posts which are the prerogatives of the Presi
dent like the posts of General Manager, Financial Adviser, etc. So the 
Board of Directors would recommend that person. But subsequently, it 
is the Government which takes the decision as to whether he should or 
should not be the General Manager.'*

5.8. The Committee enquired about the higher grade that an ordinary 
worker could reach in a Public Undertaking, in reply, the Chairman, 
Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. stated, “there is no bar for worker to come 
up to any level in the Company provided he has the necessary qualifications 
and his record of service is satisfactory. But I do know that workers have 
come up to the level of Foreman and some of the Foremen have been promo
ted even to the officer class. But as far as my company is concerned, I would 
say that the Company is still very young and hardly 5 or 6 years old. There
fore, I cannot give any specific instances where the worker has come up 
to the top. But I do visualise that the recruitment having been made in 
a very discriminating manner and the workers having a basic education 
such as IIT pass etc., in future these people will be bale to reach highci levels. 
In connection with this question there is a specific query whether a central 
directive should be issued in the matter of promotion procedure to remove 
discontenment among the employee :̂ or W'ould you favour authonomy of 
the undertaking to be retained. 1 do feel that autonomy should be retained. 
And about the central directives, first , they are very difficult to be issued 
to cover the whole range of the industries that are now in the public sector

A nd secondly, the woikman or the employee of the comapny should feel
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that be has to look forward to fai« prospects and caveer promotions etc. 
and bis loyalty should be basically to the. organiiaiion r a t i^  than depend 
upon some oeottal diireotive for bis advance. And you have also asked 
whether there is any suggestion for im provi^ the promotion procedures in 
the public sector.

I feel that in the case of workmen, we should insist tipon trade test 
being the basic bedrock on wh^ch promotion should‘be formdlated. 1 ^now 
that sometimes the labour demands that there should be no trade tests and 
the promotion should be based on either seniority or dn softte sort of per- 
Iromance on the shop-floor. Well, 1 do feel that some weightage must be 
given for the seniority and performance on the shop-floor. Qasically, 
from grade to grade, there should be a defind te^  conducted in a scientifc 
manner, and the promotion should be regulated on the results of the trade 
test. If you come to the promotions regarding higher categories, I feel 
that the system now prevailing, that is a Committee is appointed for con
ducting an interview or written test ensures fair amount of objectivity in the 
promotions. I also feel that it is the only way to counteract nepotism. 
The Committee method of selection i*: the best method that we should follow. 
Of course, you can say that even a Committee could be biased. Then, 
there is no human ingenuity which could eliminate some amount of subjec
tivity in the selections. But by and lar^e, the Committee with somebody 
from the Personnel Department and discipline to which the employee 
himself belongs and a representative of the top management should ^  
able to conduct fair selection? and follow an objective assessment.”

5.9. In reply to a question about setting up of an Industrial Public 
Service Commission for the purpose of selecting officers over a particular 
pay range of Rs. 1,000/- for all the Public Undertakings, the Chairman, 
Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd., said , “I have given some thought to this sub
ject of a common Public S ^ ic e  Commission like a  pavalld to U.P.S.C. 
for all the Public Sector Undertakings. But, I came to tlie conclusion that 
such a procedure might create some difficulties, for instance, the as|Mntioiis 
of local population even in the officers level would, perhaps, come in the way 
of such an over-ail all India recruitment. For instance, if such a Service 
Commission advertises for certain number of posts at Uiopal, Hardwar 
and some places, the local pMple would certainly come forward in greater 
numbers. But if the advertisement if on an all India ba«is, naturally the 
selections have got to be undet such circumstances of an all India evaluation. 
Even the people from far away places would apply and compete. v There>̂  
fore, I feel that a Public Service Commission or som ethi^ like the Service 
Commission with outside people or people with long experience and associa
ting one of the General Managers for recruitment to that particular unit 
would be able to, I should say, satisfy the aspirations of local people better 
than a Central Service Commission.”

5.10. The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. said. “The Hindu- 
tan Steel is about 17 years old that is, only in Rourkela. And therie are quite 
a few instances where the workers taken in at the lowest level, having ac- 
quhed the qualifications, have reached the post of General Foreman U . 
the nundje^ three post in th^ Department Fromf ncm-exiecutive to the ex- 
cutive cadre, we have 50 per cent of vacancies reseived for prt>motees
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with qualifications pfovided they go through the training process, first. I 
thiok this is very cfsential because these days, with the standard of education 
going up, pMple with 'qualifications conie in at the lowest level. The unit 
shoiud provide training at different levels to enable men to pass on to  the 
next higher post.

On the question of setting an Industrial Services Commission, I 
would rather agree with the administrative Reforms Commission that this 
should be left to the Plant itself because the type of specialities are so different 
that it should be done at the Specialist Unit level

'  5.11. The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. further, stated, 
“ I feel that merely evolving promotion procedures is not enough. The whole 
consideration is to see that these are consistently applied. It is not that we 
do not have a promotion procedure. Procedures are there and they are 
very good, But they have to be consistently applied without discrimination” .

Admitting that discrimination took place in promotions in Public 
Undertakings the representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated, “ I will 
have to be frank and I would not be telling the truth if I say that no discri
mination has ever taken place’*.

5.12. The Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation explained, 
“To my mind, if you really want to build up a proper cadre at different 
levels, an independent recruitment body is absolutely necessary. This is 
my personal view because, at the time of recruitment, high and low pressures 
are built up. I think an independent Industrial Commission will go a long 
way in solving the problem. In the Railways, for instance, we have a 
Regional Organisation and this Regional Organisation can confine recruit
ments in the region itself at the lower level. But for the higher level like 
the officers’ le i^  and supervisory level, an independent organisation is ab
solutely necessary because, whatever we may say, it is the top which is res
ponsible for running the organisation ; if the top is weak or is not strong 
enough, it will have its repercussions on the workers of the organisations.

With regard to promotions, you also raise the question of the workers 
coming up to tHt highest cadre. Rightly or wrongly, the people at the lower 
level insist that there should be promotion by seniority and it has almost 
been accepted ^ a t  people at the lower level are promoted by seniority sub
ject to suitability. But if you go on f>romting by seniority at higher levels, 
they s*me times do not become suitable th^selves and it is difficult to 
promote peofde of juniority at the higher level; and if at the higher level 
we try to have selection, it means only one in ten come up and nine in ten 
get neglected. So, some thought should be given to holding a test at the 
lower level so that the pec^le come up not because of their length of serivce 
but because of their qualifications. Once they develop their capacity it 
should not be difficult for them or difficult for the Management to accept 
them at the higher level. So, this is one big snag in the seniority method— 
that junior people are not coming up”.

5.13. In reply to a  question about his views for associating the Labour 
Unions in the matter rof promotions, the Chairman, Heavy Eagtneering 
Corporation stated, “ I am rather old-fashioned. If the Union can provide
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people who can really be selected, I have no objection but unfortunately today, 
the people who can be sdected are not available to that extent. If the Labour 
Unions can provide that amount of professional ability to be able to select 
people. We have no objection; but unfortunately it is not so.”

S. 14. The Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation expressed the view 
that considerable importance had to be given to management development 
in the Public Sector Undertakings. He was against the tendency of bring
ing heads of Undertakings from outside. He stated that even lowest man 
who started his career should aspire to go to the top. For that purpose 
training courses should be introduced. It was a pity that Life Insurance 
Corporation though employing thousands of workers was not able to pro
duce even one Chairman so far. It was therefore, evident that in this huge 
organisation there was no long range development. The philosophy that 
the men inside the organisation were not good and the man brbught from 
ouside was good had to be changed. The Chairman, L.I.C. further stated 
that if during his tenure, he was not able to produce his successor, it would 
be a failure on his part. Stable management had to be assured. They were 
going into the entire question of promotions and eliminate the fear of favouri- , 
tism and nepotism that was at present prevailing. 0

5.15. During evidence of Ministries when the Committee enquired 
about percentage of workers that had been able to rise from floor level 
to supervisory level in undertakings the Director General, Public Enter
prises replied, “Of course, I cannot answer for all the undertakings. But 
I do know something from my own experience that in many undertakings, 
at the supervisory level, that is directly in charge of the work floor or a shop 
floor, a very large percentage —50 per cent—is reserved for people from 
lower level in the Steel Plants. This gives, first, an incentive to work better 
and they get better chances, and secondly, the pyramid is not over-loaded 
with a very large number of young graduates, who in the next level or level 
above that would not get any chance for moving up further and would be 
frustrated. So, it will serve as an incentive for the lo^er man to go up and 
the base of the pyramid is not too much overloaded with people who are 
aspirants to move up in middle management level. So, we follow this in quite 
a  large number of undertakings” .

5.16. The Committee enquired whether there was any system of ex
amination while giving lift to the next grade or automatically the workers 
were lifted to the next grade?

The Director General, Bureau of Public Enterprises replied, “Cross
ing over from the workman level to the supervisory level is not automatic. 
Different enterprises have different systems. If it was a queftion of turners 
trade or machinist trade, then he must get the trade test certificate. If 
it was a question of operating plant, usually, these things were done on 
the basis of seniority cum-merit. After one was qualified, after a few years 
of service, there is an interview, and Interview Board comprises of people 
of that particular shop or Department, and on the basis of interview and on 
the basis of seniority, these people were promoted”.



5.17. The Committee enquired whether there was a system of indenti* 
fying talent among the workers and giving them opportunities for develop
ment in the interest of the Undertakings?

In reply while admitting that there was no such system prevailing 
in Public Undertaking, the Director General, Bureau of Public Enterprises 
stated, “We have much not work done in the area of talent bunting and 
talent tapping at workman’s level. And it is an area where we should 
start work now. Quite a few have computers and, perhaps, it will be possible 
for them to store the information and systematise the whole thing. It is a 
wonderful suggestion and we will certainly try to follow’’.

5.18. The Bureau of Public Enterprises have forwarded with their
U.O. note No. 205/PPE(GM-I)/72, dated 3-2-1972, a copy of the Ministry 
of Labour, Employment and Rehabilitation O.M. No. 3l(My66-LWI-I 
dated 13th July, 1967, wherein it has been stated, “At the meeting of the 
Heads of Public Sector Undertakings held in July, 1963 it was decided that 
a Model Promotion Procedure should be drawn up so as to minimise the grie
vances of the workers arising out of the promotions ordered by the manage
ments. Accordingly the Ministry of Labour, Employment and Rehabili
tation corresponded with 15 of the larger undertakings in the Public Sec> 
tor, and eleven from among the efficient and well established undertakings. 
Indian and foreign, in the private sector. In addition, the Ministry of, 
E>efence and Railways were also addressed and their procedure studied. 
Personal discussions with the top management of a number of public and 
private sector undertakings were also held in order to understand fully the 
promotion procedures followed by them. • '

A set of draft model principles was evolved in the light of studies and 
discussions and placed before the 5th meeting of the Heads of Public 
Sector Undertakings held in July, 1966. After some discussion it was decided 
that a small sub-committee comprising representatives of certain Public Sec
tor Undertakings and of Ministries of Mines and metals, and Industry and 
Labour and Employment should go into the question and recommend a suit
able classification of posts for which the criteria for promotion might be 
seniority and those for which the criteria might be seniority-cum-merit, or 
selection or trade tests, and to suggest a suitable Model Promotion proce* 
dure in the light of the views expressed at the meeting.

The Sub-Committee met in January, 1967, and agreed upon certain 
changes in the Model Principles. These changes have been incorporated 
and the draft, as finally approved, by the members of the sub-committee, 
is enclosed herewith”.

The Ministry of Industrial Development in their O.M. No. Pr. C. 14
(3)/67-PEC, dated 24-3-1972 have stated :

“The Ministry of Labour & Employment O.M. No. LWI (I)-3l(7)/66, 
dated the 3rd July, 1967, incorporating the ‘Model Principles 
to be followed when ordering promotions of industrial workers 
in pubUc sector undertakings’, was circulated to the public sector 
undertakings then under the control of this Mdnistry for their 
information and guidance v/de this Ministry’s letter No. Pr. C.
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I4(3)/67, dated the 21st August, 1967; The undertakings ooo> 
ceraed are being requested to intimate to this M inist^ urwntly, 
whether the instructions contained in the above mentioned letter 
are being followed by them. A further communication will be 
sent to the Lok Sabha Secretariat as soon as the latest position 
is available from the undertakings, A copy of this Ministry’s 
letter referred to above is also being forwarded to the new under
taking (who could not obviously be addressed previously), for 
their information and guidance.

2. A copy of this Ministry’s letter referred to above along with 
a copy of the Ministry of Labour and Employment 0 ,M . dated 
the 3rd July, 1967 embodying the ‘Model Principles for Promotion’ 
was also subsequently circulated {vide this Ministry’s O.M. 
No. Pc. C. 14(3)167, dated the 21st January, 1969 to all the Minis
tries/Departments concerned with public sector undertakings,, 
for their information and guidance. They are being requested 
to intimate the position regarding implementation of these ins
tructions by the Public sector undertakings with which they are 
concerned direct to the Lok Sabha Secretariat immediately."

The ‘Model Principles’ are as follows:—

Model Principles to be followed when ordkring Promotion o f Indus
trial workers in PiAlic Sector Undertakings

Scope and coverage

1. These Model Principles shall generally apply to industrial wor> 
kers as defined in the Industrial Disputes Act.

Consultatioa witt the Unions

2. The drafting of the promotion procedure or the adaptation of any 
model procedure in any Public sector enterprise must be preceded by the 
fullest possible consultations with recognised trade unions or service asso
ciations or, if there are no such recognised unions or associations, with alt 
categories of workers in general. Such consultation should especially be 
directed to :—

(a) proposed categorisation and classification of posts on the basis 
of clearly enunicated qualifications for each ;

(b) provision for appeal and representation by an aggrieved indivi
dual or a trade union in promotion matters.

(c) extent of association of trade union representatives with trade 
tests ; and

(d) exclusion of such association with the deliberations of the pro
motion committees.
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GMag puUidty to promotkNi procedore

3. The promotion procedure once finalised should be given the widest 
possible publicity. The procedure and service rules should be printed in the 
form of a Service Mannual. Translations in such regional language or 
languages as are understood by a substantial number of workers should 
also be made available to ensure that the promotion procedure is properly 
understood by all concerned.

Classification of poat/en^yees prescription of minimuin qualifications and 
experience.

4. All posts, permanent or temporary should be classified according
to the nature of duties, e, g. superivisory, clearical, technical, etc. and also 
according to trades. Minimum qualifications or experience to be prescribed 
for each class or category of posts should be clearly defind so as to (a) to 
avoid premature promotions and (b) to reduce the element of non-selection 
variety of posts to the maximum extent possible. While classifiying the posts, 
mention should also be made of the method and mode of recruitment, viz., 
the percentage of vacancies to be filled in a particular grade by promotion 
and the percentage to be filled by direct recruitment. While laying down 
the qualifications not only the educational qualifications but the specific 
job requirements should also be specified. Except in very exceptional cases 
(where reasons should be recorded in writing) minimum qualification and 
experience prescribed for the various categories of posts should be strictly 
adhered to .....................

Eligibility for promotion

5. Such elegibility should depend not only on the possession of a 
minimum qualification and experience prescribed for the higher post, but 
also on a minimum length of service in the present grade or post or, where 
there is a system of qualifying tests for promotion, on the passing of such 
a test. Generally a minimum of three years' experience should be prescribed 
for determining eligibility for promotion to a higher grade, the limit of three 
years being relaxable in exceptional cases for reasons to be recorded in writ
ing. The limit of 3 years’ experience may not necessarily be applicable 
in cases where promotion is made on the passing of a qualifying test.

PromoAon Committees

6. At every level promotion should be based on the recommendation 
of a Promotion Committee and not left to the discretion of an individual. 
No promotion Committee should have less than three members. Where- 
ever possible the Promotion Committee should be so constituted that at 
least one of the members represented, on the Committee has a personal 
knowledge of the capabilities and aptitudes of the workers concerned. Wher
ever for any reason association of such an officer with the Promotion Com
mittee is not possible, the Committee should while making selection have 
before it a written as assessment of the candidates work by the Officer 
concerned.
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In determioing the composition of a Promotion Committee carc 
should be taken to ensure that there is no room for any local influence or 
pressure. This could be done wherever necessary, by associating an officer 
from the Headquarters Office with the local Promotion Committees.

Merit ratliig

7. There should be a system of merit-rating based on various factors, 
e. g. length of service, regular attendance, amenability to discipline, quali
fications, performance, safety>mindedness, etc. The system should be 
evolved for each undertaking according to its local requirements.

Criteria for Promotioii

8. In the lower categories of posts, /. e., un-skilled, semi-skilled, 
clerical workers and routine clerks, promotions should be based on seniority 
subject to fitness. When a job required a higher skill or a different skill, 
promotions should be on the basis of trade tests, qualifying tests and seniority- 
cum-merit. While holding trade tests, a representative of the recognised 
union who should be technically qualified : should be associated as an 
observer, wherever possible. For commercial, ministerial and adminis
trative jobs, there should be system of qualifying tests for promotion to 
higher grades. For selection posts, the criterion should be mainly merit.

Training of workers

9. There should be a regular system of selecting potentially good 
workers for training for higher skills and reponsibilities, instead of relying 
mostly on the open market. (This will ensure loyality of the worker to 
the undertaking, discourage this migration to other enterprises, provide 
an incentive for efficiency and productivity and eliminate the friction which 
usually attends the adjustability of an ‘outsider’ to the methods and pro
cesses of a plant.)

Communication of reasons for non-selectioa

10. Whenever a worker who is otherwise due for promotion is not 
selected for promotion, he should, in-case he desires to know the reasons 
for his non-promotion, and there is no serious objection to doing so, be 
normally advised of such reasons, either orally or in writing, so that he may 
endeavour to rectify the defects or deficiencies which stood in the way of 
his promotion. (This principle is, however, in the nature of guidance for 
managements and need not necessarily be formally incorporated in the pro
motion rules.)

Representatioa of grievances relating to non-promotion

11. Written representations from individual workers or unions re
lating to promotion matters should be freely entertained, examined and 
replied to within a stated time. A d^uate opportunity should also be pro
vided to the workers to represent their grievances in person, if they so desire.
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and this method of representation should be encouragcd. An attempt 
should always be made at the personal level, to explain to a worker why he 
could not be promoted.

5.19. The Committee observe that a uniform and well defined promotion 
policy has not been laid down for most public undertakings. Different un- 
dertaJiings follow different promotion procedure with the result that discontent
ment over promotions in undertakings Is often evidenced. The Committee 
Is also of the view that discontent over promotions has been the primary cause 
«f several work stoppages in undertakings.

5.20. The Committee feel that the entire question of promotions 
in the Public Undertakings should be reviewed by the Government. The pro
motion policy should be based on seniority-cum-merit, trade test etc. and it 
should be strictly observed in practice.

5.21. The Committee note that as early as July, 1963 It was decided 
to draw up a model promotion procedure and d u t after detailed discussions 
between representatives of certain selected public sector undertakings and the 
administrative Ministries concerned including the Ministry of Labour and 
Employment certain model principles governing promotion were drawn up 
in 1967, and forwarded by the Ministry of Labour and Empktyment to the 
Ministry of Industrial Devetopment in original with a copy to the Bureau 
of Public Enterprises. The Committee find that the Ministry of Industrial 
Development contented themselves with forwarding a copy of it to the public 
undertakings under their control in August, 1967. The Committee also note 
that it was only in January, 1969 that the Ministry of Industrial Development 
circulated the Model principles to other Ministries/Departments of the Govern
ment of India connected with Public Undertakings. It is only on the insistence 
of the Committee that the Ministry of Industrial Development have now add
ressed these undertakings to ascertain whether the Instructions contained in 
the model principles are in fact being followed by them. The Ministry of 
Industrial Development are also only now thinking of circulating these model 
principles to new undertakings which have come into being after 1967.

The Bureau of Public Enterprises have taken an even more complacent 
attitute by stating that the letter by the Ministry of Labour was addressed to 
them for information only and that it was for the Ministry of Industrial Deve
lopment to take necessary action for circulation to the undertakings. The 
Conunittee are shocked at this lack of earnestness in following up instructions 
issued about a crucial matter which intimately affects the service conditions and 
propects of employees working in public undertakings and which has admittedly 
been responsible for lot of discontent and unrest amongst the employees. The 
Committee feel that it was the bounden duty of the Bureau of Public Ente^rises 
who have a separate Division for General Management as well as the Ministry 
of Industrial Development and other administrative Ministries concerned to 
make sure that these model principles were in fact circulated as soon as they 
were finalised and Hut necessary action on the lines mentioned therein was 
taken by each of the public undertakings. Tbe Committee feel certain that 
had the promotion procedures suggested therein as early as 1967 been devised 
irfter fullest consultation with tte  recognised trade-unlMS or service assoda- 
dons and given widest publicity and printed in die form of service manuals,
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there woald not have been this widespread feeling amongst the trade unions 
lhat the promotion procedures leave mudi to be desfavd. Even the represen
tatives of management of public undertakings could not deny that there were 
complaints about promotion procedures from staff. The Committee cannot 
too strongly stress the need for a close follow-up by the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises to make sure that flie modd principies are at least now given effect 
to in letter and spitrit by the undertakings. The workers representatives should 
be associated with the implementation of those ‘Modd prtndples’ for promotion. 
The Committee woaid like to be informed within three months in detail of the 
action tidken by each undertaking with particular reference to the deven points 
mentioned hi the Model Principles.

5.22. The Committee are also of the view that a system of identifying 
talent among the workers and giving them opportunities for devdopmeot should 
be hitroduced in the Undertaldngs. Broadly, Ae Conmittee would recommend :

(i) Seniority should be the basis for promotion at lower levels. There 
should Iw a promotion committee for the lower level in each under
taking.

(ii) In respect of middle management-level (technical supervisory and 
administrative personnel), seniority-cum-merit should be the crite
rion for promotion. The general policy should be to fill as many 
vacancies as possible from internal sources by promotion. Only 
when suitable persons are not available, resort to outside recruit
ment may be made, on all India basis. A promotion Committee 
should be set up for middle management levd in each undertaking.

(iii) For higher managerial (technical and administrative positions) merit 
alone should be the guiding factor. As far as possible, talented and profess- 
onaliy competent persons should be selected from within the Undertaking 
for managerial posts. If, however, suitable and competent persons are not 
available inside the organisation, selection on All India basis may be made.
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PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

6.1. Penonnel Departments are ^ e ra l ly  entrusted with functions 
relating to recruitment, fromotion, traming and establishment matters. 
They are also concerned with the settlement of grievances of workers and 
promotion of smooth and healthy human relations. Personnel Depart
ments in some Public Undertakings look after both welfare and personnel 
management. It is therefore very necessary that efficient Personnel Depart
ment, adequately staffed with trained and experienced officers should be 
set up in all the Public Sector Undertakings to deal with labour matters. 
It has been noticed that a number of undertakings have organised their 
personnel departments and have provided sufficient staff for them.

•

6.2 Regarding the Personnel Departments in Public Undertakings, 
the following comments have been received by the Committee from some 
leading trade unions

(i) “For the better understanding, well organised Personnel Depart
ment with the trained officials in the Public Sectors is must’\

(ii) “The set-up and functions of Personnel Department in public 
sector undertakings are hopeless, the personnel departments are 
looking to the interests of the management and they arc always 
against the workers” .

(iii) “The Personnel Departments in Public Sector Undertakings, 
must be manned by people not necessarily with legal qualifica
tions. They must be experts in human relations apart from hav
ing studied organisation systems and methods etc. The Chief 
of Personnel should have complete freedom to take decisions 
and implement them underterred by political influence, from 
above. It is a specialised job and would require specialisation. 
We do not think we have such specialist? manning personnel 
departments in most of the public sector undertakings” .

(iv) “The functioning of personnel departments is outdated. The 
personnel departments conduct their activities not only with a 
bureaucratic mind but also at the dictation of the management. 
They do not pay due heed to the view point of the workmen. 
They have no labour background and are not trained in industrial 
relations. They have no adequate knowledge about the exist
ing law and conception of the genesis of industrial disputes” .

6.3. During evidence, the representative of a leading all India trade 
union stated, “To be quite frank, I do not think that there is a sort of simi
larity in personnel policy in all the undertakings. There is a lack of per
sonnel policy in many places and specially even for these personnel officers

VI
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a f^ k ite d  by the same Minntry as tbe enployment l4iaMtiy ,ao real justice is 
done. 1 iiad aiways beeQiasidng this point that the papvonael <^Bcccs thouki 
be appointed by the Labour Mipistty and not by Uie % ^lejrment Mioistrji. 
This is the point whic|ii eiveiybody is dealing with this dtficulty in these un- 
dcrtakiogs, I can Htideivtand and nattiarUy the officers 4o  not like these 
remarks. And apart from tha||, this personnel policy is very difierent lD 
diiferent undertakings. There is a lot of room for improvement but one 
has to go into it with a ^ e a t deal of patience and sometime if we generalise 
it like Public Undertakings, we be making some mistakes. There are 
different types of polkies adopted in these undertakings” .

6.4. The representative of another leading all India trade union stated, 
“specialised Personnel Officers should be iii the public tindertakings” .

6.5 During cvdiencc of the selected Ministries the Committee encjuired 
whether Personnel Departments in the Public Undertakings maintain liaison 
and close conUct with the State Labour Ministry/Union Labour Ministry for 
effective functioning of the Personnel Departments. In reply the Director- 
Generaf, Bureau of Public Enterprises stated, “So far as the Personnel De
partment is concerned, it is a part of the over-all management organisation. 
And certainly it is not the intention that these individual Departments, in
dividual limbs and organs of the over-all Management Organisation should 
liaise with Government, I mean the adninidrative Ministry. There is a 
liaison of the top management with the Administrative Ministry, with the 
autonomy the over-all responsibility being delegated to the top management. 
Wc do not feel that there should be any particular sort of tic up between the 
Personnel Department and officers in the Ministry. On the other hand, 
so Tar as the Labour Ministry is concerned, they have a lot to do with the 
PcrM>nnel Departments. Whether the undertakii\gs are under the Central 
Government for labour purposes, or State labour machineries where the 
Undertakings are under the State Governments for purposes of labour re
lations. There is a lot of co-operation at that level.

6.6. The Committee then pointed out that they had received a sugge
stion that personnel department people in Public Undertakings should be 
appointed directly by the Labour Ministry and they should be under the 
control of Labour Ministry and asked for the reactions of the Ministries 
in the matter.

6.7. In reply, the Director-General of Bureau of Public Enterprises
stated, “The personnel department is a very important and indivisible 
organ of the overall management. If the pefsonnel department is taken 
away from the management of the enterprise, then there may come an idea 
that DGS&D should take over the inventory management because there is 
lot of inventory and similarly the Finance Ministry should take over the 
financial management. That means different organisations will be respon
sible for different limbs of managemaat, of the same eateiprise, while the 
chief executive or the general management is responsible for deliverftig the 
goods. If you make the general imiMiienient responsUile for ddivering 
the goods you cannot take i^way any part of the maaagcment. That has 
to te  there” . ■
3 LSS/72-4.
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• 6.81 Ask^ 'aboM fhe’Wle <6f Labour M ifri^y fo r inaintemingclose
UlriMMi aM ’ttiaiiagetnent ip PiibJic Sectdr Urtdertakings,

ScM^Ktiiy; MiilM%-pf Labbtir stated, ̂ ‘filfso ftfif'as tills queirtioin iscon- 
«erned, Labotir does attemfk to k<!^ iiidbife touch >Vith industrial
i^&tions in the poblic s i^o r units; We get mcWhiy^Wpom nbt only from 
the h ea^  of these puWic sector urilfs, but also from our ChieiPijabour Com- 
missin^ and Labc^r Comhsioners df the varioui States, TRArc is ai spe- 
’CiBl wing in the Labour Ministry whidh is ^nttusted witli periodical examina
tion of the state of implem^tatioh df tM'labour lawsin all the public sector 
undertakings, and the ?tate o f industriaVntbtionS: On an average I think, 
this special wing makes a detailed study at the rate of about 8 units per year. 
The» repdrts do cpntain many concrete su^estioos for the development of 
a suitable and effective channd of communicatioa^tween the mana^meni 
and the workers and thereby improving the climate of industrial relations".

I

6.9. To a question whether the Ministries were satisfied with the work
ing of the Personnel Department in their Pliblic Undertakings, the Director 
Generil, Bureau of Pub'ic Enterprises stated, “ As far as Steel Plants are 
concerned, in HSL, the Director bf Personnel, Mr. BtUimoria, who has come 
from Tatas, has a long experience to deal with the Personn:l Management, 
etc. Of course, he does not de^l directly with the problems of each Plant 
but even in each Plant, the Personnel Officers, the Labour Officers are people 
with good experience. My general impression is that there is so much that 
depends on the individual Pmonnel Officers. Once the tradition is built 
up i)y the Personnel Officers, there will be no trouble later on. The tradi
tion has been built up in Tatas becaufe they are in the fifId for the last 60 
yeas or more. I have worked in Jamshedpur during the war period. There
fore I know much about Tatas. In our Steel Plants we have in a period of 
15 years, employed thousands and thousands of people from all sources, 
and theiefore our problems are some what larger. It would be wrong to 
say that they are moving in an ideal way. The Bureau of Public Enterprises 
endeavour is to give model rules and guidelines which are generally to be 
followed by the public sector undertakings” .

6.10. The Committee have ob‘;erved that the top posts in the 
Pesonnel Departments in a number of undertakings are manned by employees 
on deputation from the Central cadre who are not specially trained in 
personnel work.

6.11. The Conmittee consider that the orgoniHitkMi of the PersoBoel 
Department of the Public Undertaldngs deserve t i^  special attention. The 
officer in overall charge of the personnel matters should be accorded a status 
of importance comparable to that of the Director/Manager to facilitate the 
Industrial Relations proUcm to be considered at the high^ level. Personnel 
Director/Manager, the Coramlttee suggest, should be manned by personnel 
executives hav^ the required aptitude, trainiug and experience in Industrial 
Rations and Labour MaBagement, prrfernMy denmi out of the employees 
<rf the undertakings. Snffldant ofportunHlcs should be offered to fliese Per
sonnel Officers to use their own personnel initiative in solving the labour pro
blems orginating in dieir respective spheres. Personnel Director/Manager



and tke officers ia his Organisatkm, the Committee recommend, should be well- 
versed in industrial retations commanding considerable experience in dealing 
with labour. They should be specialist in Labour Management Relations. 
In the opinion of the Committee, they Aould be specially aware of the working 
of the different departments of their respective undertakings. Awareness of 
the character and nature of the people of die area including the knowledge of 
their language, the Committee feel, should be learnt by the Personnel Officers 
of every level.

6.12 In the discharge of their duties, the Committee recommend that:—
(i) Personnel Director/Manager and the OflScers diould render impar

tial and objective advice.
(ii) They should work in a dedicated manner so as to inspire confidencc 

in the rank and file of labour.
(iii) Officers of the Personnel Department should develop a pcrsonnal 

touch with the labour and their accredited representatives should 
be easily acccssible for the redress of genuine grievances.

(iv) Personnel Officers should ensure that all genuine grievances of the 
staff are attended to and redressed without delay.

(v) Personnel Director/Manager should pay special attention to wel
fare work relating to the employees and their families.
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FOREIGN PERSONNEL

7J A study of some undertakings has revealed that the foltowing 8 
undertakit^s have foreign technicians/experts etc. in employment in their 
undertakings.

(1) Air India 
Total—1403

(2) Bharat Heavy EJeotricah
At Hardwar At Hyderbad At Tiruchv 

109 32 21 '

(3) Heavv Electricals Ltd. {Bhopal)
Total—21 •

(4) Heavy Engineering Corporation 
Total—82

(5) Hindustan Steel Ltd.
BSP RSP Central Engg, d  Design Bureau 
57 25 13

(6) Indian Airlines 
T o ta l-7

(7) Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd,
At Hyderabad At Rishikesh

5 11

(8) National Minerals Development Corporation 
Total—12

7.2 As regards the foreign staff in Air India, the Corporation is re
quired to appoint local nationals in their offices at foreign stations in viev̂  
of the requirements of the local law and the practice prevailing among the
airlines.

7.3 In other undertakings e.g. Bharat Heavy Electricals, Heavy 
Electricals, Heavy Engineering Corporation, Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuti
cals Ltd. etc. foreign technicals consultants/experts were usually engaged 
in accordance with the provisions laid down in the Aggreeme^its entered 
into with the foreign collaborators or the Governments. The technical 
specialists were appointed in such number and on such terms as were mut
ually agreed upon for work connected with the construction and operation 
of the plant/project. Their number kept on changing from time to time.

VII M
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It had been stated that for replacing the foreign technicians, the Undertakings 
from the very bqiiQaing post suitaM  under-studios to work with the foreign 
technicians, so that they might take their ftinctions in course of time. The 
foreign technicians were retained as long as the Indian understudies were 
not considered to be mature enough to take oven

It has also been stated that: “according to the existing procedure 
Government approval is required for release of foreign exchange involved 
in the engagement of foreign technicians. Their approval is afso required 
for obtaining income tax exemption for the foreign technicians engaged by 
us". "

7.4 For the appointment of non-Indians to civil pos|ts under the 
Governmei^t, Corporations, public undertakings etc, the Ministry of Home 
Affairs issued instructions iheir O. M. No. ;l2/9/65-Estf<B) dated 23-2
1966. A copy of these instructions is at appendix /// ,̂ According ro these 
instructions the appointment of non-Indians should be n;iade only in very 
exceptional circumstances and there also, only on control for minimum 
period necessary. Concurrence of the Administrative Ministry is required 
to be obtained in respect of all prof^sals fcr appointment of non-Indians. 
The Ministry is also required to obtain the orders of the Mipister-in-charge 
or the Deputy Minister in such cases. ,

< 7.5 Shri p .  Thpngari, M. P. in a note submitted to ^he Committee 
has stated : In the initial stage, engagement of foixdgn technical personnel
is inevitable. But there is reason to suspect that the foreignera are not eager 
to give their teohnical know-how to, local people. Our technicians also are 
not encouraged to advance on their own so as to render the services of fore
igners superfluous. In many cases, the number of foreign technicians in 
the plant is much more than what is really required. It should be our object 
to completely dispense with foreign technical personnel. This can be ach
ieved through proper amendment of collaboration agreements. This is, 
in a way, a war-of nerves. But if we are determined, we can win it. No 
restrictive clause in this respect should be tolerated in the agreement or in 
practice” .

7.6 A leading all India trade union in their memorandum have stated, 
“ Indian Technicians have now acquir^jd sufficient experience and know
how during all these years to handle the jobs for which foreign technicians 
have been engaged in some undertakings. There is no necessity of engaging 
foreign technical personnel.”

7.7 During evidence of the selected Ministries the Committee pointed 
out that they had observed that in some undertakings, the foreign technicians 
continued to linger on for longer time than necessar^. Out young men 
should be able to pick up know-how within a shorter perk5d and the foreign 
technicians should leave as early as possible. In reply th6 Director-General, 
Bureau of Public Enterprises stated, “Perhaps it is not the same foreign per
sonnel. I will elucidate this point. For example, is Rourkela Steel Plant 
whcite t  astd to work in 1964, VHiien I WteWr̂ here first; wrlmdonlj^ 2 Iff persons 
wortcing dver tfieVe, By thetnd tjf l’%5 err tfie begifmiiig^f 1966, the num
ber of persons fcame down ! 2. ^¥c btSufci get rid <3f mofethah 200 per
sons. whalf happfened was “df the tiifne of ecpansion w  iMid to4fiflal so me
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equipments and for that purpose we required some ppople to help us iti 
operating these equipments which we MkI put up forexpsiuiQn. That sort 
of thing continues. Whenever there is an expansion or a new know-how is 
required, new technology is required, we need a certain number of people 
who come over. But certainly it is out intention that our people should 
pick up the work as soon as possible and the foreing personnel who have 
come for that purpose should go away. But what happens they again come 
up for some other purpose”.

7.8 As regards the instructions issued by the Governments for en
gagement of foreign technicians, the Secrc(ary, Ministry of Finance stated, 
“Government issued fairly strict instructions about the engagement of foreign 
technicians. Every administrative Ministry examines the request for a fore
ign technician. The recommendations are usually received from the Director 
General of Tedinical Development. The Administrative Ministry examines 
as to how many people and for what period of time they are required and 
appro\al at a fairly high level is needed from the Administrative Ministry 
/. e., approval from not less than a Joint Secretary.

Our tax laws have made it difficult rather do not encourage to entertain 
technicians beyond the certain minimum period as after that period they 
have to pay heavy income tax. These are reviewed by the Administrative 
Ministry I’rom time to time. The effort is to reduce the total number of 
technicians. We do not want to keep the man unless he is of absolute 
necessity. If any foreign technician is to be kept at more than Rs. 3,000 
per month, it has to be specially approved by tl»  Secretary of the Adminis
trative Ministry concern^ and then he examines the need the period for 
which he is required.”

7.9 Tn reply to a question about sending our people for training abroad, 
the SecretarJ' Ministry of Finance stated. “That is usually made part of the 
agreement with the party i.e. they will train so many of our people in such 
a time at different levels and we send our officers for study in their major 
plants”.

7.10 The Director General, Bureau of Public Enterprises added. 
“ If 1 may supplement here, initially we had to send a larpe number of people 
for technical training because we did not have the facility. Now with the 
increase in facilities of coursc the number has come down and now we are 
sending those who have put in three to four years work to develop their 
knowledge. That is on the technological side.

So far as the Managerial side is concerntd centrally we have pooled 
everything—USAID and other sources and we have a centralised system 
of selection for sending people-middle level people and also senior level 
people for training in managerial aspects, production management, etc,, 
to these countries for a specific period ’.

7.11 H e C«naittee mte ttat GovenMBent iMve iwued comprelienive
instructions n g u iia g  « e  eppelelawet af noi»-Iiidius to posts in public under- 
talcinsB. t« the genemi folI«y laid down in this bdiflf, tppdiitment
of nofrladiaas allMild be made only is very ejceeftioaal circnmstances and then
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aisooo •  contract for the minimnni period necessary and simultaneously suitable 
steps siMNild be taken to train Indians to fill such posts on a regular basis. 
Prior approval of Minister incharge or the Deputy Minister of the adminis
trative Department of the Govemnfait'under which die public undertakiî  is 
functioning is also required. The Conunittee feel that if these instnictiops 
are followed in letter and spirit by the »ibMc>fpdertakli|i and by the adminis
trative Government Departments it should be possible to ensure that non- 
Indians are appointed only where absolutely necessary and diere should be no 
room for any complaint that foreign technicians are occupying posts where 
Indians can do the as well. The Committee suggest that the position should 
be reviewed by the undertaking/department concerned well in advance of the 
completiott of the period of contract of the non-Indian person so as to redouble 
efforts, where necessary, to replace him by an Indian, there should nomially be 
no question of extension of the contract period.

7.12 The Committee also suggest that the adrafaristrative Ministries 
may be required to consnit the BnrcMi of PobUc Enterprises so that the possibyity 
of getting an expert from another undrrtahijg engn^ in the same or similar 
or related line of manufacture is thimnnghly gone into before approval is 
accorded to the engagement of a non-Indian person.

7.13 The Committee strongly str^  that Govemment/puhlic under
takings should make fuO use of the agreeoMnts with foreign collaborators to 
train Indian personnel ip drawing, designing and operational work. The 
Committee suggest that progress made fai this behalf mw be reviewed perio
dically at least once in six months by the undertaking/Govemment so as to 
ensure that no effort is being spar^ to train adequate number of Indian 
personnel m drawing, designing and operational work well before the collabo
ration agreement comes to a dose.

7.14 The Committee also suggest that a number of Indians may be 
attached with non-Indian personnel so that Oey are able to pick np the intricacies 
of the work and devek>p capability of handling it on their own at the earliest

The Committee also suggest that the Income Tax reguhitions should be 
so framed and applied as to act as a disincentive for envloymait of non-Indian 
personnel except in areas where it is absolutely essential and inescapable to 
employ them and that too for the minimum period necessary.
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WORKERS’ PARTICIPATfON MANAGEMENT

8.1 It has bedit obterved that joint consultation between labour and 
management in most of the Public Undertakings i§ through joipt committees,
/ (p., Works Committee, Production (pommittec?, GenQraT Safety Committee, 
Labour Welfare Committ^ etc. Sonic' Underta^kings ^tt.imptpd to introduce 
J6iht Managcplent couttcils, buj the^e are reported to have not met with any 
significdtit suctess. . r

8.2 Addressing the Conference of Representatives of Trade Union
Organisations held in New Ddhi bh the 20th May, 1971 the Prime Minister 
stated, ' ‘when you consider ways and mearis of improving indi/strial relations 
as a whole, pleâ fe do give specia!*<h(Might to the evolutftyn of a hbafthy and 
fruitful partnership between management and labour in Public Undertakings, 
in which the nation has such a large s tak e .... 1 must admit that there is
scope for improvement of commumcation between management and workers 
in Public enWhprises. I do not think that it is enoiigh to ĵ fvc workers repre
sentation merely on the Boards of management. We need W involve them 
more intimately in the problems of the enterprise at various'^levets."

8.3 The Uni6n Labauri.Minister in his address at thi  ̂ Conference 
stated, ‘‘I hope 1 need not emphaise the nctd^fbr the increa^ng association 
of workers and their representatives in decision making at various levies in 
the undertaking. We'^wyn  ̂ %ave the statutory worksM^ommittees as also 
vofuiitary bodies like joint managenient councils. Past i^xpcrience has 
shown that these and other similar l)6dics have dot been able to fulfil the 
purpose for which they were set up. Government consider that for ensuring 
ind&tHal harmony and increasing prodtiction and productivity, it is essential 
to enHst the vHflihg artd a<5tiye b 6 o i ^  of workers IH th t day-to-day 
working of the todeftttWng 2tnd to  create a climate which would enable 
the workers to feel that they aiVf̂ hot rrterc wage-earners but partners in the 
enterprise. I may mention that so far as the public sector is concerned. 
Government have decided that a representative of the workers actually 
working in the undertaking should be given a seat in the Board of Directors. 
Employers in the private sector may like to consider the introduction of 
similar measure designed to promote a sense of belonging among workers. 
It is only by such an attitude of identification that workers can be enthused 
to give of their best.”

8.4 The representative of a leading all-India trade union during 
evidence before the Committee stated, “ I don’t think that the workers' 
participation in the management alone would serve the purpose. What

VHi
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kind of participation should be is a vexed question? If participation means 
appointing a Director on the Board of Directors, then it is not a particular 
meaning to us. Participation in management is but another aspect of collec
tive bargaining. Participation and collective bargaining means any decision 
which is connected with the efficient functioning of the plant which is jointly 
taken by the workers and the management.”

8.5 The representative of another leading all-India Trade Union stated, 
*‘we arc against the proposal for a representation on the management Board, 
because we consider that the identity of the union must be kept separate and 
the identity of the management should be kept separate. This is because 
there is, at the present juncture, no policy followed by the different uaions. 
If the worker's representative participates, in the management there is every 
chance of the representative being misunderstood and the rival union would 
take the opportunity of carrying on false propaganda and slander him that 
he has become a party to. the employer. Therefore, Sir, foi; the present, 
until and unless the inter-union rivalries are minimised, we are against the 
proposal of worker’s representative’s participation in the management 
Board/’

8.6 A leading all-India trade union in their memorandum to the 
Committee have s t a ^ .  'The question of workers participation in manage
ment has been raised from time to time in various forms. All earlier experi
ments through joint managtmtnt councils, Works Committees, Production 
Committees, etc. despite all the fanfare and tomtom with which each succes
sive scheme as ushered, ended in a complete failure. Such was bound to 
be the case, since none of these delined the perspective nor did any of these 
take into account the actual conditions. Above all no scheme can succeed 
unless it is a complete, integrated one and bases itself on the conscious 
participation of workers from the shop floor level upwards. The latest 
announcements about nominating one or two workers directors on the Board 
of Directors of Public Sector Undertakings are therefore also doomed to 
complete failure".

8.7 Shri S.R. Vasavade, M.P. in his evidence before the Committee 
stated, “ I have been hearing for the last 7 or 8 years about the workers 
participation. This question was also put to Mahatma Gandhi in 1924-25. 
If the worker was put on the Board of Management, do you think that he 
participates? The workers will not understand anything. He will be 
befooled and cheated. He will be dis-owned by the workers”.

8.8 Shri P. Ramamurthi, ex-M.P. stated, “with regard to this manage
ment and labour relations, the major aspect is ths bureaucratic attitude of 
the management to the workers. The management thinks, the official cadre 
thinks that they are some superior beings and these workers are inferior 
people. The normal human relations that should exist between man and 
man do not exist in these public undertakings” .

&9 fn a written note to the Committee, Shri D. Thengari, M.P. 
has stated, '^Labour representativesshould be taken on tJie Board of Directors
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of aa uQd^rtaking through the process of election. The recent decision to 
bring the labour representatives on the Board of Directors of public under
takings may not meet the requirement of Labour participation in manage
ment. For representatives are not properly equipped to play the role and 
the Industrial climate within the undertaking is not congenial for the real 
participation’’.

8.10 In a written reply, the Chairman, Hindustan Lever Ltd. has 
stated, “consulting labour representatives in matter such as welfare measures, 
safety, ergonomic improvement, some aspects of productivity and discipline 
are both desirable and necessary, although where matters of finance are in
volved, giving them a role in decision making would put thzm in an awkward 
position. They are placed in a much more invidious position if in other 
matters concerning them i.e lay offs, promotions, they are seen to play a 
role which in the short term at least is seen to act against their own interest."

8.11 During evidence of the selected Undertakings, the Committee 
mentioned that generally the labour unions were against putting labour 
representatives on the Board of Director of undertakings and enquired about 
the suggestions of the representatives of the undertakmgs in the matter.

8.12 In reply the representatives of the Indian Airlines stated, “ We 
agree that putting one labour representative on the Board will not achieve 
the purpose. If the idea is to get the labour involved in Public Undertakings 
we have to get the individual worker to participate. Putting a solitary 
representative on the Board is not going to achieve the purpose. What is 
required is the involvement at the ‘grass root' level, as we call it. That is to 
say you get the workers involved in the process of work itself. That is their 
interest. They should participate in the working conditions, the methods 
of work, how work has to be performed and workers can certainly make veiy 
useful suggestions as to how to improve the methods of functioning. This 
is meaningful participation, meaningful involvement all along the line and 
in this process, the union leaders do not have any major role to play. It 
is the rank and file the workers who are to play the major role. TTiis is 
what can give them the real sense of belonging.”

8.13 The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated, ‘‘Coming 
to the fundamentals, I agree with my colleague here that there should be a 
sound foundation for closer association of workers with management. The 
Planning Commission in the Second Five Year Plan used the word 'increased 
measure of association of workers with management". Then in the Third 
Five Year Plan that phrase was changed to ‘workers participation’ 
English is an elastic language which is a bit alien to us. Even if 
we sit and have discussion you will say you are participating. But in strict 
parlance ‘workers participation’ would mean ‘joint decision making’. From 
1959 to 69 to di^ess a little when I was Incharge of the Personnel Depart
ment in TISCO, such machinery was set up on three tier system. I will not 
go into the details. I would not go on to assert that merely having repre
sentative of workers on the Board of Directors whould be of no possible use 
to anybody, (a) It depends on the individual who sits on the Board,
(b) ft depe^s on the level of oooperatioa under standing and willingness on 
the part 6f his coHeagues on the Board to make the best use of his services.
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8.14 Ifeel that the recent move rfquesting the Joint Negotiating 
Committee for the Steel Lndustry for two workers representatives on the Board 
of HSL is healthy because we have, as a nation, been making assertions in 
Parliament and elsewhere that we want to appoint workers representatives on 
the Board. Once that is done wc should follow it up. The methodology of 
selection has been left to the Joint Negotiating Committee".

8.15 The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd. further stated, 
have no doubt in my mind that this is the only ultimate solution and 1

have also no doubt in my mind that when the two Directors are chosen, we 
will try to take full advantage of their appointment” .

8.16 When asked about the procedure that would be followed in 
selecting the representatives of the workers on the Board of Directors, the 
representative of the Hindustan Steel stated, “Sir, there is only one Board 
for the HSL, which includes all the plants. And the Government have 
Slated that they would have two representatives of workers on the Board. 
The Minister of Steel & Mines attended the meeting of the Joint Negotiating 
Committee by invitation and said that this is the Government’s decision and 
let the Committee advise him on the names of the two persons or on the 
method of selecting them".

8.17 In reply to a further question whether it could be possible for the 
Joint Negotiating Committee representing a number of unions to nominate 
or elect the representatives, the witness stated, “I happen to be tht Member- 
Convenor of the Joint Negotiating Committee. When we first sat for de
ciding on the Interim Relief and the whole wage structure and fringe benefits 
for the Steel industry, all of us felt that we are 19 strange bed-fellows and we 
would never come to a decision. But the fact remains that on something 
so very vital to the industry, the wage structure covering about two hundred 
thousand workers and on the fringe benefits, there was complete unanimity 
of agreement among so many people. So Sir, with your permission, I would 
venture to say that in rtspect of this methodology and selection also, there 
may be unanimity.”

8.18 The Chairman, Bharat Heavy Electricals stated “In our 
present context, I feel that the association of labour with the industry, if 
meaningful, should result in increased production. And for this, there are 
two aspects one is industrial pwce and the second is increased productivity. 
If the question is that by appointing a couple of Directors on the Board, are 
we going to achieve definitely the increased production or industrial peace, 
perhaps, the intention is the latter part of it. Because a couple of Directors 
on the Board of Management, unless they have the full backing of the whole 
labour force in a production unit, will not be able to achieve the objective 
of increased production. Perhaps the intention apparently is to see that the 
labour' interests are safe-guardi^ and the occasions of clash between the 
labour and management could be minimised by having Directors on the 
Board of Management.'*

8.19 The Committee pointed out that when the Government have 
taken a decision to take the representative of thelabour unions on the Board 
of Director, it was the duty of the top management to make it a success.
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The Chairman, Bharat Heavy Electricals stated, ‘There is no doubt that 
some da^ the woricer has to sit on the Board of Directors. But what 1 was 
mentioning was that, because of the multiplicity of Unions the person who 
sits on the Board of Directors may not be able to deliver the goods” .

8.20 The Chairman, Fertilizer Corporation of India stated, “1 think 
that the labour should be associated with management all the way through. 
It would not be at all advisable to have them merely on the Board of Directors. 
It has to start at a lower level and this would involve, to put in it other words, 
reduction of both management and the labour. The point which worries 
me at times is the fact that how long will the particular group you selected 
or who have been selected by labour, be able lo control labour essentially, 
or shall we say. to deliver the goods so that there is proper dialogue between 
the management and the labour and both are looking at the common objec
tive of building up the organisation and this is the only part which worries 
people, but I only think that with re-education, with better out look with 
more trust in tach other this objective can be achieved, sftecially in the public 
sector*'.

8.21 The Committee pointed out that in all Public Undertakings, no 
serious elTorts appeared to have been made to psychologically inspire and 
involve the mass of workers in the actual working of the undertaking. There 
was the need for employing appropriate psychological methods of inspiring 
workers and making them realise that they were also partiiers in a national 
adventure.

8.22 Durlhg evidence of the selected Ministeries. the Committee 
enquired about the views of the Government for evolution of healthy and 
fruitful partnership between the management and Labour in the Public 
Undertakings.

8.23 In reply the Secretary, Ministry of Labour sUted, "The first 
thing to realise is that it is a partnership. The relationship is not that of 
nraster and servant, it is between an employer and an employee. It is a 
partnership with certain well-defined rights and obligations, privileges 
and responsibilities. So far as the worker is concerned the primary object 
of labour legislation has been to protect his rights and interest as a worker 
and a numlxr of Acts have been passed for this purpose to give him more 
protection, to improve the working place to provi^ social security and 
other benefits. So far as the legislation is concerned, it is a question of 
implementation by the employer and this is where an important factor enters 
into healthy and'fruitful labour relations. Now, this calls, 1 think, for a 
complementary approach on the part of workers and t r a ^  unions also.
1 would suggest that the kind of negative and defensive attitude on the part of 
trade unions, which was perhaps ve^  necessary 30,40 or 50 years ago when 
the trade union movement was still in the initial stage and there was a great 
deal of exploitation of workers, is out-dated and the time has now come for 
a certain re-orientation of attitudes on the part of trade union leaders and 
workers in order to evolve a more positive approach to the problems of 
production involved in the public sector undcrtakin^^s. This, I appreciate, 
is not a matter which can be laid down or regulated by law ; it should be 
left to the evolution of an effiiective system of workers’ education such as the 
Scheme which is already in operation in a large number of public as well
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as private scctor units. Apart from ail this laying down of laws, legulaltons 
and rules, there is also that somewhat unde&iaMe and intangiMe thing 
called human relations in industry, which to a  large extent iuiluenoes the 
attitud<: of both employers and workers to co-operate with each other. There 
appear to be a cettatn deficiency in the approach of some of the managers. 
Perhaps some of the managers in the public sector units do not bring to bear 
on their duties, and their functions this need to create a sense of identi
fication a sense of belonging among the workers. This should be easier 
in a public sector unit then in a private sector unit because there is no question 
of workers feeling that the factory or the unit is owned by a private employer 
and thereforf* whatever profits arise out of the unit go to the private employer 
only. Here, it is a question of profits going to augment the nation's resources 
for further development.*'

8.24 When asked about the Government’s views on labour fcprc- 
scntativc being taken on the Board of Directors of undertakings, the Secretary, 
Ministry of Labour stated, ‘‘Government shares the view that association 
of representatives of workers within the management would give the labour 
a sense o f participation and afford opportunity in shaping the policies of the 
m anagem ent a t the decision making level. This would improve the pro
duction capacit> of the undertaking. So, starting from this promise Govern
m ent h.n e recently approved a scheme whereby representatives of workers 
will be provided with scats on the Board of Management in some Under
takings’'.

8.25. To a further question as to how would the Government like the • 
representatives to be appointed i.e. by nomination or selection, the Secretary 
Ministry of Labour replied. “The Government share the view that the best 
course would be to invite recognised trade unions, which function as bar
gaining agents for all consultations, discussions and negotiations between 
management and the workers. Invite the leader of the .trade union and ask 
him to submit a panel of names of workers who fulfil certain essential condi
tions like experience, educational qualifications, etc. Educational quali
fications are perhaps not so very important, but it is necessary for them to 
have practical experience of the work of the unit, ft should then be left for 
the Government to nominate one from these names. That is the decision 
which the Government have recently taken."

8.26 The Secretary, Ministry of Labour added, “The representatives 
of the workers should be associated right at the lower levels. As a matter 
of fact such association can be much more effective and fruitful at the shop 
floor level and also at the supervisory level because that is the level at which 
the workers are directly involved in the process of production and therefore, 
have acquired very intimate experience of the factors of production. And 
it does not also require any further intensive course of training or education 
to make them suitable for this purpose. But to take part as equals in consul
tations and discussions in the Board of Management, 1 think it is essential 
that the Undertaking should provide sufficient opportunities for training 
these workers. The training should be given not only in the process of pro
duction but in the financial matters, marketing as well as industrial relations 
and personnel management. Ttere should be further intensive course of 
training iiBparted to the worker so that they can do justice when they act
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as Directors. If the wofkers are properly< and adequately trained for under- 
Uking these- responsibaWes^ they cah make contribution in the Matter ol' 
decision making not only at the lower level but also at the h tg ^ r  extent, 
on the training that is given to the workers. A special course will have to 
be proposed to familiarise them with the principal matters that arise in the 
management of a large undertaking. Apart from making their own contri
bution to decision making, I think this will provide them with an unrivalled 
opportunity for establishing the means of communications between the 
management and the workers because the Director is appointed from the 
cadre of workers and he will be in a much better position to act as a link.*’

8.27 The Committee are strongly ia favour of participatioB of workers 
and their representatives in management of Public Undertakiogs. By worker’s 
participation in management, the Committee understand that (i) workers, 
throHgb tbeir duly elected representatives, must physically participate in 
actual decision making (ii) this participation should be at all levels banning 
from the shop level to the Board of Directors and (iil) the participation means 
that workers and their representatives should not only be consulted, but should 
also feel that they are actual partners in management.

8.28 The purpose of workers’ participation in management is to arouse 
among the workers a sense of identity, belongingness and participation with a 
view to promote industrial harmony a ^  maximize production.

8.29 The Committee consider the Public Undertakings as national 
, assets and duit there is no room for a class struggle in these undertakings.

The woskers should be made to realise that they are equal partners in these 
national undertakiiqp; that they diould give theh* best to them and that the 
benefit of Uieir labour will accrue to them and to the whole nation.

8.30 The Committee regret that no systematic study has ever been made 
by Sociologists and Social-Psychologists in the matter of industrhd motiva
tion, nor has the Bureau of Public Enterprises made any effort in this direction. 
The Committee would recommend that a systematic study should be conducted 
with a view to devise ways and means of promoting a psychological climate 
in the Public Undertakings wherein the workers and Ae management give their 
best to the undertakings.

8.31 The Committee find that there does not exist any regular system 
of reporthig to die workers by the management in any of the Public Underta- 
Ungs. Unless, major decMons about production targets, performance of the 
undertakings, shortcomings and hurdles are reported to the workers, the latter 
will not appreciate the position in wUch the undertaUng Is ^aced, and a sense 
of confidence and understanding between the workers and maagement cannot 
be created. The Committee recommend that such reporting by the manage
ment to the workers collectively should take place periodically so as to generate 
a climate of confidence and understandhig.

8.32 Since direct participation of the workers in management is not 
possible, it can he achieved only through the elected representatives of the 
workers. A system of election by the workers employed in the undertaking is, 
ther^ore, indispeosaUe for achieving workers* participation. If this parti
cipation is to be real, it should he adiieved at all levels. Workers worUng
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in •  ahop may elect representatives who will cooperate with the Supervisor 
in all matters concerning the shop. Similarly, workers should elect their 
representatives to participate at higher levels and in all matter concemnig 
target fixation, performance, recndttient, promotions, disciplinary actions, 
safety, welfare and working conditions. This alone will give a meaning and 
content to worker’s participation in Management and will arouse among the 
workers asenseof belonging and playing a prodactive role in the largernational 
hiterest.

Only when such a participation is ensured, will nomination of workers’ 
representatives to the Board of Directors assume real significance. Divorced 
firm participation at lower levels, the nomination of wiper’s representatives 
to the Board of Directors will have oidy a symbolic meaning and might lead to 
aMenation of the workers’ representative from the mass of the woiters or at 
best his presence would be nominal.

8.33 The Committee recommand that such a scheme of worker’s actual 
partic^tion at ail levels by elected representatives of the workers should be 
first tried in one or two selected undertakings and watched. The Committee 
are confident that the experiment will bear good fruits and when extended to 
ail undertakings will open up a new chapter in labour management relations in 
public sector undertakings.
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IX

LABOUR UNREST
9.1 The right to strike/lock out in industries is recognised in all 

democratic societies. Strike or other kinds of work stoppages indicating 
conflict between labour and management exist everywhere, no matter how 
developed the country is.

9.2 Under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, a distinction has boon 
m ^ e  between a strike/lock out in public utilities services and tn other esta
blishments. Tĥ e Act makes a strike (or lock out) in public utility services 
illegal If it takes place without giving prescribed notices etc. In Indus
tries in general, a strike or lock out is prohibited only during pendency 
of conciliation, arbitration or adjudication proceedings. The causes of 
strike are usually economic, political, social and the role of unions and 
management in the working of the industry. A large percentage of indus
trial disputes in India are related to economic issues, such as wages, allow
ances and bonus etc. In developed countries also the position is the same.

9.3 It has been observed that labour management relations in a 
number of public undertakings are not cordial. There had been frequent 
strikes, work stoppages, lock outs etc. and considerable loss in production 
and value. Given below are figures of strikes/lock outs and the value of 
production lost/revenue lost during 1969 and 1970 received from some under- 
takini^s :—

BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LTD.
Year

1969
1970 (May) 

1970 (Dec.)

• No. of strikes/lock-outs

No strike/lock-out
(i) Hyderabad Unit—strike for 12 

days.
(ii) Hyderabad Unit—combined 

strike and lock out for 39 days.

Loss in production 
in terms of value

60 lakhs 

80 lakhs

HEAVY ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Year Plants

1969 & Foundry Forge Plant
1970
-do- Heavy Machine Building

Plant.
-do- Heavy Machine Tools Plant

Mandays lost 
due to strike

15306

27871

799

Loss of produc
tion in terms 

of money

Rs. 3.12 lakhs 

Rs. 81.85 lakhs 

Rs. 2.00 lakhs
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a

Man hours

f-

(fixed
i)

W  " ’I ts ;-

Bhilai Steel

M M ' m .  4,s^?.ooq Nil 
DuTga^urSteefPfafit f;*7<3,«Wi flO'551,45?' 62,197,124
Rourkela Steel Plant 167i,M2 2 fi|2 ^  19^141,000 27.447,880
AUoy.Steclij»t; i08,«6 !8(99,298 ^,W1,309 5,588,840

Vidue of ProdiiMkMi Lost 

<Rb.)

i 11969*70 < .1970-71 /

44,«53;000
11 .̂304,499 lU ,597,060
70,940,000 120,420,000
7.770,254 15,319,300

Year

1969
1970

INDIAN AIRLINES

No. of strikes Loss of Revenue

6 Rs. 15.67 iakhs
8 Rs. 200.50 lakhs

9.4 During the last f«w years the Mandays last in Public Under
takings haw» .be^-incre^ing d ^  to< 'tiidusMiM di«iHi$e6. The number of 
Mandays lo t̂ as(;a result o f strikes has rissn thcee timeK, from about 6.5 
million or so in 1965 to about 19 millions in 1970. Labour has now also
3 LSS/72—5.



devised new forms of,Mitatipn;M|cb/4C i9 P j^ l^ ,w o rk  to rule, “gheraos” 
in recent years, which fall beyond the purview o f  statutory provisions relat
ing to strilces.

9.5 't^ tfs tr ia l disputes are', kt present, settled through t^i^Mtite n($go> 
tiations,'concitiMion, and arbitration or aiiyudicaiion by industrial tribunals 
set up under tlie Industrial Dispiites Act, 1947. Provision also exists for 
settlement of certain types of disputes by labour courts. The National 
Commission on Labour examined the existing arrangements of settlement 
of disputes and came to the conclusion that they were dilatory, expensive 
and ad hoc in nature and also liable to be viewed with fear of undue inter
vention by Government. It, therefore, recommended :

“ The present arrangement for appointing ad hoc industrial tribunals 
should be discontinued. An Industrial Relations Commission 
(IRC) OB a permanent basis should be set up at the Centre and 
one in each State for settling ‘interest disputes.’ The IRC will 
be an authority independent of the executive.”

9.6 The Prime Minister in her addvess at the Conference of Repre
sentatives of Trade Union Organisations held on 20th May 1971 in New 
Delhi stated “Not for a moment am I suggesting that the lower industrial 
production in the last few years is due solely or even substantially to indus
trial strike. Shortages of raw nuuteriak, obsolete administrative procedures 
mismanagements and misdeployment of resources have also hit production. 
But no observer of our scene will fail to concede thai lack of industrial har
mony has surely been an important contributory factor. I understand that 
the number of mandays lost as a result of stHfces has risen nearly three times 
from about 6.5 millions or so in 1965 to about 19 million in 1970. It 
would be a sterile exercise to seek to apportion the blame for this situation 
now. What we have to consider is whether we can reduce this wastage 
within the framework of our present social and political order; or must we 
wait for the fulfilment of the ideal social order which each political party 
may have in view.

Let us be frank enough to recognise that this increase in the intensity 
and duration of stoppages of work has prevented our economy from realis
ing its full potential. Whichever party to the dispute may have emerged 
victorious from these confrontations, so far as the nation is concerned 
the strikes have inflicted unmitigated losrf. We need industrial harmony 
not for the benefit of the classes who control the means of production, not 
for the further advancement of the affluent sections of the society, but for 
the sake of the poorer masses. Who suffer an erosion of their low standards 
of living as a result of these interruptions in production. The unemployed 
whose only hope lies in higher rate of capital formation and investment, 
whether in the public or in the private sector, suffer most in this process.”

9.7 Addressing the Conference the Union Labour Minister stated, 
“But unhampered production is possible only if we have system of indus
trial relations built on the basis of general consent—a system that enables 
the workers to develop a sense of personal involvement in' their wdrk and 
provides for ismooWi settlement of all dispiHes. fn a free secfe^, disputes 
are bound to arise in the indtutria! field as else>>^re. But there must be



an accepted mcchamsm through which they are resolved in a peactful man- 
net iWthout causitlf stoppa^ of production. We must prevent a situa
tion from arising where the time-Ioss in production has to be recfcnowed 
in terms of millions o f mandays. We must also find a remedy foi" the recur
ring cases of closure not all of which are always justified.

I need hardly tell you that disputes arc best settled between the parties 
through mutual discussion and negotiation. But negotiations can succeed 
only when the parties are united, sure of their position and not afraid of 
making concessions''.

9.8 During evidence, the representative of a leading All India trade 
union stated, "^Labour unrest in the public undertakings, specially is due to 
lack of dialogue between officers and the workmen”.

9.9 The representative of another leading alt India trade union 
'Stated, “We have these three factors-rise in prices, greater unemployment 
and closures—and the unwillingness of the employers to realise that workers 
are under pressure and, I am sorry to say, the unwillingness of the Goven- 
ment also to face the fact that workers have to be assisted in this and under
stood instead of repeating in various forums that workers are responsible for 
this. In 1969 there was a situation in which the textile workers, the engineer
ing and plantation workers and even the jute workers and all types of work
ers were fighting unitedly for a rise in wage<̂  or fighting unitedly for putting 
an end to closures of these industries. Before that, the Central Govern
ment employees were fighting against the Government of India for protec
tion of their real wages. Those conflicts were already there. I am mention
ing this just to point out that these things do not happen only in the public 
sector undertakings; these things are taking place all over and as long as 
the powers that be in both the private and public sectors and the Govern
ment are not appreciative of the problems but desire to silence them or sup
press them, conflicts will always take place.*’

9.10 One of the leading all India trade union in a written reply have 
rstated the following main causes for labour unrest in the public unertakings.

“(a) Bad terms and conditions of service, lack of provision of a need- 
based minimum wage or any scientific wage policy, absence 
of a bonus schemc, bad housing etc.

(b) Unsatisfactory living conditions.
(c) T op  heavy m anagem ent and m igratory executives.
•(d) Lack of proper personnel management.
.(e) Non-recognition of Trade Union and lack of facilities for collec

tive bargaining.
(f) Inter-Union rivalry, .

<g) Absence of job satisfaction.
<h) Unhealthy working conditions.
(i) Steep rise in prices and consequent fall in real wages.
<j) Partisan politics.”
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9,11 During evidence, Shri P. Ramamurthi, ex-M.P. stated  ̂ “The 
labour unrest in this country is due to economic conditions that are pipvan 
lent here. As a matter of fact, if you read the Indian Labour CDommission'a 
Report, you would find that productivUy has increased by 65 % between 
1964-68. So you cannot say that the worker has worked less. But a9tually 
production has increased by 65%, it is a fact and justified by the manage-  ̂
ments themselves. They accepted that the productivity of the work has 
increased by 65% between 1964-67 but in spite of this increase in the produc
tivity of the worker, the real wages of the worker—I am not talking of 
money value—as gone down during this period. Even according to the 
Indian Labour Commission’s report, the real wage has been depressed 
because of the rise in priccs. The workers’ wages have not been comipensu- 
rate with the rise in price. There has been a continuous erosion in the real 
wages of the working class. That is why, particularly, during the last 4 
or 5 years when inflationary pressure have not been checked and in spile of 
the introduction of green revolution, the real wage of the working class is, 
eroded. That is one aspect.

The second aspect of it is with regard to the norms of work. They da  
not realise how much work a worker can do. The time and motion studies 
and conducted but they do not understand that a human body is a machine 
and unless there is an intake of particular amount of calories, it will not be; 
possible for a man to put out the required amount of the work. This is a basic 
question. Unfortunately, today the Indian worker takes for less calorics 
than what is necessary for an ordinary worker. Even the Government of 
India had appointed a Committee to go into the question of the nutritional 
problem and this Committee pointed out defects in our food value. There
fore, with regard to the norms of work, it is not this kind of time-motion 
study that will work. For example, when a motor car is there, you have to. 
put sufficient petrol for keeping it running and if you put less petrol, then, 
the motor car will not run. Similarly, fuel is necessary for the human 
machine so that it can work properly. But this factor is not taken into 
consideration when the experts work out the ‘time and motion' formula. 
They just tell the motion of the machine and so how much time this machine 
will require to produce a certain quantity of goods. Therefore, when this 
kind of thing comes up naturally the labour unrest goes on increasing. 
This has got to be recognised by the public sector undertakinjgs. So this 
question of the norms of work can be decided by means of experience gained 
by the workers themselves during the period. After the workers gained 
more and more experience, the management and the workers should sit to•̂  
gether and fix up the target and not by the ‘time-motion-study\"

9.12 During the evidence, the representative of the Hindustan Steel 
Ltd. stated, “We have eight units in our undertaking—Rourkela, Bhilai 
Durgapur Alloy Steel Plant, Coal Washeries, Sales, Transport & Shipping 
and the Head Office. .Barring Durgapur Steel Plant and the Alloy Steel 
Plant I would say that our Management-Labour relations have been good 
throughout. Last year we had no trouble in Bhilai and since September 
last year no major stoppage of work in Rourkj^t For ^970^71 the loss, 
of production is worth about Rs. 247 million.

9.13 Now, Sir, one important item mentioned by everybody is the 
inter-Union rivalry. Whereas I am not trying to reduce the gravity of that,.
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I woirid l^specduUy submit that mter-management and inter-managcment 
rivfthy can also cause as iDUCh damage to an organisation as inter-union 
rivalry. The sooner this is realised the better.

Coming Ux the question of inter-union rivalry and the question of 
recogoitiofl aboult two years ago I had made a su ^ s tio n  on the concept 
of Plant Representative Union. Why? Because, with due rcspect, the Code 
o f Discipline (to put it very mildly) is not being effectively implemented.

9.14 The National Labour Commission, Sir, merely mentioned that 
Industrial Relations Commission in each State would decide on the method 
of reco^ition of trade unions. It did not give specific measures by which 
recognition should be given or denied., Third factor, Sir, is that you 
have got to accept the fact that there are multiple unions. The question 
about giving weightage was mentioned to Unions with 41 per cent member* 
ship of the workers. But 1 would submit to you and it has happened only 
last week that 7 persons who can form a union and who have formed a union 
can bring the work to a standstill. So you have got to accept the fact that 
there wiU be more than one union irrespective of the number of workers 
percentage-wise. Even a small faction, if it is in certain key units, having 
key workers can stop work in the plant. 1 am not talking of strikes with 
notice. I am talking about the sudden stoppage of work which is detri
mental to the organisation. So long as we have our democratic system, 
there will be the trade unions aflSliated to various political parties. The 
present dispute is in regard to the method. One group is very strong to in
sist on membership varification saying that only the Members of a union 
should be allowed to have a say and that this we can determine only by veri
fication. The other group insists that it should be done by secret ballot.

9.15 I place before you the concept of the Plant Representative Union. 
Let us say that it would be compulsory for a worker to become a member 
of the Plant Representative Union within a period of 3 months. Now who 
will run the Plant Representative Union. 1 would suggest let each of the 
registered unions submit a panel. Suppose there are going to be 100 exe
cutive committees in the plant, the 100 names each from the AITUC, INTUC 
and HMS Unions and independents may be given. Then you should elect 
for the executive committees by secret ballot. You may have 60 persons 
from one union, you may have 30 or 35 persons from another union and a 
few more from others and independents. In other words you will have a 
Plant Representative Union Executive Committee consisting of members 
from different parties. You may ask Sir, will it work? If you can run 
our State Governments and the Centre through a multi-party parliamentary 
system, why could our union-management relations and unions be run in that 
way? I know that some amendment will be required in regard to funda
mental rights. But 1 think Sir, perhaps a very close look can be given, be
cause we find we cannot run a unit by recognising and dealing with one unit 
exclusively.

9.16 I entirely agree. Sir, with my colleagues here who have mention
ed about the need for continuity and consistency of management because 
we find in many public srctor units or even in the private sector there is a 
frequent change of styles of management during different periods or even
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at the sami  ̂ period of time. Jl may have; tiie hard-line approach, farmay 
have thje soft-line approach and thir4 mailY approach may be dijffimnt.
1 may want to give weightage to seniorilyy he may want ta/gvve weightage 
to merit. If 1 have my system uniformly follow^ and he has his system 
uniformly followed then we would have better results. But if there is any 
mixture ^ th e  two, this will lead to considerable unrest. Sir, there is {toother 
factor, namely, the need for profassional management. I mean the pt^fes- 
sionals in the personnel field. profes»onals in the technics M d  and pi^fes* 
sionals in the accounting field. This is very imperative because we are in 
the days of specialization and 1 may submit Sir even in the field of personnel 
management and labour relation, we have reached a ^tate of sophistic
ation in India where professionalism is imperative. We have pi^ofessidnals 
dedicated professioiais—both on the side of labour and on the side of 
management and 1 think they would need to be associated with the respective 
speciality like personnel, accounts, in all levels of managenflient In the public 
sector. Once you have the professionals in thdse fields, then this question 
of training-development-indication wili follow with continuity of manage
ment."

9.17 The representatives of the Indian Airlines stated: ‘'Till 1969  ̂
the relations between management and labour in Jndiain Airlines were quite 
good. As a matter of fact, in 1968, we have no strikes at all in spite of the 
fact that we have 8 very powerful crafts Unions operating in Indian Airlines. 
In 1968-69 we made a decent profit of about Rs, 1.66 crores, and in 1969-70 
we made a profit of Rs. 2.28 crores. Ours is a very sensitive industry here 
it is easy for a small group of people to ground the aircraft almost through
out the country at very short notice or without any notice at all. The 
trouble started in Indian Airlines in 1970 mainly because of two reasons. 
One reason was that a decision to go in for a new aircraft was taken. SimuU 
taneously by the end of 1968, our previous wage Agreement with the various 
Unions had expired and new wage settlements were due. This was a very 
delicate situation for an Airlines Management to settle wage negotiations 
with the unions while introducing a new aircraft. 1 would like to point out 
that this happens in all parts of the world. Whenever any airline wants to 
introduce a new equipment, it is a big occasion for personnel particularly 
the pilots to get big amount of money and they bargained hard. 1 can 
mention the case of BOAC, for instance they bought Boeing 747 (Jumbo 
Jet) aircraft which were on the ground for good eight months and they were 
losing about £ 50,000 a day, just because the pilots wanted an enormous 
amount of money which was considered beyond the capability of BOAC 
to pay. We started negotiating of wage settlement with the pilots at a point 
of time when we were going in for new aircraft-Boeing-737. They are very 
expensive equipment and we cannot afford to let the aircraft remain on the 
ground. And the pilots are aware of it. As a matter of fact, technicians 
are also aware of it. The second reason is the multiciplicity of unions and 
inter-union rivalries. We would naturally like only one union in the indus
try. But in the air transportation industry it has been the tradition that the 
Unions are split craftwise and this starts from the top. There is an Inter
national Federation of Airlines Pilots Associations and Pilots of all Airlines 
all over the world are members of that Association, Similariy, there is 
also an International Association of the Flight Engineers. , There is a^ Jnter- 
national Association of the Aircrafts Ground Engineers aiid this im ,
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the practicc and traditipn in tht Airiines. In an iinftistry Hkc this, it i$ a 
very peculiar sittiation'ivhich is unavoidable and whidh afS^f^ aH airlines of 
ihe world. Bui it does place a tremendous strain on a domestic aiirittie 
like PJfrs in India, which provides an essential service. Ours is the onI> 
transppriktioii 'service available in the j:ouittry. Afl tWs iriak^ the bkrgain- 

of the various Uniotis very stro to^nd it pfits the rtian^m ent fn ^ very 
uncomfOrtabfe posWodlh th P̂ Ĵ cess of colftctive btfl^afrting. ^ ;

9.f8 On the 6ne hatrdv we are %  the unioiis'and on the
other^hatid. We'have our oWigatlons to tfte traveling ptrblic. We iwm to 
provide an essdhtfel' scWice in k cMinti^ where we HaVe to fcieki kn parts o(' 
the cbuntry. We ha\f6 to ^o  abscure regions of the country: we have to 
go 16 stmtegic? tegions of the country. We provide an fessentiaMink in tht 
soCiM and economic life of the country. The unions 66 take full advantage 
of itt lhr<? If you get a combination df these facts, ytiu cart'‘imagine how 
difficult the situation would be from the management point of view. You 
must have sta i in the newsps^pcrs ^nd mttny of you haw  been taking person
al interest iH kno^ving what is happening in Indian Airlines. We have had 
several strik^ ;̂ and work stoppage»«tnd go-slow Actions in Indian Air Lines di^ 
rin^ the year. Recently, thtre was also a lock-out. When the manage
ment found th ît dciy-in and day ottt, thousand of passengers were stranded 
and thty‘were absolutely uncertain as to whether they were going to fly on 
time or five hours later, today Or tomorrow, the management felt that they 
hncl net iATternative other than to declare a locb-t)ut. After the lock-out, we 
had signed a settlement with the Unions concerned who were on-workHo^ 
rule agitation at that time and it was decided that the Chief Labour Com
missioners would resume negotiations or discussions and whatever can be 
agreed upon would be implemented and whatever could not be agreed upon 
would be referred to arbitration by a person to be nominated by Uniou 
Ministry of Labour. Accordin^y, the Chief Labour Commissioner s 
Ofhce did start discussions. But unfortunately they did not sugpeed. The 
Unions wanted bilateral discussions and 1 am now able to report that we 
have succeeded in arriving at a settlement with the lar^st unions covering 
more than 8,000 people out of 14,000 in the Corporation. We arc nego
tiating with the other Unions and we do hope that fairly soon, we will be 
able to settle the wages issues. In fact, we have also signed an agreement with 
certain other minor Unions who represent small sections of people and per- 
haxs by the end of September or so, we will be able to settle our disputes 
with the other Unions. I hope that once it is accomplished, industrial 
relations in Indian Airlines will improve very substantially. In 1969, our 
loss was 15 lakhs. In 1970-71, our loss was 220 lakhs on account of strike. 
This does not include the figure of the lock-out which will also be another 
Rs. 1.5 crores” .

9.19 During evidence of the selected Ministries, the Secretary, 
Ministry of Labour iitAted, ’̂ Strikes and lock outs will disappear under 
two sets of circumstances—if the law prohibits strikes and lock outs or we 
have a sys»m of industrial relations which renders strikes and lock-oufs 
unrfec6S««^. We may devise more civilised wajys of settling industrial dis-

than f he &pet\ which goes on in the sluipe of strikes ^id lock
outs. in be opefn t© os to evohie other methods of solving industrial
disputes, provided «ttch"disputes do not have tlie character of any political
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d ilu te s  or political ^vSerences. If tbe^ are really honest diffcD^oces of 
opiaioa a n m g  haaest p e o ^  tlwQ I think it abpuld. be possible,to 4evise 
aUjsmative a i^ o id t  of solving them”,,. ,

9.20 l i e  foremost need oC the cooatry is for iKreaaed prodoction 
particolarty ia the naWic Mctor in are situated some of the cracialiy 
importaat basic ia M ie s  Itkti ste^  teavy eagiaaerlmb heavy diKtricais, 
etc. It is oaly throiif  ̂ iacreascM proAietioB that we can to raise tke 
woefully law staadard of iiviag of aar people faicludfag the worken. It caaaot 
be dealed that lack of iadnstiial harMray in pdMlc aector has beea aa impor
tant eantribatory factor ia dspnasiag the prodactioa ia paHic sector units 
below the techaicaily feasible capacity. The Coauaittee c«uiot, therefore, 
loo stroafly reiterate that the piMic uadertakiags should spare no ellorts 
to five the workers ia these undertakings a sense of participation and involve- 
meat ia the challenging task of greater production for the g ^  of the country.

9.21 The Coanaittee are iadfawd to apee with the represeatativcs of 
ieadiag trade unions that the aiaia caases fw labour unrest in public under- 
takfaigs are lack of dialogue between labour and management, rise in prices, 
absence of Job satisfaction, unhealthy woiUug coadMoas, iater-unioo rivalry, 
■igratery execnttves, lack of proper personnel nuuMgement. The Com* 
mittee consider that none of these difficulties is iasurmountaUe and that given 
detf cation, a sense of involveaient and of partic^tion, these matters can be 
resolved In the interest of greater production which is the crying need of the 
nation.

9.22 As recommended by the Committee dsewbere in the Report there 
is no reason why terms and conditions of service cannot be regufaited to die 
satisfaction of the workers by following a model set of rules to be drawn up by 
the Bureau of Public Enterprises in the light of experience gathered in the 
field and in consultation with the representatives of dl concerned. Similariy 
it should be the first duty of the management to improve the working conditions 
in order to make them cheerful, beakby and production-oriented. No efibrt 
should be spared to make possilde job satisfaction for all ranks of workers by 
following a well-coordinated policy of recruitment based on aptitude tests, 
in-plant training, ratkmalisatien of work-load and assured channels of promo
tion. The wage structure slrauld be production-oriented and bane relevance to 
minimnm needs and an Ih-built mechanism for neutralising steep rises in cost 
of living. Well balanced nourisUng diet should be avaihOrie from the plant 
canteen at a rate which is reasonable and within the reach of every worker. 
Personnel management ia public undertrinugs, above all, should receive great
er attention than hitherto and the senior posts slMMild i>e maaned by executives 
who are professionally qualified and who are non-migratory and have a genuine 
interest in resolving all difficulties vrithout delay and in building up bridges 
of understanding iMtweea the workers aad manageawnt at every level in the 
Interest of harmonious workhig and greater prodactioa.

The Committee also saggeat that Ganraamat any examiae the feasi- 
UHty of brhi«iag Central GovetaaMot paWk laiifftakfaigw, toctioaiag in the 
States abo under the parview of the hri>onr kgWaiiua of the ceatre for pur
poses of Uidfbrmity so that the GoveraaMat nay he M e to hcî  the labour 
as wen as the mnmgeuMut la the bent intcrests V  the caaatry.



RECOGNITION OF LABOUR UNIONS
10.1 The ftinetiont of tiw labour uiuons w e to promote and protect 

the interests of its meflabers. It, therefote, strives to ^ tte r  the terms and 
conditions of employment, and genendly to advance their economic and social 
interest so as to achieve for them rising sundard of itving.

10.2 Ffeior to the Code of Discipline in Industry for recognition of 
unions, there was the Trade Unions Act, 1926, State Legislation like the 
Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946 and similar other State Acts on the 
subject. Whether under the statute or under voluntary basis, Bke Cede, the 
union recognition has always been on the basis of paid membership. Both 
the Bombay Industrial Relations Act and the Code provide for certain 
tests in addition to the membership strength.

10.3 The recognition of unions in Public Undertaking is largely 
governed by voluntary arrangement under the Code of Discipline in Indus* 
try. Some Undertakings have, however, suggested for statutory backing 
for recognition of unions in order to avoid inter>union rivalry.

10.4 According to the criteria in the Code, a Union claiming recog
nition should have t^en functioning at least for a pried of one year as a 
registered union and should have the specified membership. In case of 
more than one union functioning in an establishment, the membership 
of all eligible unions is verified by the Chief Labour Commissioner (Central) 
if the establishment falls under the Central sphere or the State Labour Com
missioner in other cases. Once a Union is recognised under the Code, it 
is entitled to enjoy the status for at least two years from the date of recogni
tion. A union which does not observe the Code can be derecognised. A 
copy each of the criteria for recognition of union and the rights of recognised 
unions under the Code of Discipline are given at Appendices IV and V. It 
has been suggested that recognition of unions should be based on the'secret 
ballot of workers, and not on the basis of paying membership. The issue 
has been debated in Central and State Legislatures and at various other 
platforms but without reaching unanimity.

10.5 Regarding union recognition, the National Commission on 
Labour recommend^ as follows :

“It would be desirable to make recognition compulsory under a 
Central law in all undertaking employing 100 or more workers 
or where the capital invested is above a stipulated size. A trade 
Union seeking recognition as a bargaining agent from an individual 
employer should have a membership of at least 30 per cent of 
wotlcers in the establishment. The minimum membership should 
be 25 pw cent if  recognition is sought for an industry in a local 
area.” ;

X
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10.6 The National Commission on Lab«ur, 1969 also recommended
setting up of Industrial Relations Commission (IRC) at the national and 
State levels to decide besides other nwtters, the manner of choosing the re
presentative unions. '

10.7 The Prime Minister in her address at the Cohierence of repre-
sentAtivM of Trade UnioD O^uiisatkms held ia. New DeiUli on the 20th 
May« 1971, stated, “1 am.sttie tha>t trade unions witt iitterest ttekr.fespoMi- 
biiities to this wider sense »nd^woric tow ard secunng for- laliour those now 
employed as wet! as potential entfMits firom the rank of labour—an increas
ing equitable share of progressively rising national product. Our country 
hasjputi'through a Yen' dilteult feriod but there it every indtiiation that we 
are poised iMTirspid advance. So it is especially disturbing that we should be 
quamllmg amongst oucsehes instead of >^ing portnen in tW cotwnoa 
endeavour to take the country forward and give a better lift to the mssaes 
of our people.” •

10.8 The Union Labour Ministec ait the above Confcntnce stated,
“ As long as the multiciplicity of various unions persists, recognition of a 
single bargaining agent will continue to pose a problem and there is always 
the risk of one union being played off against another. But clearly there is 
need for a bargaining agent whom the employers are obliged by law to recog
nise. A good deal of thinking has gone into the question and a number 
of suggestions have been made about the method of determining the re
presentative character of a union so that it can be legally recognised as the 
sole bargaining agent.” •

10.9 During evidence the representative of a leading all India Trade 
Union stated, “One single union should be recognised, and it should be the 
sole bargaining agency. That has been the policy of almost all trade unions. 
But now, in certain countries, because of the political situation in the comi- 
try, it does not take anywhere. Therefore, I have been an advocate of a 
round table conference by substantially all unions in certain industries. 
That is not the policy which can be followed always. The general principle 
is to recognise the union, depending on verification.”

10.10 A leading all India trade union in their memorandum to the 
Committee have stated, “They stand for compulsory recognition of unions 
by law; determination of majority status through secret ballot of all workers 
and the association of minority unions with the biggest union at the bargain
ing table.”

10.11 Another leading all India trade union in their memorandum 
have stated, “We stand for recognition of union through secret ballot but 
if there are other unions having subsUntial following, they also should 
have some say in matters connected with labour. Even a minority union 
should have the right to represent the case of termination of service of its 
members before the employer and other appiopr|fite authorities. Recog
nition shouU also be given to plant unions having a substMtial following. 
We feel that no effective suggestion can be immediately made to reduce the 
multiplicity of unions. It will depend upon higher level of consciousness 
of the workmen and proper education in matters affecting labour and spe
cially on the attitude of the employer in setting up company backed union.”
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10J2 Shri D. Tbeniifi, MP in a w rttm .tto teto  the CMomiittce has 
stated, ''We have already crossed the stage when one reop|rftsed union 
within an industry could deliver goods, in spite of the multiplicity of unions 
therein. Today, thcT ^gnition  of a lecogiiiM unioA> a lr iw  no s^hse or 
sij^ificance unless tlie recognised union k  also recognisM^ by the unrecognised 
unions within thf t ( n  view of this change, i t  is adiriaEibie to intro
duce correapondiog changeiin the proeedyre of recognitionirMi^

We are of the view that a composite bar^lniHg iiĵ iency shoul^l'be set 
up in every'industry. Sach an agency shouM f)h>p6rtibrftit€^ idlect differ
ent trends among the workers. This can done on the bksiii o f propor
tional representation or cumulative vote. The process pf verification is not 
dependable. The recourse must be taken to the process of secret iialiot.”

10.13 Duriiig evidence, Shri S. R. Vasividii, M.P. st̂ ilted, “There are 
two or three more ticklish points. One is about the, rccogi^itipn of the union. 
The best and only course is to recognise the unioh according to sta^
and that too with regular method, by verification 6f the membership. So 
many things have been said, literature has been produce^^ and National 
Labour Commission has dWlt with this question. 1 hav^ Witten a minute 
of dissent on that. 1 will request you to go throug*!! the pros and cons of 
recognition of union by verification or elections. You know how election 
takes place, how can the things be placed before the workers? I h^ve 
come to the conclusion that the only ^ay of recognising the union is by Way 
of fee-paid membership union. You nwiy raise the limit. Today Railway’s 
limit is 7%. It is a very low limit. In some states for recognition the limit 
is 25%. I say in your Public Sector you may raise to 51®̂ . Thefc must be 
collective bargaining. There is no other choice but domg that. Alf the 
100% membership is not possible except in a country where there is no demo
cracy like Russia.”

10.14 In a written reply, the Chairman, Hindustan Lever Ltd., has 
stated, “1 am satisfied with the principles laid down in the Code of Disci
pline for recognition of trade unions. 1 am in favour of having a single 
bargaining agent in each undertaking/industry. 1 would favour recognition 
of the bargaining agent through secret ballot. We have felt the problem of 
multipliciiy of trade union. We do have recognition po li^  under which 
one trade union is reco^ised for one unit, but in spite of this the problem of 
multiplicity of trade unions persists. This is largely because of the fact that 
Government allows any trade union to raise a dispute at conciliation. Some
times in spite of a settlement with recognised trade unions, Government 
refers dispute for ac^judication on the initiative of unrecognised trade unions. 
This upsets the .whole frame of reference regarding collective bargaining 
with a bargaining agent. When a collective bar^ining agent in the fonn of 
recognised trade union exists, tlie Government should not intervene at all 
in regard to collective ma t̂ters on the initiative of other trade union/*
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10.15 The Bharfcit Heavy Electri^ls in a written repjy have stati^;

“The proeeduft laid down in the code of Disciprinle |<v indu^y  
for recognising a labour union is c|iiitc satisfactory. The



ieliamiog improvements in the procedure can, hdwever, be consi- 
d m d t .

(1) Actaon to  de>recogmw a  union violating the Code should be simp- 
kc and swift, l i t  should be possible for the M ana^m ent to take 
aetioa on this in consultation with a member (designated for the 
purpose) of the State Evaluation and Implementation Committee.

(2) The management should be encouraged to deal with the recognised 
union only, in respect of all policy matters, and any violation 
should be seriously viewed.

(3) The cond i^  of a union during its non-recognition period (Whe
ther it has conducted itself constructively or irrespoasibally) 
should be taken into account when it seeks recognition.

' (4) If possible, a law should be enacted stipulating only one union
for one industry.

(5) The percentage given for eligibility of recognition, i.e. 15% is too 
low and should be raised.

Of the two alternatives, we are in favour of determining a Union’s 
following by verification of fee paying membership, but some method has 
got to be found to avoid dual membership. Compulsory recognition under 
a control law is necessary for the growth of democratic and responsible trade 
unions. The law should also consider banning of multiplicity of unions. 
A single bargaining agent would be preferable and attempt should be made 
to achieve this objective as early as possible.”

10.16 The Food Corporation of India have stated, “The procedure 
laid down in the Code of Discipline of industry for recognition of labour 
unions, has to be reconsidered in the light of the recommendations of the Na
tional Commission on Labour. It has recommended, broadly, recognition of 
one ‘bargaining ^ n t ' —i.e. one ref»~esentative union, in each industry, 
verification of which is to be left to independent State/Central Industrial 
Relations Commissions which are yet to be set up. This recommendation 
should, be able to improve the procedures with regard to recognition of 
labour unions.

The policy of the management is not to encourage multiplicity of Asso
ciation/Union of the staff working in the Corporation. We find that it 
is better to negotiate with one union which is of a representative character. 
If tlie recommendation of National Labour Commission on Labour to have 
one union in one organisation is to be imfrfemented, it will be necessary to 
provide for compulsory recognition under a Central Law.

 ̂ It is felt that industrial relations may improve consideraUy if the 
National Labour Commission’s recommendation to have a single bargain
ing agent in eaph undertaking is implemented. The multiplicity of unions 
having different ideologies and different interests is not conducive to smooth
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working o€ any organisatioo. A  single iiargaiiHQg a g n t with whom wttlb* 
nwnts caa be reached will ensure that the same are m on eflfeotivdy carried 
out by the Labour Unioi}.** ; vi

10.17 The Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltdw* have stated, ‘There 
should be only one union for an untertaking. if not, for the Industi^ and t ^  
membership of this union should be compulsory. Multiplioity of unibiis 
which are normally assodated with political parties has altvedy done dAtilage 
to the Management. If ste|te are not taken to disassociate'kbour proUeim 
from politics, there is a grave danger that this tendency tnay infiltrate into 
Management also which would be suicidal for th# Public Sector UMdertakiAgs.

' / > I.
10.18 The Hindustaji Steel Ltd. have stated, “The procedure laid down 

in the Code of Discipline for recognition of labour unions leaves much to 
be desired. It is possible for any jHjIitical party in power to ring the veri
fication of men^bership records, and manipulate, the results to suit 
interests. The random checking exercised by the vilifying authority is done 
at his discretion, and anything left to discretion is liable to be misused. We 
would, therefore, suggest alternative methods for verifying the inembership 
of a union for purposes of recognition, as explained below:

The following of a union cannot be linked to the paying members* 
for the reason that the majority of the employees do not pay their union 
subscription, and whenever an important issue arises, employees who are 
not ordinarily members of the union also join the union. It also hapi^ns 
that some employees are simultaneously meipbers of more than one union 
in the same organisation. As issues for which the Labour unions are in 
the field affect all employees, it will be only appropriate that every employee 
irrespective of his being a member of a particular union or not, should be 
permitted to exercise his franchise, by secret ballot, at the union elections. 
A question could be asked as to what would happen if there are more than 
one union in an organisation. The answer to this is as follows:

The advantage of there being only one bargaining agent for one under
taking cannot be over-emphasis^. Even in developed and developing 
nations abroad, where more than one political party has influence on the 
trade unions, one union for one industry is the normal rule. Once 
it is determined statutorily that there is to be only one union as 
the bargaining agent for an undertaking, all diverse political influences 
will coalesee into one and the party which is the strongest will assert itself. 
It is also possible that representatives of other political parties without losing 
their identities would be on the trade union executive as happened in the 
UK where extreme leftists and moderates functioned harmoneously in the 
trade union movement. We would, therefore, submit that it would be 
extremely desirable to have a single bargaining agent for an undertaking, 
if it could be brought about, statutorial or otherwise".

10.19 The Indian Airlines have stated, “The objiect of granting recog* 
nition to a Trade Union is to create a representative agent with which the 
management can deal on matters of collective intecest to empltq^oes. Any 
method that ensures that the union thus recognised will enjoy the con>
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fidnaoe of a laffge mAjnvity o£ workers abould be aooeptabie to the maimge- 
meAt therefore, it is for the onions to aftee on the acceptable
method for determinmg the representative character of a uaion.

Whieipe dr^umstances permit, is it best to have a single bargaining 
l^wever, there may he «ases where interests of differenl; categories 

of v^prkers are wjdely divergeai and a single bargaining ai^nt may not foe a 
feasible pr(^>09ition« In such a situation^ recognition of category-wise 
unions may be desirable in the interest of industrial peace. In such cases 
Also, effort should be made to evolve a i^achtnery where matters of common 
if^ rest anfM>ng the unions representing different categories could be discuss
ed at a common platform. '

Aiiything which helps to bring about a single bargaining agent in indus
try witt obviously, be a step in the right direction; but, wc apprehend that 
a  legislation to this effect may create certain difBculties. For example, there 
may be only one union in an under taking and that may not 
be sufficiently representative in character. Under these circumstances, the 
•employer wiH not be in a position to bargain with such a union with full 
confidence that the agreement, when reacned, would be honoured by the 
employees.

Multiplicity of trade unions has certainly led to inter-union rivalries, 
and adversely affected industrial relations. Inter-union's rivalry leads to 
disputes Which do not arise out of the union's desire to improve 
terms and conditions of employment for their members but are motivated 
by extraneous factors. Such rivalry also leads to delays in settlement of 
disputes and demands even where, on merits, it is possible to come to agree

ment, This is so because reason becomes constantly clouded by partisan 
passion which often has an elemental force. Collective bargaining is reduced 
to ‘horse trading’ on the part of the union leaders who seem to believe that 
the ignorant workers Will always rally behind the ‘highest bidder’ in a given 
situation. Jealousy and suspicion destroy all trust and goodwill between 
the management and the union.

This is also suicidal for the trade unions, as the rank and file of workers 
become thoroughly disillusioned and eventually develop a cynical opportu
nism which seeScs to destroy the roots of the trade union movement.

Multiplicity of trade unions can be, to some extent, stemmed by amen- 
d ii^  the Trade Unions Act, 1926 so as to raise the number of workmen re
quired to form a trade union. It also calls for strict enforcement of all the 
the provisions of the Act. The anions which fail to comply with these pro
visions should lose their registration. As a procedure of control, a list of 
registered trade unions should be published periodically''.

• 10.20 The Life Insurance Corporation of India have slated, “wc feel 
tha t the procedure laid down in the Code of Discipline in Industry for re
cognition of unions not satisfactory. For example, criterion (1) pro- 
vid es that for the purpose of recognition, the membership of the union should 
cover at least 15% of the workers in the establishment concerned. This 
wil l mean that a union representing only a small number of workers in an 
establishment will have to be conceded the right to represent all workers
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ill siicb ftn alt^iough it ipay not c i^ v  the support of an pver-
wkdmiag mworiiy iirf the worker in that estat4ishmeiit. Aiiy settlement 
reacMI with iSuch a union is booid to be c h a lle n ^  if other unioiis come up 
claitning support of the other employees, with the resultant strjtfe and tendon. 
It would, therefore, be desirable to raise t ^  limit |0 f 15 % provided in ciiiicrion
(2) to at least 30%. A union which docs not cover membership of at least 
30% of the workers in an establishment should not be granted the status 
of a repfesentativ^ union.

As to the procedure for veri^cation also, the entire procedure requires 
to be streamlined so as to obtain the result of verification within a period of 
3 to 4 months at the most. As k  is, the verification takes a very loi\g time 
especially in the case of an undertaking like ours with offices spread all 
over the country.

The voluntary nature of the Code of Discipline in industry creates pro
blem  as it vests certain rights without any means of enforcing the corres
ponding obligBtiom. If the Code is rei^ced by appropriate laws on the 
Statute Book, it would make both the sides realise tteir obligations better 
and promote enforcement of the obligations.

A secret ballot is an essential prequisite of a democracy and if trade 
unions are to function in a democratic way, we do not sec why the method 
of election by secret ballot cannot be adopted for the purpose of verification 
of the representative character of a union. For this purpose, all the employ
ees of the Undertakings may be allowed to vote in favour of any of the regis
tered trade unions.

If a strong trade union movement and healthy industrial relations are 
to be built up it is essential to have a single agent in each undertaking with 
whom the employer can enter into collective bargaining and arrive at negotia
ted settlements binding all the employees. In the absence of a suitable 
machinery for determining the sipgle bargaining agent, most of the indus
trial undertakings in India are suffering from inter-union rivalry resulting 
from multiplicy of unions. The only way in which a single bargaining agent 
can be recognised is by determining the representative union through secret 
ballot. To have the representation of the minority unions on the bargain
ing agency would defeat the very purpose of having a single bargaining agent. 
However, recognition of the majority, union as the single bargaining agent 
would not mean that the other unrecognised unions will not have any rights 
whatsoever. The unrecognised unions may be allowed to take up with the 
management, complaints affecting one or more individual workers in respect 
of wage payment, overtime, leave, transfer, work assignment and other grie
vances of their members in cases of termination, dismissal, discharge and 
disciplinary proceedings. Where, however, the questions at dispute are of 
genera] applicability or involving questions of policy, they can be taken up 
only by the recognised Union. A binding settlement applicable to all em
ployees can only be entered into between the management and the recognised 
union”,

10,21 The Oil and Natural Gas Commission have stated, “We are 
satisfied with the procedure for recognition of labour unions, laid down in 
t he Code of Discipline of Industry. It is suggested that the procedure may
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be ma4e compulsory under central law. The NflAiofiftI Commistioii 
Labbtir has already given its views on the subject that there caanot be hard 
and fast rules and each case should be decided on its merit i.e. whetover 
suitable it Can be Ballot or by checking of nifcfflbership depending upon the 
authdHties handling the matter. We a ^ e  wtth the views of the National 
CoMntission on LaTOur. ' '

We would like to make the Union recognition compiriMiry under the 
central law in all undertakings because by keeping the code of Discipline a& 
a voluntsiry subject, the other registered uofions under the Industiial Disputes 
Act are free t6 raise any Industrial Dispute with the result that a kind of 
competition develops between ^  recognised unions and un-recogntsed 
unions. The unrecognised unions try to show to the employees that they are 
the champions of their cause, by raising frivolous disputes before conciliation 
officers and court, in order to get more and more following of the employees. 
Such disputes unnecessarily lead to a lot of litigation and avoidable work of 
labour machinery. Besides, «s held by the various industrial authorities, 
the Government cannot refuse adjudication on the ground that the parti
cular union is not recognised and thus many a time references of disputes for 
adjudication are obtained by un-recognised anions given a feeling to the 
employee-members of the recognised unions that they are not championing 
the cause of the employees. ^

It is our view that there should be only one bargaii^ing agent in each 
undertaking. This will avoid unhealthy competition between too many 
unions and also reduce inter-union rivalries. It will also help the employees 
from shifting their loyalties from one union to the other on one pretext or the 
other. This will also reduce the mushroom growth of the unions as it 
happens at present in certain cases. When there are too many unions, the 
political ideology creeps in and the employees will be interested more and 
more in politics rather than production or productivity with the result that 
the undertaking's production suffers. The system of single bargaining union 
will also be in the larger interest of the employees as the union will be a 
strong bargaining agent ”

10.22 During evidence of the selected Ministries, the Secretary, 
Ministry of Labour & Employment stated. “There is no proposal to make 
membership of trade unions compulsory. All that Government is thinking 
of doing now is to make recognition by the employer of the most represen
tative union undertaking compulsorily binding. At the moment employer 
is not required by law excepting by the voluntary code to reco^ise and bar
gain in good faith with the most representative union. Multiplicity of the 
unions is the source of several evils that assail industry now and this is the 
view among the trade unions themselves. Now they are trying to bring about 
some unity of purpose. To the extent the trade union movement has been 
politicised, different undertakings reflect different ideologies, programmes, 
programmes and procedures of various political parties. If we have to live 
with a divided trade union movement or with the sen» of multiplicy of unions 
based on different political ideologies, first of all its is necessary to make 
changes in the Trade Union law. At present seven members of industrial 
unit can form into a Union and get it registered and can claim all the rights 
and privile^s which the Industrial Disptes Act accords to a union. I 
think one solution is to increase the minimum membership. The National
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Commission on Labour had suggested that at least 10% of the total number 
of employees in a plant (subject to a minimum of 7) or 100 whichever is 
lower should be members of the Union before it is registred and in order to 
make it a really effective instrument in the hands of the worker it is also 
suggested that the present membership fee of 25 paise per month should 
be raised to Re. I/- per month.

There is also another important manner in which we can eliminate the 
ills of multiplicity and thal is by refusing rights to an un-recognised union,
i.e. they should not be afllowed to raise questions of disputes of a collectivc 
character. That should be th$ sole privilege of only the recognised unions. 
So far is  the unrecognised unions are concerned, they should be limited to 
raising individual disputes and not the collective disputes” .

1 0 ^ .  The Committee are of the opioioD dmt the existing arrangement 
for recognition of unions iMHler ^  Voluntary Code of Discipline has not proved 
to be quite effective. The voluntary nature of the Code of DisdpUne has created 
p ro h lf^  as it vests certain rights without any means of enforcing the corres
ponding oUigatioo. The Trade Union Act was enicted in 1926 and sincae then 
the industrial prolilems have grown in sixe and in complexity. It needs revision 
in keeping with the present day requirement. A Central Law for a Union 
recognition is necessary fbr the growth of democratic and responsible trade 
unions. It would make tibe sides realise their obtigations better and promote 
enforcement of obligations.

10.24. The Committee consider that it should be obligatory for the 
management of each undertaking to accord recognition to one union.

The Committee are of the view that as far as possible, there should be 
one bargaining agent for an undertaking. The present criterion in the Code 
is that a labour union having 15% or more of the total membership is eligible 
for recognition. The Committee suggest that it may be desirable to revise the 
criterion to 30 % of the total membership to give it a more representative charac
ter. Where no registered union funcHoning in the undertaking can satisfy the 
condition of BO"".; of membership, the union with the jargest numbers and 
percentage of membership may be recognised. If the verification of the mem
bership of the registered unions does not prove to be conclusive on account of 
differences in number of membership being marginal for the purpose of throwing 
up the most representative union for recognftion, the Committee suggest that 
resort may be had to secret ballot to determine that most representative 
registered union.

The Committee consider that while the undertaking may hold direct 
negotiations with the most representative union, a way should be found to 
associate representatives of other registered unions functioning in the under
taking when general question pertaitofng to workload, pay-scales etc. affecting 
the workers of the undertaking as a whole etc. are discussed so that 
agreed decisions may be more readily Implemented.

10.25. The Committee think that multiplicity of trade^unions has led to 
inter-union rivalries adversely affecting industrial relations. Increase in the 
limit of percentage of membership for recognition of a union in the Trade Union 
law will go a long way in solving this proMem.

10.26. In the opinion of the Gommitlee, a single hargainiag agenMa 
each undertaking is essential in order to reach any meanii^ol and lasting 
agreement with the workers. It will also avoid unhealthy competition between 
unions and reduce inter-union rivalries
3 LSS/72—6.
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LABOUR WELFARE SCHEMES

11.1. The need for providing welfare activities for tbe worlo^rs hardly 
received attention in our countpr in the early stages of industrialization. 
Employers were not generally inclined to accept the financial burden an 
account of welfare activities.

11.2. The Oovernment had to intervene using its persuasive and 
legislative powers. The Factories Act, 1948, provided for some amenities 
in respect of general health, safety and welfare of the workers. Later Govern* 
ment started eviasing interest in welfare programmes and introduced schemes 
for labour welfare in their factories. For improving work efSciency, welfare 
schemes within and outside the establishments were introduced.

11.3. In its Resolution the ILO defined Labour welfare as “such 
services, facilities and amenities as adequate canteens, rest and recreation 
facilities, arrangements for travel to and from place of work and for the 
accommodation of workers employed at a distance from their houses, and 
such other services, amenities and facilities as contribute to improve the 
conditions under which workers are employed” .

n .4  The ILO divided the entire range of welfare activities into two 
groups:—

(I) Welfare and amenities within the precincts o f the establishment viz.
{a) Working and bathing facilities 
{b) Creches
(r) Rest shelters and canteens
(d) Drinking water 
(ff) Medical aid
(/)  Uniform and protective clothing
(f) Uniform and protective clothing
(h) The shifts allowance 

(li) Welfare outside the establishment
(a) Housing facilities 
{b) Education
(c) Recreation facilities including sports, cultural Library and reading 

room activities.

XI
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(d) Medical facilities •
(e) Holiday Homes and leave travel facilities
( f)  Workers co-operatives including consumers stores.
(g) Transport to and from the place of work 
(A) Family Planning
(/) Maternity benefits and 
0 )  Benevolent funds etc.

11.5. In 1966, the Government set a Committee on Labour Welfare 
(CLW) which made several lecommendations alKWt improvements needed 
in welfare schemes in industrial establishments, mines and plantations etc. 
The National Commission on Labour, 1969 took account of those recom
mendations and later on drew their own conclusions. They urged that the 
concept of Labdur Welfare should be more dynamic and suggested providing 
more welfare amenities to the workers in the years to come.

11.6. Most of the Public Undertakings have implemented Labour 
Welfare Schemes viz. Housing, canteen, medical facilities, recreation and 
sports, education, cooperativij institutions, family planning etc.

11.7. During evidence of the selected Mi^stries the Director General. 
Bureau of Public Enterprises stated, “So far as the expenses on welfare and 
other amenities for the workers are concerned, public enterprises spend 
nothing less than what the private enterprises do” .

11.8. The Committee have noticed during its tour to the various Public 
Undertakings that there is a desire among the workers to live better. They 
want more and better houses, good educational institutions for their children, 
improved standard of medical facilities, recnation and cultural activities 
adequate transport facilities to and from place of work, nutrious food at 
reasonable price in canteens, provision of clean sanitation, first aid, washing 
and bathing facilities, rest shelters, drinking water, etc.

Housing ,,, ,

11.9., The following is the percentage of worker* provided with housing 
facilities in some of the Public Undertakings:—;
!• Bharat Heavy Electricals

Hyderabad Unit . . . . . .  . 44.7%
Hardwar U n i t ................................................................... 45%
Tiruchirappali U n i t ......................................................... 37.1%

2. Fertilizer Corporation o f India
65 to 77 % Except in Barauni and Gorakhpur where percentage is 52 % 
and 44% respectively.

3. Food Corporation o f India
No housing scheme drawn up for employees so far .
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4. Heavy Engineering Corporation ■
About65% ■ :'»ii ■ V.I

5. Hindustan Sfeel Ltd. ' ‘

Bhilai Steel Plant . . . . . .  53%
Durgapur St:el Plant . . . .  » . 52%
Rourkela Stetl Plant ................................................ 58 %
Alloy Steel Plant . . . . 46%

6. Life Insurance Corporation

The have drawn up a programmj for cortstruction of staff 
quarters at various Divisioml head-quarters . .

11.10 In the Public Undertakings, tmployees who have not been
provided ^ ’.th houses, house Rent allowance is paid to the employees varying 
from 7% to 30%. Sonxe undertaking e.g. Hindustan Steel Ltd., Indian 
Airlinci and Life frt^uranct Corpiratio.1 have encouraged formition of 
Coopiiativc House building socilies.

11.11 The Committee Consider that tdequate housing for workers,
particularly In places which are being develbped as new indutrsial centres, 
is an essential amenity. The Committee consider that Government should 
take a conscious decision, after cArefal cohsideration about the type and per
centage and phased programm: of construction of staff quarters at the time of 
sanctionfaig a project. There shonld'be a follow up of the decision to ensure 
its implementation. '

11.12 T|ie Committee note that: House Kept allowance at w y ins rates
is allowed to employees of diffmnt widertakings UvJag ir  rented aocom* 
modation. Thv Copmitt^e jure t|^  viaw thal Howe Rent aUowanf^es s h ( ^  
be on a realistic rate in relations to the cost of hirod AOComm«dation the area 
and they recommend that jthe Biireaii of Public £nt«rpiri^ ahoMM 6x a roason- 
able House Rent allowance to be paid t« the e n ^ y e e s  in all tiM!) piiMic mider- 
takings. The existing disparity in payment of House rent allowance by the 
undertakings should be avoided. V

11.13 The IVttIc «;n«eWaliir^» «hMM'eac«BMge the d̂ ^̂  ̂ of
Cooperative Housing Societies aoiMig wiMkers ttntf ttVange fMr idvaliKe of 
loans to the Societies at concessional rate of interest if>r constructing houses 
not only to ameliorate their bousing problem but also to further the feeling of 
attachment to their respective undertakings.

Transport

11.14. Sonie ioduslrial undortalciagft e.g. Hindustan Steel L ^ . Heavy 
Engineering Corporation rhaintain a fleet of buses tc transport tljek workers 
to and from placc of work. Some commercial undertakings e.g. Indian 
Airlines. Oil & Natural Gas Commission etc. proVMe fr«fe subsidised transport 
to (heir staff fpr going to Airports or tte  driHing site and return.
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Some uitdertakii^ e^g. Food Cotpoimtion of India, Life Iilfrsurance 
Corporation do not |irovide transport facUities at all as their offices 
are spread throughout the (.ountry and they have not found practicable 
or necessary to provide ttansport faoiikies to their employees. ‘

11.15 The CMonittee fed that where the workers are required to reach 
a far off or reoMte place for duty, provision of-adeiiwte transport facilities are 
essential. The Coaunlttee, therefore, reconmend that the mani^emcnt of the 
public undertakings should examine the matter in all its aspects so that the 
workers are enabled to reach their place of work punctualy and without under
going hardship.

11.16 The MaMgemeat of public sector enterprises should also continue 
to strive to secure the cooperation of State Governments and local bodies towards 
the improvement of transport facilities for the benefit of industrial workers.

Educational Institutions

11.17 In the industrial units of Bharat Heavy Electricals, Fcrtiliaer 
Corporation of India, Heavy Engineering Corporation, Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
the public iundertakings have set up their primary, secondary and higher 
secondary Schools for the education of the children of their employees. 
In some cases the State Ooverrttricnts have also established schools. Mostly 
free education upto middle school standard or equivalent is inaparlcd. In 
nrost cases for college education, the em ploy^ are req.uired to send their 
children outside the townships. The industrial undertakuigs have laid down 
rules for giving financial assistance to the employees in respect of payment 
of school fees, seasonal charges, examination fees etc. more or less on the 
lines of assistance extended to Central Government employees. Central 
schools have not been establfShi^d in the township of the individual platits. 
In the trading undertakings e.g. Life Insurance Corporation etc. ro 
financial assistance is provided to the employees for education of their 
children.

IM S The Committee consider ihat one of the most important welfare 
duties that an undertaking owes to its employees is to ea^re that prayper educa
tional facilities are provided to the cbildren of the ;^orfcerfi. The Committee 
recommend that the management, at the highest level,,should concern themselves 
with the provision of these facilities a njd these shaald be of adequate standard 
so as to inspire confMence in the workers that theii: ̂ chiUrcn arc getting equal 
opportuhhies.

P  11.19 The Committee except the management of Public Undertakings 
to secure fruitful coordination amongst all the concerned authorities. State 
Governments and local bodies so as to provide facilities for setting up cduca- 
Houl to ensuit in îh^TnMMr in ^tihdan^ bf ^ c a tio n  to
the1adrts(rirfcMinitidtyTe«i^ftt«k  ̂ .

11.20 (i) The Committee would also liKe IHii t̂oWrMMem 4 mmM  cotnMer 
the feasibility of setttaig up Central Schools in major areas of public enterprise 
to aacwn adtt|Hl» a i^  r i r aiiniihl fiiiW in  »  thO CMdMi of all
levels, of their empioswet. < <
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(ii) The Comniittee have ao doubt thftt in accordance with Govern
ment's policy, adequate facilities would also be provided for in p tf  tlo^ ednca- 
tion in regional languages where twenty or more children of employees of the 
Undertal(ing desire education in a particular regional language.

(iii) The Public Undertakings may lay down rales la respect of pay
ment of school fees, sessional charges and examinatioa fees etc. on the lines 
of the assistance extended to Centrid Government employees.

Medical facilities :

11.21 It is seen frrm the written replies received from Public Under
takings that a number of undertaiungs e.g. Bharat Heavy Electrioals, Ferti
lizer Corporation of India. Food Corporation of India, Heavy Engineering 
Corporation, Hindustan Steel Ltd., Oil and Natural Gas Commission provide 
medical facilities directly to their employyes, and the families of the employees 
are also covered by their medical scheme. The employees are not required 
to contribute any share towards the expenditure on medical facilities. The 
undertakings have also set up First Aid Centres and engaged qualified 
medical officers in the Plants to attend to emergency cases.

11.22 The Committee are much concerned about the health of the 
workers and their families and feel that adequate medical facilities should be 
provided by the undertakings to the industrial workers and their families. 
The bigger industrial under^kings may set up their own dispensaries and 
hospital near the plants attended by competent and experienced ^ysicians and 
surgeons to provide adequate medical aid to their employees and families. 
First Aid Centres with qualified Medical Officers should also be set up at 
convenient places in the factories to attend to emergency cases. Adequate 
provision for rushing the patients in emergency, or in cases of grave injury on 
duty, to the hospital should be made so that there is no avoidable delay in 
rendering medicd assistance.

Family Planning :

11 <23 Some Public Undertatings e.g. Bharat Heavy Electricals, 
Heavy Engineering Cbi'poratitWi, Fertilizer Corporation of India, Hindustan 
Steel Ltd,, have organised Family Planning Centres in their dispensaries ^nd 
Hospitals. The Family Planning pfbgramme are propagated by door to 
door convassing. Exhibition on Family Planning, and Film shows are 
shown to the workers. Booklets, pamphlets and other literature are also 
distributed to them. Contreceptives are supplied free by the clinics and 
stcrlization operations are also performed.

11.24 The Cpnunifilee snggest that all Public UndettaUiWi ahrald 
maintain close liaison witli both Uppoa Miiiiatry ̂  Haalth a r i  Family 
Planning, and the State Family Planning authorities for taking measures for 
intensHi«ptioB ^  family phwniaf.' , ’ . ’

iHM PubM lihaMld aat u#ra M ^ « j^ p ic  te  fdmily planniag
for emulation by otiier industrial units and local populatiWi’ . '
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Staff Benefit Fund

11.25 Some Public Undertakings e.g. Bharat Heavy Electricals, Life 
Insurance Corporation and Heavy Engineering Corporation and Hindustan 
Steel Ltd., have introduced the scheme of staff Benefit Fund, in a few under
takings e.g. Fertilizer Corporation of India, Food Corporation of India, 
Oil and Natural Gas Commission the scheme of Staff Benefit Fund is under 
consideration.

11.26 The Committee recommend that the S ttif Benefit Fond Scheme 
may be Introdnced in each undertaking and the purpose of such a scheme mty 
be broadly to give (i) monetary assistance at the time of prolonged sickness of 
the onployee when he is not getting adequate leave salary to support his/her 
family (ii) relief to employees in acute distress (iii) money to meet emergent 
expenditure connected with funeral of the employee.

Canteens!Lunch Rooms
11.27 It is seen that in some Public Undertakings, the Canteens are 

run departmcntally and in others they are run on cooperative basis. In 
both the cases efforts are being made to run them on no profit and no loss 
basis. In a few undertakings apart from the canteens, separate lunch rooms 
and rest rooms have been provided. Necessary furniture, fans, water coolers, 
newspapers, indoor games etc. have also been provided in the lunch rooms 
and rest rooms. In other undertakings canteen halls are sufficiently big 
and they serve both the purpose.

11.28 The Committee consider that running of canteens on cooperative 
basis is a step In the right directioil. The canteens should be run as far as 
possible on no profit and no loss basis and should serve wholesome, well balanced 
and nutritious meals. The Welfare Wing in the undertakings should take 
initiative and sustained interest to see that well balanced, nourishing and appe
tising meals are served at the canteens. The Welfare Oflicer/Sanitary or 
Medical Officers should make «ure that the kitchens of the Canteen and the 
general environmental conditions are hygenic and healthy.

11.29 The Committee have no doubt that Managements of public 
andertakings, particularly those engaged in manufacturing processes, would 
extend all necessary facilities such as, rent free accommo^tion, and apply 
of power and water at concessional rates so as to ensure that refreshments and

are made available to workers at cheap rates, particularly those in the 
lower income group, in the interest of their health, efficiency and production.

11.30 There shonld be’ a »ep«#ate rest room apart from hmoh room in 
the mufa^akliiga which should be provided with necessary furniture, fans, 
water coolers, newspapers, magazines etc. so that employees may be able to 
relax themselves during the rest Interval.

Cooperative Credit Societies
11..11 Mostly the public undertakings arc giving credit to the em

ployees by way of festival advance, advance for purchase of conveyance etc. 
Employees can also obtain loans from their Provident Fund deposits as
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per the Rules. So far not many undertakings have encouraged th'i formation 
of cooperative Credit Societies to meet the credit needs of the workers and 
promote the habit of thrift among them.

1 U 2  The CommUtee fed that Cooperative Credit Societies cao play 
a very meful role in neeting the credit needs of workers as also in fromoting 
the habit of tlwift. Depending on the attitude of the workers, the undertakings 
may promote the formation of such cooperative credit societies. The assistance 
of the Recislrar of Cooperative Societies of the State coneeroed may also be 
taken in the natter.

Hondicraft Centres

11.33 In a few undertakings f.g. Bharat Heavy Electricals, Fertilizer 
Corporation of India and Bhilai Steel Plant (of Huindustan Steel Ltd.) 
handicraft centres have been established in workers’ colonies. The handi
craft centres help the family members of stafT to learn knitting, stitching ctc. 
and thus provide them with work to earn some extra earnings.

11.34 The Committee think that it is a useful idea to establish handi
craft centres in the workers* colonies attached to the industrial unit& This 
may well enable the families of the workers to supplement family budgjet. 
When such handicraft centres start functioning, undertakings may consider 
placing suitable orders such as stitching of uniforms, dusters etc. on those 
Handicraft centres. The Committee feel that the development of such centres 
would contribute in no small measure to the general weU'befaig of the families of 
employees partieidarly those in lower income group redding in die colony.

Holiday Homes

1L3S Out of the 9 Public Undertakings examined in detail only one* 
Indian Airlines have established Holiday Homes fsr their employaes 
at difl'erent places. It has b^en stated that the Holiday Homes have become 
popular with the em|jloyees and remain occupied during most part of the 
year. The Corporation charges nominal fent for the accomfmodation and 
supply utensils, crockery, free services of the caretaker/ctj6te» could also be 
availed of by the employees.
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xn
GRIEVANCE MACHINERY

12.1 The Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946 provides 
for settlement of day to day grievances of workers in the companies. It 
applies only to these establishments employing hundred or more workers, 
but does not provide for bipartite discussion or for prompt redressal of grie
vances. Industrial complaints of workers, relating to discharge, dismissal 
and retrenchment can also be taken up for relief under the Industrial Dis
pute Act, 1947 as amended in 1965,

12.2 The Code of Discipline in Industry has also laid down that the 
management and unions “will establish, upon a mutually agreed basis, a 
greivances procedure which will ensure speedy and fully investigation leading 
to settlement.” The guiding principles which were evolved under the Code 
of Discipline for this purpose, and the Model Grievance Procedure for adop
tion by the parties were settled in Tripartite Committee in 1958. The Model 
Grievance Procedure envisages successive steps to betaken in time, each 
leading to the next in case of lack of satisfaction. Copies of the Code of 
Discipline ajid the Model Grievance Procedure are reproduced at Appendices 
VI & VII.

12.3 A number of Public Undertakings have adopted the Model Grie
vance Procedure as laid down in the Code of Discipline in Industry. 
Usually the grievances of the workers are in respect of their wage payments, 
overtime, leave, transfer, promotion, seniority, work assignment discharge etc. 
The cases requiring policy decision and involving financial commitments 
are required to be referred to the Head Office or to the top management. 
A study of Annual Reports of some undertakings show that labour 
relations have continued to remain disturbed during the last 2 or 3 years. 
The man-days lost and loss in production on account of strikes and lock 
outs etc. in the Public Undwtakings have been quite heavy.

12.4 The National Commission on Labour have recommended 
as follows about the grievance procedure :

‘Grievance procedure should be simple and have a provision for 
at least one appeal-. The procedure should ensure that it 
gives a sense of (/) satisfaction to the individual worker, (//) reason
able exercise of authority to the manager, and (Hi) participation 
to unions. A fo rn ^  grievance procedure should be introduced 
in unjts employing lOO or more workers.

A grievance procedure should normally provide three steps (i) sub
mission of a grievance by the aggrieved worker to his immediate 
superior; (u) a i^ e^  to the department head/manager.(//<) appeal 
to biparjii^e j^v » u ae  committee representing the management 
and the recognised union. In rare cases where unanimity eludes 
the Committee in<M() tl»e matter may be referred to an arbitrator” .
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12.5 A leading all India trade union in a written note have stated, 
“ Model grievance procedure is not satisfactory and does not provide quick 
and prompt redress of grievances and does not provide for substantial social 
justice. The first intervention and mediation must be on the spot and 
immediately after the complaints is lodged. The second step should 
be an enquiry at the level of a tripartite grievance committee representing 
management and the recognised union. It is not sufficient that justice 
should be done but the party must feel that justice is being done.”

12.6 Another leading all India trade union have stated, “No grie
vance procedure will be satisfactory unless there is a built in grievance arbi
tration clause in that scheme. Where the procedure has been gone through 
grievances still survive, the matter should be left for arbitration. Grievance 
procedure in force are generally on the lines of the “ Model Grievance Pro
cedure” accepted under the Tripartite” .

12.7 The Chairman of Hindustan Lever Ltd. in a written reply has 
stated, “We have a well accepted but informal procedure for settlement of 
grievances. It has proved entirely satisfactory throughout the company. 
In the past, we did offer a formal grievance p ro c u re  to the unions, but this 
did not find favour with them. However, recently the trade union recognis
ed in some of our units has come forward requesting a formal grievance 
procedure. We are in the process of discussing this matter with the union 
concerned” .

12.8 During evidence of the selected undertakings, the Chairman, 
Bharat Heavy Electricals stated. “The grievance machinery in Bharat Heavy 
Electricals is based on the model procedure that has t>een prescribed by the 
Code of Conduct. As regards the question whether we are satisfied with 
i t , 1 must admit that I am not satisfied with the procedure and the delays that 
take place in implementing the model that has been set before the company. 
There are human failures in implementing this and we are trying to improve 
the Grievance procedure. It is not the procedure that is at fault but it is that 
in implementing it, expeditious disposals are not taking place.

As far as the delegation of powers for removal of grievances is concern
ed. in one or two instances 1 have found that the grievances have got to come 
to the very top. I am trymg to rectify this and to see that adequate powers 
are given in the case of minor grievances (not in the case of promotions or 
other matters which have to come up to the highest level) adequate powers 
arc given. There is no question that we shotttd have a procedure where cer
tain types of work should be done at certain levels and that everything need 
not come to the top for redressal of the grievances”.

12.9 The Chairman Fertilizer Corporation of India stated, "We also 
have the model grievance procedure as given tmder the Code of Discipline. 
I agree with my colleague here that what is required is that the procedure 
should be sharpened in the sense that the whole procedure should be shorten
ed to the least possible time; because, when things take a long time, the 
workers become more and more upset about the conditions.
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As far as the delegation of powers is concerned, in the Fertilizer Cor
poration of India, powers have been delegated to the local units because we 
are a multi-unit Corporation, and only those which require a policy decision 
arc referred to the Head-quarters, otherwise, all the decisions are taken and 
implemented at the local level".

12.10 The representative^ Food Corporation of India stated, “In the 
Food Corporation, we have not so far adopted the model grievance procedure 
largely because the bulk of our staff has not yet become a regular part of 
the Food Corporation. They have still to exercise option. We have not 
formally recognised Union or Association although we have given more or 
less a de facto recognition to some of these Associations and Unions. The 
machinery we have at present at different levels (we have a machinery at the 
All-India level, at the zonal level and the regional level) is working 
fairly smoothly and satisfactorily. There has been considerable delegation 
of powers to our 2^nal Managers and the Regional Managers at the zonal 
and regional levels respectively, and, as 1 said, this arrangement has been 
working satisfactorily. But as soon as conditions do get stabilised, I see no 
reason why the model grievance procedure should not be adopted with suita
ble modifications".

12.11 The Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation of India stated, 
“Wc do not follow the model procedure. As far as the procedure itself is 
conccrned, there is nothing very much wrong with it, but what we find is 
that the grievances are not handled expeditiously, we are now devising a 
system for seeing that whatever is pending comes to the notice of the Manage
ment v e r y  fast so that the grievances are disposed of very quickly".

12.12. The representative of the Hindustan Steel Ltd., stated, “A 
proper grievance machinery, to my mind is the sound plank of good indus
trial relations. The main thing is that it is not the procedure or number of 
subjects that are dealt with by the organisation but my suggestion would be 
that wherever a grievance procedure is followed, there should be a definite 
time limit set for the supervisor according to which he has got to give a reply 
within the specified period. And not only give a formal reply but he should 
see that it is implemented also. This is though work and the supervisor 
knows that at the end of the year, it is going to be evaluated quantitatively 
that he handled so many grievances and he disposed of them effectively. For 
that we have to give training to the supervisor and sufficient delegation of 
authority should also be given to him.

Now about the delegation of powers, there is always a perennial mis
understanding or should we say tension between the higher level and the 
lower level. The people at the lower lever complain that enough authority 
has not been delegated to them or that the higher levels interferring. But 
Sir, according to the concepts of management and delegation of power without 
commensurate control measures, is sterile by control, I mean ‘control’ in 
the management sense, through a statistical process or through random samp
ling, to see that the man is exencisirtg the power according to the rules, regula
tions and policies of the enterprise. In any instrument of dcjlegation  ̂ Sir. 
it is mentioned ‘Von” are hereby delegated the foHov^g powrs subject to 
the rules and regulations of the ehtee. rpris . . . .  What some managers,
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what some supervisors feel, and say is “You’* have given me powers to appoint 
or to promote say upto Rs. 1500, t>at it is for me to do so as 1 
like, BO don’t interfere”. So you would have a typical case. There is 
pressure that “this man is only an intermediate, you have laid down the mini
mum qualification of Graduate but you don’t require this qualification, 
please agree to this” . The Supervisor says, “He has cxercised powers dele
gated to him wrongly and if you don’t interfere it leads to a chain of labour 
trouble because if you give in to ’X’ in plant ‘A’, there is no reason why 
should not to ‘Y’ in plant ‘B’. But Delegation of PoAVcr should be as far 
as possible, given to a manager right down the line. There should be ade
quate scientific control measures, in whatever form you wish to introduce, 
to ensure that the supervisor uses the powers delegated to him correctly and 
that as and when he takes action which is against policies or rules and regula
tions, you should see that action is immediately stopped”,

12.13 The representative of Indian Airlines stated, “ In Indian Air
lines, we have also the system of grievance procedure based on the model 
grievance procedure. 1 am very sorry to say that this is not working satis
factorily at all. As a matter of fact it could not really function at all because 
the Union in the first placc did not nominate its representatives for the griev
ance committee. We have been trying to persuade them for the last 3 or 4 
years. Their ostensible reason, of course, is that even the model grievance 
procedure is time-consuming and it will be a very long drawn out affair. 
It appears, however that the Union feels some what insecure that its own in
fluence is likely to be undermined if the grievances are sorted out between 
the individual Worker and the management. We have made a strong issue 
of this, so much so that in the context of our recent wage negotiations, one 
of the things we demanded in return was that the union should agree to ins
tall the grievance procedure.

Unfortunately, the union did not agree to this and it is still pending 
before the Tribunal. 1 think this is perhaps unique in the history of the 
country, that the Management has gone to the Tribunal in order to persuade 
the union or rather to get a judicial order for installing a grievance procedure. 
We are still trying to persuade the union but we do not know what will be 
the result”.

The Representative of National Coal Development Corporation stat
ed, “ In the NCDC, we have grievance procedure working for quite long and 
by and large it has given very successful results; we have given appropriate 
powers (which we considered appropriate) to the local authorities to decide 
and settle the grievances and also decided and settle the demands which are 
of local nature essentially or which do not have implications with the other 
Unions of the Corporations. In such matters, where decision taken in one 
area or one unit is likely to cause certain difficulties in another area, then 
such matters are decided at the central level. Besides the normal grievance 
machinery, that is the procedure evolved by the Ministry of Labour* we have 
a system of bi*mqnthly meetings at the centraJ level. With the apex 
union, we have central organisation like INTUC and also an independent 
set of unions. Now all these unions meet once in two months. It would 
be the model function meeting at the central level, at the level of workers’ 
concerned or at the level of the thairm an to sort out any grievance which
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may not be or need to be sorted out at the ccntraliieveL lo our experience, 
this is qu welK Thi& sy^t^m waŝ  jotroduoed a years bm:k,
that is, the bi-monthly systeni meeting, and this has produced good results/’

,12.14 The Ch^lx^ul, Qiland N^miai Ga^ C;oinmiss4qii stat^d^ ''We 
have our own grjevi^ace {^oced^fe wJtuch i6 bas^jpi^ tiie jood^l procedure* 
First our grievances are sorted out at the Projoct MaiHigier's ievd. if  Ihey 
are not settled there, then they are taken up at the General Manager level.

sucli of U;u: gri^v|UMi which are not setttod at the General Mmager's 
level are l^ro^ht t(0 Dehra D ub and there they are discussed with all the 
principal Unions. After having discussed with the Unions, a decision is 
taken. Although there has been some delay in regard to certain grievances, 
but we feel that by and large the system has been worRii^g satisfactorily” .

12.15 During evidence of the selected Ministries, the Secretary, 
Ministry of Labour & Rehabilitation stated, ''Sir, in the code of discipline 
a model grievance procedure is provided. It was formulated in discussion 
in the Indiaii Labour oonferenoe i t ^ .  This appears to have worked well. 
But Government have been feeling that it would be advisable to give it a 
statutory shape and character.

One of the proposals under consideration and which incidentally re
ceived wide support at the recent meetii^g of the labour Ministers’ Con
ference was that the grievance proc^Jure should be made a part of the 
Employment Standing Orders Act so that every industrial undertaking has a 
well-defined, dearly iinderstood arid simple procedure for the considera
tion of the grievances of workers. These grievances do have a very sertous 
impact an the state of industrial relatious' because if a grievance is hot 
attended to in time, it very soon acquires the character of a demand and then 
becomes a dispute and so on. 1 think, very soon Government will promote 
legislation to give statutory character to the grievance machinery in an 
undertaking".

12.16 When asked how is the Head of the Undertakings kept inform
ed contemporaneously of workers genuine difficulties and grievances, the 
Director-General, Bureau of Public Enterprises replied “Sir, so far as 
th:; Chief Executive is concerned, he can only have his own normal channels 
of communications, that is his own line Managers, Personnel Department 
and the Public Relations Department. Perhaps it is not possible for him 
to actually keep any regular touch with the workmen even though some 
workmen do come and appraise him of the genuine grievances. But these 
three basic lines of communications are the main sources for supplying 
the information from various segments of the Undertaking. In the case of in
dividual grievance, the Chief Executive seldom handles the case directly. 
Perhaps he does nol get very many grievance but, if a workman is not satis
fied with the decisions at the floor level, he has the right to go right upto the 
Chief Executive".

12.17 To a question whether the undertakings maintain any Sugges
tion Box where the workers could put their genuine grievances and give sug
gestions for improvement in the undertakings, the Director-General Bureau 
of Public Enterprises replied, “Yes, Sir. We have the Suggestion Box
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system, mainly for suggesting improvements and not for just a sort of making 
complaints. The Suggestion Box is only meant for giving suggestions as to 
how to improve the things and all that” .

12.18 The Committee find that existing grievance procedure though 
aiefal, is time conoming and cmnbersome and at times fails to arouse a sense 
of satisfaction to individual worlcer.

The Committee recommend that conditions shooid be ereated so that the 
worlcers may continue to work unperturbed pending the settlement of dispute.

12.19 The Committee therefore recommend that:—
(i) the model grievance procedure should be given a statutory shape and 

character.
(ii) it should be prompt, well defined, simple and time bound.
(iii) the supervisors/Managers should be given training to handle griev

ances and to dispose them off effectively. There should also be suffi
cient delegation of authority to them to deal with grievances prompt
ly.

(Iv) The unresolved grievances may be brought expeditiously to the 
notice of the higher echelons in management so that these are settled 
quickly.

12.20 The Committee agree with the recommoidation of the National 
Commission on Labour about the grievance procedure and recommend that 
there should be provision in the Grievance Procedure for an arbitrator as 
envisaged therein.
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xni
WORKING CONDITIONS

13.1 The Factories Act, 1948 and other State Legislations provide 
adequate Legislative framework in regard to the working conditions in indus
tries etc. The recommendations in all the three Five Year Plans also recog
nised the adequacy of the Legislative provisions, but emphasised measures 
for effective implementation. The First Plan laid stress on a better under
standing of occupational diseases, medical examination of workers at regular 
intervals and arrangements for research in health, safety and welfare apart 
from the need for strengthening inspection arrangement. The Second and 
Third Plan did not suggest any new approach, except that in view of the 
economic difficulties that the country was passing, introduced a strong ele
ment of production in its relationship with the working conditions.

13.2 The public sector undertakings mostly being new, workers do 
not have the same type of difficulties about working conditions as are expe
rienced in the older plants in the country. There are certainly hazards 
associated with work. It is common experience that construction workers 
are more liable to accidents than workers engaged in production. Where 
construction and production work go simultaneously, the rate of accident 
can be higher. It has been observed that in some public sector units, obser
vation of safety provisions is inadequate. Strict enforcement of statutory 
provisions is very essential. ‘Safety’ should become the habit with employers 
and workers both.

13.3 A leading all India Trade Uniott in a written note have stated, 
“Accidents are generally more in the construction industry. In other 
industries too there should be systematic education for the workers, both 
by the management and unions to make them safety-conscious and also ' 
make the workers shed their indifference to utilise the various safety devices, 
including masks, gloves etc. where worker has to work under disagreeable 
conditions because of obnoxious gases etc. apart from giving them protective 
masks etc., their working hours should be reduced and special diet should be 
given to improve their resistance capacity”.

13.4 In a written note a leading trade union have stated, “ to make 
the workers safety conscious, weekly safety classes should be held-and some 
incentive should be awarded to the Plant who perform the hazards free 
work”.

13.5 Another leading trade union in a note have stated, “(a) there 
should be one permanent Committee consisting of the engineers and workers 
representatives in each shops or zones and authority responsible for giving 
direction at proper places of the workers to avoid accidents etc.
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(b) The workers should be supplied with safety implements and there 
should be safety inspectors in every shops to check whether or not the work
ers doing a particular job, is taking, with him the safety equipments. No 
worker should be allowed to do any sutrh work without using safety imple
ment.

(c) During working hours, the workers should not be allowed to do 
any such work which create any industrial hazards in the factory” .

13.6 The Bharat Heavy Electricals in a written reply have stated, 
“ three standing committees on which the workers are also represented vis. 
Accident Investigation Committee, Sifety Equipment Committee and Safety 
Education Investigation Committee have been set up. The Committees 
review the safety measures from time to time. Besides the Unit conducts 
regular training classes for the supervisory staff, each class extending for a 
period of two months, training being only for h ^ f  day every day. Regular 
Safety Education classes for workers are also held. These classes are held 
one hour a day for six days and approximately 25 workers are taken In one 
class. Uptill now, nearly 2,000 workers have derived the benefit of these 
classes. Further safety posters are displayed on the shop floors which are 
psriodically replaced by fresh ones. Safety equipments are provided to 
all workers engaged in hazardous jobs and the workers are insisted upon 
using them. Investigation of every reportable accident is personally seen 
by the Works Manager and necessary instructions regarding prevention 
of recurrcnce of such accidents are issued promptly. The accident rate has 
been progressively sliced down over the years” .

13.7 The Fertilizer Corporation'of India have stated. “All of our 
Units have well organised safety departments with competent personnel to 
look after the safety of the plant and machinery. All possible measures 
have been taken to make our workmen safety conscious. Regular seminars 
are held where subjects dealing with the safety are discussed and such semi
nars arc attended by workers. The safety c<!impetitions are regularly held, 
safety weeks are organised and regular inspections are undertaken by the 
Safety Committees. The safety record of our Units have been very satis
factory” .

13.8 The Food Corporation have stated, “So far as port workers are 
concerned, the workers receive training for safety conscious and to reduce 
incidence of accidents through participation, in v (^ s  safety measures at the 
various ports. The incidence of accidents at the storage depots had been 
negligible. The workers are engaged only in maiaual operations and do not 
require any specialised training for safety measures. However, our Quality 
Control ,suff who are oog^ged in the Preservation of foodgrains are given 
training at the Central Institute at Hapur, which includes a course on adop
tion of safety measures while dealing with various insecticides”.

13.9 The heavy Engineering Corporation have stated, “The following 
measures have been taken to make the workers safety consciotis :—

(i) The workers are taught about the safety rules and books per
taining to safety rules in Hindi and English are distributed among 
them.
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(ii) Display of Safety Posters ; .
(iii) Celebration o f  SafiHy weeks and S a f e ^ ‘m ontlt^;

'. 'n'! '
(iv) Conducting safety essay awards;
(v) Inviting su^cstions op safety; ^
(vi) Demonstration to employees ttircragh publicity e t c '
(vii) We are having departmental safety committees and control safety 

cofEMipitteê  under the chairmanship of s ^ p  Supdts. and Chief 
MochaQical Muiotena^oe Engineer respo^vely.

(viii) Workers participate in the departmental salfety Committees wh^te- 
in various ^^P^ts of safety matters are discussed cogularly..

(ix) ' €enductuig regidttr iiispecUons of Shop b f  ssfitty persovmel, mem
bers of depavdiieiitat safety Committees and Central S M t y  
mittees to inculcate safety consciousness among workers;

(x) Enquiry into accidents and finding out the causes of such accidents 
and suggestions are given for implementation so as to prevent 
recurrence of the same”.

13.10 The Hindustan Steel Ltd. have stated, “Fullfledged safety 
engineering departments under qualified and experienced staff have been 
set up. These safety departments arrange safety induction for new workers, 
and regular safety training programmes for serving employees. They con
duct regular safety propaganda through safety competitions, house 
keeping compstitions, etc. Workers representatives are also included in joint 
consultative committees on safety’'.

13.11 The Indian Airlines have stated “Safety posters are displayed 
in the work premises” .

13.12 The Oil and Natural Gas Commission have stated, “Safety 
posters are displayed at prominent places. The Commission organises 
Safety Week celebrations in which the importance of safety precautions 
are emphasised. In its house-journal the Commission has been publishing 
safety slogans as also an article every month on safety”.

13.13 The Committee feej that usually human failure due to careless
ness, ignorance, inadequate skill negligence in provision or use of safety equip
ment and improper supervision cause accidents in industries. Creation of 
safety consciousness on the part of both workers and management, is, therefore, 
an imperative necessity. This consciousness could be generated by educating 
the workers about the safety rules, celebration of safety weeks/months, de
monstration to workers through publicity media, inviting suggestions from 
WDfkers on safety and encouraging their participation regularly in departmental 
safety committees.

#
13.14 The Public Undertakings should maintain a safety Inspectorate 

which should advise and assist employers in drawing up training programme in 
safety. The training should cover workers as well as supervisors. The In-
3 LSS/72—7. ■



spectorate personnel siiould conduct regular inspections of plants etc. to inculcatc 
safety consciousoaas among workers etc. and organise safety wedts, seminars 
and display of safety posters at important places in the work premises.

13.15 The workers should be supplied with safety equipment and there 
should be regular check to see that the woAers in fact use those equipments. 
They should be protected agaimt any healHi hazards which may arise out of 
their work or the condition in which their work is carried out.

13.16 The Public Undertakings should also consider introducing the 
Floating Insurance Pdicy scheme with the Life Insurance Corporation of 
India for group of workers against accidents.

13.17 The Committee also r<M»mmend that the Government should 
introduce Safety Awaed Schemes for ail the undertakings, and the undertakings 
with the lowest number of accidents daring a year should be awarded prizes 
and certificate of merit.
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14.1 Tlie Public Sector is destined to play a vital role in the economy of 
the country. Since 1951, the number of public undertakings has been on 
the increase. There are 99 Public Undertakings at present employing about 
six lakhs of persons. Consequently, the promotion of good labour-manage* 
ment relations and maintenance of industrial peace for achieving maximum 
production are very essential. The problem of labour in the public under
takings, has, therefore, to be considered with special reference to :—

(i) recruitment and promotion policies;
(ii) working conditions;

(iii) labour welfare;
(iv) state of industrial relations etc.
The Report covers these problems and the recommendations are in

tended to improve the Labour-Management Relations in the undertakings 
and not be construed as placing responsibility for the present state of affairs 
on workers only.

14.2 The Committee feel that the most important duty cast upon the pub
lic sector is to ensure that not only they are model employers but also model 
producers for in them are invested the nation's precious resources and high 
hopes of generation of assets which would make for greater production. 
The Committee expect that Government as a whole including the Bureau 
o f Public Enterprises, the administrative Ministry concerned with the public 
undertaking, the associated Finance, etc. would take special care to see that 
norms for man-power requirements are worked out at the time of preparing 
the detailed project report and that these are further improved upon as more 
details of the project are worked out. The Committee like to emphasise that 
there should be an incentive system built into the working of the public un
dertaking right from the inception and that the parameters for this incentive 
system should be realistic with an accent on ^eater production.

There should be a system of reviewing the man-power requirements 
including officers in each undertaking through a trained team of experts 
well versed in time and motion study, productivity, quality control, costing, 
etc. in consultation with the workmen etc. Such studies and analysis should 
be actively attended to by the Bureau of Public Enterprises.

The Committee would like Government to carry out a systematic 
review through the Bureau of Public Enterprises to an^yse objectively the 
extent of over-staffiing to ensure that each undertaking does not carry out 
such a review on priority basis and according to a time bound programme 
and take effective action to work off its surplus personnel so that all men 
are engaged in productive efforts.

XIV
CONCLUSION
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14.3 The Committee feel that in the matter of employment of helpers/ 
khaiasis for skilled workers, the Public Undertakings should be very selective* 
and reasonable. As far as possible the Undertakings should minimise the 
number of helper and only where the job is of a very heavy nature, a hel
per need be provided to the skilled worker.

14.4 The Committee feel that broad frame work for rules of recruitment 
in Public Undertakings should be laid down by the Bureau of Public Enter
prises. The rules may also make a distinction between public undertak
in g  which are engaged in industrial enterprises and those which are concerned 
with insurance, financial management, business, trades, etc. Keeping in 
view these broad guidelines, each undertaking may lay down detailed rules, 
which may be got approved from the Bureau of public Enterprises.

The Bureau of Public Enterprises should in due course develop a 
Manual of Recruitment so that it can serve as a useful reference volume.

The Committee are of the view that better opportunity should be pro
vided to local persons for employment in public undertakings, by giving 
them priority in the matter of recruitment or by providing vocational courses, 
for developing skill. The Employment Exchanges should also make sure 
with the help of State Government that persons who are register^ are IpcaL 
residents of the areas of the State.

The Committee reiterate the recommendations made by the Committee 
on the Welfare of Scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes regarding appoint
ment of candidates from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the Pub
lic Undertakings and giving adequate representation to them.

Tt^ Coouiuttee desire that in view of recent development in the matter 
of devising aptitude and psychological test,including written.tefii^which; would* 
facilitate objective selection of personnel. The Bureau ol Public Enterprises 
should take the lead in this respect and command to public undertakings 
suitable aptitude and psychological tests for recruitment.

The Committee also think that there should be a system of ‘follow 
up’ of recruits through the first few years, if riot right through the career^ 
in order to derive lessons about the future made of recruitment.

The Committee note that Government have already laid down a broad 
policy that efforts should be made to fill up the top-management posts from 
talent available within the undertaking. U is, therefore, of the utmost im
portance that recruitment and career planning should be so done as to throw 
up, over the years, enough persons to fill top-management posts. The Bureau 
of Public Enterprises should take special interest in this vital field and lay 
down in consultation with the Department of Personnel at the Centre and 
the Institute of Management and thq UPSC, broad guidelines for recruit
ment to the Management cadre, which would provide the top-management 
in the years to come. ^

The Committee also recommend that all the public undertakings 
should give preference in employment in suitable jobs to ex-service men and 
the dependents of army personnel who have laid down their lives in the last 
Indo-Pakistan war.
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The Committee consider that public undertakings should set a worthy 
•example by offering employment opmrtunities to such of the physically 
handicapp^ persons as can be gainfully absorbed in jobs.

14.5 The Committee feel that the main burden of training the workers 
after recruitment should necessarily be borne by the undertakings, as the 
present economic and industrial development in India demand compre
hensive course of training at every level of staff.

The Committee also recommend that adequate facilities should exist 
in the plants for employees to improve their prospect through training cours
es. Arrangemens should also be made for refresher courses for middle and 
senior executives.

In the trading corporations, training programmes should be organised 
for the new recruits to give them theoretical and practical training in the dut
ies and responsibilities entrusted to them. Senior executives may be deputed 
for special!^  training in various fields in the established training institutions 
in the country.

14.6 The Committee observe that a uniform and well defined promoti
on policy has not been laid do>vn for most public undertakings. The 
Committee is of the view that discontent over promotions has been the pri
mary cause of several work stoppages in undertakings, and therefore feel 
that the entire question of promotions in the Public Undertakings should 
be reviewed by the Government.

The Committee note that certain model principles governing pro
motion were drawn up by the Ministry of Labour and Employment in 1%7 
and forwarded to the Ministry of Industrial Development and Bureau of 
Public Enterprises. The Committee find that neither the Ministry of In
dustrial Develpment nor the Bureau of Public Enterprises took effective steps 
for the implementation of the model promotion principles by the Public Un
dertakings. The Committee are shocked at this lack of earnestness on the 
part of the Ministry of Industrial Development and the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises in following up instructions issued about a crucial matter which 
intimately affect*; the service conditions and prospects of employees wor- 
kini? in public undertakings and which has admittedly been responsible 
for lot of discontent and unrest amongst the employees. The Commiti ee 
feel that it was the boundcn duty of the Bureau of Public Enterprises 
who havs a full fledged Directorate of Personnel as well as the 
Ministry of Industrial Development and other administrative 
Ministries concerned to make sure that these model principles 
were circulated and necessary action on the lines mentioned 
therein was taken by each of the Public Undertakings. The Committee 
feel certain that had the promotion procedures suggested therein as early 
as 1967 been devised after fullest consultation with the recognised trade 
unions or service associations and given widest publicity and printed in the 
form of service manuals there would not have been this widespread feeling 
amongst the trade unions that the promotion procedures leave much to be 
desired. The Committee cannot too strongly stress the need for a close 
follow up by the Bureau of Public Enterprises to make sure that the model
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principles arc at least now given effect to in letter and spirit by the under
takings. The workers representatives should be associated with the imple
mentation of those “Model Principles” for promotion.

The Committee are also of the view that a system of identifying 
talent among the workers and giving them opportunities for development 
should be introduced in the Undertakings. The Committee would recom
mend that

(i) Seniority should be the basis for promotion at lower levels.
(ii) In respcct of middle management-level (technical supervisory 

and administrative personnel) seniority-cum-merit should be the 
criterion for promotion. Only when suitable persons are not 
available, resort to outside recruitment may be made on all-India 
basis.

(iii) For higher managerial (technical and administrative positions) 
merit alone should be the guiding factor. If suitable and compe
tent persons are not available inside the organisation selection 
on All India basis may be made.

14.7 The Committee consider that the organisation of the Personnel: 
Department of the Public Undertaking deserve special attention.

The Committee recommend that:—
Officers of the Personnel Department should develop a personal touch? 

with the labour and their accredited representatives should easily accessi
ble for the redress of genuine grievances without delay; and Personnel 
Director/Manager should pay special attention to welfare work relating to 
the employees and their families.

14.8 The Committee note that Government have issued comprehensive 
instructions regarding the appointment of non-Indians to posts in public 
undertakings. The Committee feel that if these instructions are followed 
in letter and spirit by the public undertakings and by the administrative 
Government Departments, there should be no room for any complaint 
that foreign technicians are occupying posts where Indians can do the job 
as well.

The Committee strongly stress that Government/public undertakings 
should make full use of the agreements with foreign collaborators td' train 
Indian personnel in drawing, designing and operational work.

The Committee also suggest that a number of Indians may be attach
ed with non-Indian personnel so that they are able to pick up the intricacies 
of the work and develop capability of handling it on their own at the 
earliest.

14.9 The Committee are strongly in favour of participation of workers, 
and their representatives in management of Public Undertakings. By wor
kers’ participation in management, the Committee understand that
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(i) workers, through their du}y elected representatives, m^st phyaipally 
participate in actual decision making; (ii> this participation should be 
at all levels participate beginning fnym the shop leveJ 't o  the Board of 
Directors and (iii> the participation pieans that workers and their repre
sentatives should notonly be consulted, but should also feel that, they 
are actual partners in management.

The Committee would recommend that a systematic study should 
be conducted with a view to devise ways and means* of promoting a psycho
logical climate in the Public Undertakmgsr^herein the workers and the 
management give their best to the undertakings.

The Committee recommend that a system of refibrtin^ to the wor
kers collectively by the Management about production targets, perform
ance of the undertakings, shortcomings and hurdles should be adopted 
so as to generate a climate of confidence and understandin|; between the 
workers and the Management.

A system of election by the workers employed in the undertaking is 
indispensable for achieving workers, participation in management. If 
this participation is to be real, it should be achieved at all levels.

Only when such a participation is ensured, will, nomination of wor
kers representatives to the Board of Directors assume real significance 
otherwise it will have only a symbolic meaning and might lead to alienation 
of the workers’ representative from the mass of the workers or his presence 
would be nominal. ' i

14,10 The Committee strongly reiterate that the public undertakings should 
spare no efforts to give the workers in these undertakings a sense of parti
cipation and involvement in the challenging task of greater production for 
the good of the country as lack, of industrial harmony in public sector has 
been an important contributory factor in depressing the production in pub
lic sector units below the technically feasible capacity.

The Committee agree with the representatives of leading trade unions 
that the main causes for labour unrest in public undertakings are lack of 
dialogue between labour and management, rise in prices, absence of job 
satisfaction, unhealthy working conditions, inter-union rivale^y, migratory 
executives, lack of proper personnel management. The Committee con
sider that none of these difficulties is insurmountable and that given dedi
cation, a sense of involvement and of participation, these matters can be 
resolved in the interest of greater production which is the crying need of 
the nation.

The Committee suggest that Government may examine the feasibi
lity of bringing Central Government public undertakings, functioning in 
the States also under the purview bf the labour legislation of the centre for 
purposes of uniformity so that the Government may be able to help the 
labour as well as the management in the best interests of the country.
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14.11 Thetitomimttee are of the opinion that the existing arrangement for 
recognition of unions'aoder the VoluntaTy Code of Discipline has not pro
ved to be quite effective. The Committee consider that a Central Law 
for a union recognition is necessary for the growth of democratic and res
ponsible trkde unions and that it shoiild be obligatory for the management 
of each undertaking to accord recognition to one union.

As far as possible, there should be one bargaining agent for an un
dertaking.

The present criterion in the Code is that a labour union having 15% 
or more of the total,membership eligible for recognition. The Committee 
suggest that it may be dearable to revise the criterion to 30% of the total 
membership to give it a more representative character. Where no regis
tered union functioning in the undertaking can satisfy the condition of 
30% of membership, the union with the lar^ st number and percentage of 
metrtbership may be recognised. If the verification of the membership of 
th6 registered unions does not prove to be conclusive on account of differ
ences in number of membership being marginal for the purpose of throw
ing up the most representative union for recognition, the Committee sug
gest that resort may be had to secret ballot to determine the most represen
tative re^stered union.

The Committee consider that while the undertaking may hold direct 
negotiations, with the most representative union, a way should be found 
to associate representatives of other registered unions functioning in the 
undertaking when general questions pertaining to workload, pay-scales 
etc. affecting ̂ the workers of the ondertftking as a whole etc. are discussed 
so thflt^agreed deoisions may be more readily implemented. The Committee 
think that multiplicity of trade unions has led to inter-union rivalries ad
versely affecting industrial relations.

14.12 The Comiraittcfe consider that adequate housing for workers parti
cularly in places Which are being developed as new industrial centres, is 
an essential amenity and that Government $hould take a conscious decision, 
after careful conskleratlOn abbut the type and percentage and phased 
programme of construction oT staff quatters at the time of sanctioning 
a project.

The Committee are of the view that House Rent Allowances should 
be on a realistic rate in relations to the cost of hired accommodation in the 
area and they recommend fhat the Bureau of Public Enterprises should fix 
a reasonable House Rent allowance to be paid to the employees in all the 
public und^ekings.

th e  Public Undertakings should encourage the development of Co
operative Housing Societies among workers and arrange for advance of 
loans to ,the Societies at concessonal rate of interest for constructing 
houses.

The Committee feel that where the workers are required to reach a far 
off or remote place for duty, provision of adequate transport facilities are 
essential and recommend that the management of the public undertakings 
should examine the matter in all its aspects.
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The Cotnmittce rccommend that the management, at the highest 
level, should concern themselves with the provision of proper educational 
facilities to the children of the workers of adequate s tan^rd  so as to ins
pire confidencc in the workers that their children arc getting equal opportu
nities.

The management of Public Undertakings should secure fruitful co
ordination amongst all the concerned authorities. State Governments and 
local bodies in this regard.

The Government should consider the feasibility of setting up Central 
Schools in major areas of public enterprise.

Adequate facilities would also be provided for imparling education 
in regional languages where twenty or more children of employees of the 
Undertaking desire education in a particular regional language.

The Committee feel that adequate medical facilities should be pro
vided by the undertakings to the industrial workers and their families.

The Committee recommend that the Staff Benefit Fund Scheme may 
be introduced in each undertaking to give monetary Assistance.

The Committee consider that Canteens should be run on a coopera
tive basis as far as possible or no profit no loss basis and Management 
should extend all facilities such as rent, free accommodation and supply 
of power and water at concessional rates so as to ensure that refreshments 
and meals are made available to workers at cheap rates.

The Committee think that it is a useful idea to establish handicraft 
centres in the workers’ colonies attached to the industrial units to enable 
the families of the workers to supplement family budget.

The Committee suggest that Public Undertakings should provide 
all possible facilities tovi^orkers to spend their holidays at near-by hill 
stations or sea-shores or at places of historical interest.

14.13 The Committee find that existing grievance procedure though 
useful, is time consuming and cumbersome and at times fails to arouse a 
sense of satisfaction to individual worker.

The Committee recommend that :

(I) the model grievance procedure should be given a statutory shape 
and character.

(ii) it should be prompt, well defined, simple and time bound.



(iii) the supervisor/Managers should be given training to handle griev-  ̂
ances and to dispose them of effectively.

(iv) The unresolved grievances may be brought expeditiously to the 
notice of the higher echelons in management so that these are set
tled quickly.

The Committee agree with the recommendation of National Commi
ssion on Labour about grievance procedure and recommend that there 
should be Provision in the grievance procedure for an arbitrator as envisaged 
therein.

14.14 The Committee feel that human failure due to carelessness, ignor
ance, inadequate skill negligence in provision or use of safety equipment 
and improper supervision cause accidents in industries, Creation of safety 
consciousness on the part of both workers and management, is an imperative 
necessity.

The Public Undertakings should maintain a safety inspectorate 
which should advise and assist employers in drawing up training programme 
in safety to cover workers as well as supervisors.

• ^

The workers should be supplied with safety equipment and there 
should be regular check to see that the workers in fact use those equipments.

The public undertakings should also consider introducing the Floating 
Insurance policy scheme with the Life Insurance Corporation of India for 
group of workers aganist accidents.

The Committee also recommend that the Government should intro
duce Safety Award Scheme for all the undertakings, and the undertakings 
with the lowest number of accidents during a year should be awarded prices 
and certificate of merit.

N e w  D e lh i ,  M. B. RAN A,
April 25, 1972 Chairman,
-----------------  Committee on Public Undertakings,
Vaisakha 5, 1894
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APPENDIX I
Preliminary Material on Personnel Policies and LcAoiir-Management Re

lations has been received from the following Public Undertakings.

1. Air India.
2. Bharat Aluminium Co. Ltd.
3. Bharat Earth Movers Ltd.
4. Bharat Electronics Ltd.
5. Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. .
6. Bharat Heavy Plates & Vessels Ltd.
7. Bharat Pumps & Compressors Ltd. '
8. Bokaro Steel Ltd.
9. Cement Corporation of India Ltd.

10. Central Fisheries Corporation Ltd.
11. Central Inland Water Transport Corporation.
12. Central Road Transport Corporation Ltd.
13. Central Warehousing Corporation.
14. Cochin Refineries Ltd. - 
15. Damodar Valley Corporation.
16. Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. *
17. Engineers India Ltd.
18. Fertilizers & Chemicals Travancore Ltd.
19. Fertilizer Corporation of India Ltd.
20. Film Finance Corporation Ltd.
21. Food Corporation of India Ltd.
22. Goa Shipyard Ltd.
23. Handicrafts and Handlooms Export Corporation of India I,id".
24. Heavy Electricals (India) Ltd.
25. Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd.
26. Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.
27. Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd.
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28. Hindustan Cables Ltd.
29. Hindustan Copper Ltd.
30. Hindustan Housing Factory Ltd.
31. Hindustan Insecticides Ltd.
32. Hindustan Latex Ltd.
33. Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd.
34. Hindustan Photo Films Mfg. Co. Ltd.
35. Hindustan Salts Ltd.
36. Hindustan Steel Ltd.
37. Hindustan Steel Works Construction Ltd.
38. Hindustan Shipyard Ltd.
39. Hindustan Teleprinters Ltd.
40. Hindustan Zinc Ltd.
41. Indian Tourism Development Corporation Ltd.
42. Indian Airlines.
43. Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
44. Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.
45. Indian Petro-Chemicals Corporation Ltd.
46. Indian Rare Earths Ltd.
47. Indian Telephone Industries Ltd.
48. Instrumentation Ltd.
49. Life Insurance Corporation of India Ltd.
50. Lubrizoal India Ltd.
51. Madras Fertilizers Ltd.
52. Madras Refineries Ltd.
53. Manganese Ore (India) Ltd.
54. Mazagon Dock Ltd.
55. Minerals & Metals Trading Corporation of India Ltd.
56. Mining and Allied Machinery Corporation Ltd.
57. Modern Bakeries (India) Ltd.
58. Mogul Line Ltd.
59. National Buildings Construction Corporation Ltd.
<>0. National Coal Development Corporation Ltd.
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61. National Industrial Development Corporation
62. National Mineral Development Corporation Ltd.
63. National Projects Construction Ltd.
64. National Research Development Corporation Ltd.
65. National Seeds Corporation Ltd.
66. National Smalj Industries Corporation Ltd.
67. National Textile Corporation Ltd.
68. Neyveli Lignite Corporation Ltd.
69. Oil & Natural Gas Commission
70. Praga Tools Ltd.
71. Pyrites Phosphates & Chemicals Ltd.
72. Rural Electrification Corppration (P) L ^ .
73. Shipping Corporatibn of India.

, 4 . I ■

74. Stale Farm Corporation of India (P) Ltd.
75. Stale Trading Corporation of*India LW."
76. The Tannery Jk Footwear Corporation of India Ltd.
77. Triveni StruqtHrals Ltd. ,
78. Tungabhadra Steel ProfJUcts L td.
79. Uranium Corporation of India Ltd.
80. Water & Pow^i;rpjvelopm5at ComuUancy Services (P ) Ltd.
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APPENDIX n
l^ote on Recruitment Policy in the Public Sector Undertakings

It will be of advantage to the units in various directions, if persons 
Avho come from areas near about the place of location of the project secure 
appointment to posts in the lower scales. In the cas6 of all unskilled wor
kers, even without any special efiforts, they are generally drawn from the 
locality where the project is situated. Every effort should be made in such 
recruitment to give preference to persons displaced from the areas acquired 
for the project especially of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes (e.g., Adi- 
vasis). Next should be preferred those, who even if they come from some 
distance, have been or arc about to be retrenched from other government 
undertakings.

In the case of skilled workers, clerks and other non-technical staff 
who se scalcs arc comparatively low, so long as the basic qualifications and 
•experience are forthcoming, preference should be given in the order of 
priority mentioned in the previous paragraph.

In the case of middle level technical and non-technical posts, having 
higher starting salaries equivalent to the Class I Junior scale of the Go
vernment of India (Rs. 350-850), recruitment should be made on an All- 
India basis, merit and qualifications being the principal criteria. Com
plaints have sometimes been made in the past that local candidates to not 
receive a fair deal. Special care should be taken to ensure that there is 
no reasonable ground for any such complaint.

In the case of higher non-technical posts, e.g. top general management 
finance and accounts, sales, purchase, stores, transport, personnel manage
ment and welfare and town administration carrying a salary of Rs. 600 
and above, candidates available in the Industrial Management Pool should 
first be considered. Failing such candidates, there should be advertise
ments on alMndia basis. This does not, however, preclude considering 
^candidates who may have applied on their own or may have been retrenched 
from other government projects.

For the higher technical posts, the best qualified persons will have 
to be ecruited, either by advertisement on a alMndia basis or by per
sonnel contact.

All vacancies of the kind referred to in paras above should be com
municated to the Employment Exchange close to the proiect. Advertise
ments, which are made in the papers, should be in local languages and in 
the local newspapers Such advertisements should specially mentione that 
preference would be given to persons who are re^stered in Employment 
Exchanges. All the applications received, along with the list sent by the 
Employment Exchange, should be screened and appointments made by
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Selection Committees specially set up for the pur|Mse of each unit. These 
Selection Committee should include representatives from the State Go
vernment or their nominees.

The Selection Committees set up for recruitment to all other medium 
level or higher technical or non-technical posts should include at least one 
representative of the State Government, preferably a State Government 
official who is on the Board of Directors.

Representation for local interests in the shape of State Government 
nominees etc., as detailed above, should also be provided for an any stand
ing committee that may exist for the purpose and not confined to only spe
cial ad hoc committees.

Where the exignencies of work require the making of urgent and ad 
hoc appointments, it will be open to the Managing Director to make such 
appointments and then inform the Selection or Standing Committees.

The above principles may be kept in view by Boards of Directors 
and Managing Directors/Chairmans of public sector projects while making 
recruitments to posts within their projects.
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APPENDIX m

Copy o f Home Aftair*s O.M. No. \2/9/65-Ests (B), dated the 23rd
February, 1966 to all Ministries, etc, etc.

S u b je c t  : —Instructions regarding the appointment of non-Indiaas to 
civil posts under the Government of India and to posts in Cor
porations, public undertakings, etc. under the administrative 
controlof the Government of India.

The undersigned is directed to refer to this Ministry’s Office Memo
randum No. 20/106/46-Ests. (S), dated the 4th Nov., 1946 cCTntaining in
structions governing the appointment of non-Indians to civil posts under 
the Government of India. According to the general policy laid down 
therein, appointment of non-Indians should be made only in very except
ional circumstances and then also, only on contract for the minimum per
iod neccssary, and simultaneously suitable steps should be taken to train 
Indians to fill such posts on a regular basis. Further vide this Ministry 
Office Memorandum of even number dated the 16th December, 1946, it 
was decided that the instructions contained in the Office Memorandum 
dated the 4th November, 1946 should apply also to appointments in any 
corporation or organisation, statutory or otherwise, in which the Govern
ment of India have a controlling interest. If appointment to any post 
in such organisations was governed by Special provisions either in the 
statue setting up the organisation or in the rules framed thereunder which 
rendered it impossible to follow the instructions referred to above, the 
administrative Ministries/Departments concerned were requested to ex
amine amending those provisions suitably to ensure that proposal for ap
pointment of non-Indians were referred to Government for approval be
fore making the appointments. Concurrence of this Ministry was required 
to be obtained in respect of all proposals for appointment of non-Indians 
till 14th July, 1955 when the powers in this regard were delegated to the 
Administrative Ministries vide this Ministry Office Memorandum No. 1/55 
CS(C), dated the 14th July, 1955. According to this Office Memorandum 
Administrative Ministries are competent to decide cases of appointment 
of non-Indians to posts under their administrative control keeping in view 
the general policy laid down in this Ministry Office Memorandum dated 
the 4th November, 1946 and after obtaining the orders of the Minister-in- 
charge or the Deputy Minister.

2. It has been brought to the notice of this Ministry that certain cor
porations, public undertaking have appointed non-Indians against posts 
under them in contravention of the instructions referred to above. The 
Ministry of Finance, etc. are, therefore, requested to bring these instruct
ions to the notice of the various corporations, public undertakings, etc.
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under their administrative control and take necessary steps to ensure that 
the appointment of non-Indians in these organisations are made in accord
ance with these instructions. The Action taken in the matter may please 
bs intimated to this Ministry in.atue-wwrse.
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N. RAGHUNATHAN, 

Under Seey. to the o f India.
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Criteria for recognition o f Labour Unions

1. Where there is more than one union, a union claiming recognition
should have been functioning for at least one year after registration. Where 
there is only one union, this condition would not apply.

2. The iqembersbip of the union should cover at least 15% uf the
workers in the establishment concerned. Membership would be counted 
only of those who had paid their subscriptions for at least three months 
during the period of six months immediately preceding the reckoning.

3. A union may claim to be recognised as representative union for 
an industry in a local area if it has a membership of at least 25% of the 
workers of that industry in that area.

4. When a union has been recognised, there should be no change
in its position for a period of two years.

5. Where there are several unions in an industry or establishment, 
the one with the largest membership should be recognised.

6. A representative union for an industry in an area should have the 
right to represent the workers in all the establishments in the industry, 
but if a union of workers, in a particular establishment has a membership 
of 50 per cent or more of the workers of that establishment it should have 
the right to deal with matters of purely local interest, such as for instance, 
the handling of grievance; r ertuining to its own members. All other wor
kers who are not members of that union might either operate through the 
representative Union for the industry or seek redress directly.

7. In the case of trade union federations which are not affiliated to 
any of the four central organisations of labour the question ofrecognition 
would have to be dealt with separately.

8. Only unioi:s which observed the Code of Discipline would be 
entitled to recognition.

APPENDIX IV
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q f R^C0gnisea Unigr ŝ \mder the CodH Of Discipline

The question of rights of unions recognised undet the Code of Dis
cipline vis-a-vis unrecognised unions was discussed at the 20th Session of 
the Indian Labour Conference (August, 1962). While a decision on the 
rights of unrecognised unions was deffered for future consideration, it was 
agreed that unions granted recognition under the Code of Discipline should 
enjoy the following rights :—

(i) to raise issue and enter into collective agreements with employ
ers on general questions concerning the terms of employment 
and conditions of service of workers in an establishment or, in the 
case of a Representative Union, in an industry in a local area;

(ii) to collect membership fee/subscriptions payable by members to 
the unions within the premises of the undertaking:

(iii) to put or cause to put up a notice board on the premises of the 
undertaking in which its members are employed and affix or cause 
to be affixed thereon notices relating to meetings, statements of 
accounts of its income and expenditure and other announcements 
which are not abusive, indecent or inflammatory, or subversive 
of discipline or otherwise contrary to the Code;

(iv) for the purpose of prevention or settlement of an industrial dis
pute :—

(a) to hold discussions with the employees who are members 
of the union at a suitable place or places within the premises 
of office/factory/establishment as mutually agreed upon;

(b) to meet and discuss with an employer or any person appoint
ed by him for the purpose, the grievances of its members 
employed in the undertaking;

(c) to inspect, by prior arrangement, in an undertaking, any
place where any member of the union is employed.

(v) to nominate its representatives on the Grievance Committee con
stituted under the Grievance Procedure in an esUblishment;

(vi) to nominate its representatives on Joint Management Councils; 
and

APPENDIX V
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(vii) to nominate its representatives of non-statutory bi-partite com
mittees, e.g. production committees, welfare committees, canteen 
committees, house allotment committees, etc. set up by manage
ments. y / ) ( • /  j-i 1 /

The rights referred to above would be without prejudice to the pri
vileges being enjoyed by the recdgnised unions at present, either by agree
ment or by usaj^e.
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APPENDIX VI

\  ' '' ' if.  ̂d  ) , /■

I. To maintain Discipline in Industry, in piA)HA^n4 ;pri^^ sector)

There has to bt (i) a just recognition by enipioyeis and' workers of the 
rights and responsibilities of either partv, as defined bjr the laws and agree
ments (incrudi^g bipartUe and triparote at aH'levels
from time to time) and (li) a proper AM wffliiiĵ  by either party
o f 'i ts  oUigations .flonseqiltnt on such :r«cognitipn.: , \ .i

The Central and State Governments, on their part, will arrange to 
exa^inie and set r i ^ t  iny «hoMedming«4n I4ie mac^nery they constitute 
for the administRttion df kiboaf ’iJWvs.’ • > : -ti i i,.

To «nsure better (feoipline io iivinstiyi
; | -U

H. MaoagBBpent aod Union(s) Agree ; i; , . jij
■; K. '  • ' • ' ' ■ . . ■ I . . I- • ; ...........

, (i) tl^ t no unilateral action should be "t^ken Si! n^iinectidh'with any 
industrial matter and that disputes should be Settled at appro
priate level; ‘ >1 !i

(ii) that the existing machinery for isettWttiWit o f  disputes should be 
utilised with the utmost expedition;

(iii) that there should be no strike or lock-out without notice;
(iv) that affirming their faith in democratic principles, they bind 

themselves to settle all future (iyilferences, disputes and grievances 
by mutual negotiation, conciliation and voluntary arbitration.

(v) that neither party will have recoirfiti'to (a) coercion, (b) inti
midation, (c) victimisation oi- (d) g6-slow;' '

(vi) that they will avoid <a) litigation, (b> sit-down and st^*in strikes
and (c) lock-outs; • ' '

(vii) that they wlir prombte Bonkructlve cooperation between their
rQpreseotativos at all l« v ^  between worl^crs themselves
and abide by the spirit of «greem9B(& mutually; e^ered into;

(vtii) that tihf^ will establish upon a mutually agreed basis, a grievance 
procedure which will ensure a speedy and full investigation leading 
to settlement; , ,

(ix) that they will abide by various stages in the grieyanpe,procedure 
and take no arbitrary action which would by pass this procedure:

■' and ■ ' ' '.■■■■ ■
(x) that they will edobaite the marta^bient pcrsonnd and workers 

regarding their obligations to each otber>
■w. ' f
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III. Management Agree

(i) Not to increase work loads unless agreed upon or settled other
wise; i /  /in/vv'i<

(ii) not to support or c^CQuraw any unfair labour practice such as
(a) interference WHh the r i ^  of emptoyeles to enrol or continue 
as union members, (b) discrimination, restraint or coercion 
against any empk^M tMcaise o f McognSwd activity of trade 
unions and (c) victimisation of any employee and abuse of 
authoiity in any iierair; ,

(iii) to taike,proi^jpf; ^  ifpr (*) j^ttlement of griiey^nces afi^ 
(lb) impludfntauQp o f s^ttwi'nents, Award's, decisions irfd orders;

(iv) to display iif'CdlM^tiji^us places in the ondertaking the provi
sions of this Code in local language(s);

■ ' ‘ '  I . . .  ' , . ■ i
<v) to diBtiofutsk between actioa ju^Miymg iiQm«diate ditpharp^ and 

those where discharge must b«’pieced^ by a wiwai^, reprimand, 
suspension or some other form of disciplinary action and to 
arrange that all such disoHrifiiary aetam sbould be subj^t to an 
appeal through normal grievance procedure;

(vi) to take appropriate d is c ip lim ^  action dgaiflSt its officers and 
members ,in cases where,enquiries reveal that they were responsible 
fo r i^ i p i] ( a t e  aCtldh b y  workers leading to  iindfsciplitte; and

(vii) to recognise the union in accordance with the ith tem  evolved
. at the li^h s e s s ^ , of the lo d i^  ^ b o u r  Conference held in

May, 1958. ,

IV. Unfon(s) Agree ‘ '

(i) not to e i i ^ ^ ' i n  a n y  fbhitt o f  physfed duress;
(ii) not t9 . l^rqnit d ^ p ^ tra tio n s  wl^ich are not peaceful and not

to permit rowdyisfisi.ia depionstration; ,
(iii) that theirinMmbftrs iwiU no(.«ngaK!,ior c«uae otfaer employees 

to engage in any union activity during wc^king hours, unless 
as provi<J«d for by ^w , f^^reement or practice; ,

(iv) to dtseoorali^ 'praeti<te« Bacti as i(«) nqgligence o f
d u ty , (b^^oireless o f ^ t i e n ,  (c) damage to  property, (d ) inter
ference w ith  or disturbance to nornw l w o rk a « d  (e> insubordi
n a tio n : ,

(v) to take prompt action to implement awards, agreeilients, settle-
meMts and decisibns;  ̂ '

(vi) to display in conspicuous places in the union offices, the provi
sions of this Code in the local language(s>; and

(vii) to express disapfm>¥al and te take •ppropriate action against 
office bearers and members for indulging in action against the 
spirit of this Code.



APPENDIX V n

MODEL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

A. Grievance MacUiwry
A Grievance Machinery will be required to be set up in each under

taking to administer the Grievance Procedure. The minirttum recjuircments 
of such a machinery would be as follows, except where an established pro
cedure is already wofkLng to the mutual satisfaction of either party. Even 
in the latter case, every effort shall be made to bring the procedure in con
formity with the Guiding Principles.

For the purpose of constituting a fresh Grievanoe Machinery, workers 
in each department (and where a department is too small, in a group of de
partments) and each shift, shall elect, from amongst themselves and for a 
period of not less than one year at a time, departmental representatives and 
forward the list of persons so elected to the management. Where the union(s) 
in the undertaking are in a position to submit an ^ reed  list of oames, re
course to election may not be necessary. Similar is the case whf r̂e Works 
Committee are functioning satisfactorily, since the Works Committee mem- 
her of a particular constituency shall act as the departtncatal representative. 
Correspondingly, the management shall designate the persons for ^9 ch de
partment who shall be approached at the first stage ajKl the departmeotal 
heads for handling grievances at the second stage. Two or three of the de
partmental representatives of workers aiid two or three di^paftmeotal heads 
nominated by the management shall oout t̂iitute the CrievatirBe Committee, 
the composition of which is indicated in Appendix. In the case of appeals 
a^ inst discharges or dismissals, the m anag^ent shall designate the autho
rity to whom appeals could be made.

Grievance Procedure
I

While adaptations have to be made to meW c p e^ l cireufMtances 
sucb as those obtaining in the.Defencc undertalcings, Railways naotations 
and also small undertaking eaiployiog few workmen^ the pitoccdure nor
mally envisaged in the handUfig of grievances siwuld be aslnllows :

(1) An aggrieved eiBj»loyee shall first prasent bit gcievanoe verbally 
in person to the officer design«t«d by the numagament for this purposci  ̂
An answer shall be given within 48 hours of the presentation of complaint.

(2) If the worker is not satisfied with the decision of this officer or 
fails to receive an answer within the stipulated period, he shaH either in 
person or accompanied by his departmental representative, present his 
grievances to the Head of the Department designated by the management
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for the purpose of handling grievances (For this purpose, a fixed time shall 
be specified during which on any working day, an aggrieved worker could 
meet the departmental head fqr prfKnteUpn of grievances). The depari- 
mental head shall give his ansWet wtfcfn 'J  days of the representation of 
grievance. If action cannot be taken within that period the reason for 
delay should be ncorded. ^

(3) If the decision of the Departmental Head is ifhsWfsfactory, t^ 
aggrieved worker may request the forwarding of his grievance to the 
“Grievance Committee" which shall make its recommendations to the 
Manager within 7 days of the worker's request. If  the recommendations 
cannot be made within this time limit, the reason for sych delay should be 
recorded. Unanimous recommendations of the Grievance Committee 
shall be implemented by the management. In the event of a d’fference of 
opinion among the members of the Grievance Committee, the views of 
th; members along with the relevent papers shall be placed before ihc 
Manager for final decision. In either case, the final decision of the manage
ment shall be coitimunicated to the workmen concerned by the personnel 
officer within 3 days from the receipt of the Grievance Committee’s recom
mendations.

(4) Where the ‘workman is not satisfied with the final decision of 
managemetit he shall have the right to appeal to Management for a revision. 
In making this aj^peal, the worker, if he sc desires, shall have the right to 
take a tmion' officiid aloitg with him to flacilitate discussions with manage
ment. Management shdl communicate their decision within a week of the 
workman's revision petition.

If no agreement i9 still possible, the union and the management 
shall refbr the grievance to voluntary arbitration.

(5) Where a worker has taken up a grievance for redressal under this 
procedure, the formal Conciliation Machinery shall not intervene till all 
steps in the procedure are exhausted. A grievance shall be presumed to 
assume the form of a dispute only when the final decision of the top manage
ment in respect of the grievance is turned down by the worker.

(6) If a grievance arises out of an order given by managesnenl. the 
said order shall be complied with before the workman concerned invokes 
the procedure iaid down for redressal of'grievance. If, however, there 
is a tim«. lag between the issue of order and its compliance, the grievance 
procedure may immediately be invoked but the order nevertheless must 
be complied within the due date, even if all the steps in the grievance 
procedure have not been exhausted, it may however foe advisable for the 
management to await the findings of grievance procedure' machinery.

(7) Workers’ representatives on the Grievance Committee shall have 
the right of access to any document connected with the inquiry maintained 
in the deputment and which may be necessary to understand the merit or 
otherwise of th« workers' grievapces. The managprnent's representatives 
shall have the right, however, to reftKC to show any document or give any 
information which they consider to be of a confidential nature. Such 
confidential document(s) shall not be used against the workmen in the course 
of the grievance proceedings.
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(8) There shall be a time-limit within which an apfxal shall be taken 
from one step to the other. For this purpose, the aggrieved worker shall 
within 72 hours of the receipt of the decision at one stage (or if no decision 
is received, on the expi^ of the stipulated''period), file his appeal with the 
authority at the next higher stage should he feel inclined to appeal.

(9) In calculating the various timte iiitiVvals under the above clause, 
holidays shall not be reckoned.

<I0) Management shall provide the necessary clerical and other 
assistance for the smooth functioning of the grievance machinery.

( i j )  If it is necessary for any worker to leave the department during 
working hours on call from the Labour/ personnel Officer pr any oth^r 
officer of the established grievance machinery, previous permission of his 
superior shall necessarily be obtained. Subject to this condition, the worker 
shall not suffer any loss in wages for the work-time lost in this manner.

(12) If, however, there be any complaint against any individual 
member of the staff, who is nominated by the management to handle griev
ance at the lowest level, the workman may take up his grievance at the 
next higher stage, i.e., at the level of Departmental Head.

(13) In the case of any grievance arising out of discharge or dismissal 
of a workman, the above-mentioned procedure shall not apply, instead, 
a discharged or dismissed workman s ^ l l  have the right to appeal either 
to the dismissing authority or to a senior authority who shall be specified 
by the management, within a week from the date of dismissal or discharge. 
At the time the appeal is heard, the workman may, if he so desit«$, be 
accompanied by either an official of the recognised union or a fellow 
■worker, as the case may be.
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APFENm X

Gyiding Principles for a Grievance Procedure

Existing labour legislation does not provide for a well defined and 
adequate proceduve for rcdmsal of dayHeKbiy fcievancm ia industrial units. 
Clause IS of the Model Standing) Ordsrs is  Schedule 1 of the ladiutria] 
Employment (Standing Orders) Central Rules, 1946 specifies that ‘All com
plaints arising out of employment inchiding those relating to unfair treat
ment or wronrful exaction on the part of the employer or his agent, shall be 
submitted to m e manager (# the other person specified in this behalf with 
the right to appell to the employers’.

In some industrial units, however, dctaikid grievance proeedwe ha^ 
been worked out by mutual agreement, kn the absence of a satisfactory 
grievance procedure, day-to-day grievances are allowed to pile up with the 
result that the accumvlated di«cootcnt culminates sometime or the 
other in cases of indiscipline, strikes, etc. In what foUows, therefore, an 
attempt ha? been made to draw up Otiid^ng Priticitries for a Grievamce Proce
dure. It is realised thM'it may not be possible to apply all these principles 
in respect of each and every industrial unit. However, all units should 
endeavour to conform, as itfoeh as posstbie, to these principles.

Complaints affecting one or more indivldtial workers in respect of 
their wage payments, over-time, leave, transfer, promotion, seniority, 
work assignment, working conditions and interpretati«m of service agreement, 
dismissals and discharges would constitute* grievances. Where the points 
at dispute are of general applicability or of considerable magnitude, they 
will fail outside the scope of this procedure.

A Grievance Procedure should take note o( the following principles:—

(1) Conformity with existing legislation:

A Grievance Procedure forms part of the integrated scheme intended 
to promote satisfactory rrlations between employers and workers. This 
procedure should be designed to supplement the existing statutory provi
sions and it may, where practicable, make use of such machinery as is al
ready provided by legislation. The Grievance Machinery can be availed 
of on the receipt by the worker of the order causing a grievance. The opera
tion of the order, however, need not be held up till the gr ievance 
machinery is completely exhausted. Wherever possible attempts should 
be made to complete the grievance procedure between the time the order 
is passed and when it is action upon.
*ln the case of Defence Undertakings, however, a special provision may have to be made.
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(2) N^ed to make the Machinery simple dnd expeditious :
(a) As far as possible, grievances should be settled at the lowest level;
(b) No matter dmdd! ordinarily up a t more thiim two levels;

i.e, normally there should oi4y
(c) Different types of grievances may he referred to appropriate autho-

rtties; ' "
(d) A grievance must be redressed as expeditiously as poŝ îble and 

towards this end, the employer, in consultation with workers, 
should decide upon the time limit required for settling a grievance.

(3) Designation o f authorities:

The workmen must know the authorities to be approached and it 
should, therefore, be incumbent on the management to designate the autho
rities to be contacted at various levels.

It may be useful to classify grievances as those arising from personal 
relationship and others arising out of conditions of employment. In the 
former case, a grievance should be taken up, in the first instance, with the 
authority in the line management immediately above the officer against whom 
the complaint is made. Thereafter, the matter may go to the Grievance 
Committee—comprising representatives of management and workcis. The 
size and composition of the Committee shall be decided at the unit level.

Other grievances should be taken up, in the first instance, with the 
authority designated by the management. Thereafter, a reference may 
be made to the Grievance Committee.

Where the matter goes to the Grievance Committee in the first instance, 
an appeal shall lie with the top management.

If5

ANNEXURE

Constitution o f Grievance Committee

(I) In the case where the union is recognised:

Two representatives of management plus a union representative and 
the union departmental representative of the department in which the work
men concerned work.

(II) In the cas? where the union is not recognised there is no union but there 
is a Works Committee:

Two representatives of management plus the representatives of the 
department of the workmen concerned on the Works Committee plus either 
the Secretary or Vice-President of the Works Committee (this is in case the
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Secretary of the Wofics Conunittee is jij&o th^ jNorkmen’̂  jJepartmcntal 
representative).

It i< suggested that in the case qf the management, their representa
tives sh'biild th t (f^partttiental the official who' dealt whh the
matter at the first ^ai^, or persbnnd offlcier shbirid act as an adviser.

The size of the drievance Committee should b i limited to maximum 
of four to six otherwise it becomes unwieldy.



APPENDIX V ni

Summaty iif conclusionslreednmeiHiations contuined in the Report

S.No. Reference to > Summary of concIusions/Recommenda-
ParaNowOf  ̂ tions
the Report ,

1. 2.27 The fact that a number of public undertakings
hav^ staff more than what is required for opti
mum utilisation is widely recognised though 
there is difference of opinion about the precise 
extent of over-stailing and details of categories 
and posts involved etc. The Committee feel 
that the most important duty cast upon the 
public sector is to ensure that not only they are 
model employers but also model producers for 
in them are invested the nation's precious resouices 
and high hopes of generation of assets which 
would make for greater production. While there 
may have been some alibi in the beginning of 
iacic of experience in determining accurately 
man-power xequireotents for new undertakings 
this no longer can hold good at present when the 
public sector has an experience stretching over 
two decades behind it. Moreover we have a 
Bureau of Public Enterprises who are expected 
to work oul realistic norms of manpower for the 
undertakings. We have also the Institutes of 
Management/National Productivity Council who 
can render expert advice in the matter. The 
Committee, therefore, expect that Government 
Ml a whole including the Bureau of Public Enter
prises; the administrative Ministry concerned with 
the public undertaking, the associated Finance, 
etc. would take spedal care to see that norms for 
man-power requirements are worked out at the 
time of preparing tJM/det^led project report and 

. that these are further improved upon as more
< details of <the peoject are worked out. The 

Committee regard realistic working out of man
power^ requirements as important as technical
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details of th< for it is the men bcnind the
machines which matter in the last analysis. The 
nation expects its men to put th d r hearts to the 
wheel and make their best contribution through 
these national enterprises to increase the gross 
national product and banish the scourage of 
poverty. The Committee wo«ld also like to 
emphasise that there should be an incentive 
system built into the working of the public under
taking right from the inception and that the para
meters for this incentive system should be realis
tic with an accent on greater production.

2. 2.28 There should be a system of reviewing the man
power requirements including officers in each 
undertaking through a trained team of experts 
well versed in time and motion study, produc
tivity, quality control, costing, etc. in consulta
tion with the workmen etc., so that the norms as 
well as the actual strength are subjected periodi
cally by the Management to a scientific review. 
Such studies and analysis should be 
actively attended to by the Bureau of 

‘ Public Enterprises so as to ensure flow 
of new ideas and techniques in assessment.

' It would also be useful to associate expert bodies
lilce National Pit>ductivity Council and Indian 
Institutes of Management in such studies so as 
to make for objectivity of approach.

3. 2.29 As far as the existing public undertakings are
concerned, the Committee consider that there is 
no rdom for complacency. It should be the 
foremost duty o f cA(!h undertaking to analyse 
objectively the extoit of over-staffing and then 
in 'consuhation with the representatives of the 
w ofkm  4raW »p realistic schemes for working 
off the sarpias eithetr by providing them training 
for new jobs where vacancies may exist or in 
esipaasion schemes or by inducing them to accept 
tiwiiiferB to new undertakings. The Committee 
woiUdlikie Oovernment to carry out a systema
tic review thsoMgh the Bureau of Public Enter* 
prisM to«ns«oe thattiach undertaking does carry 

' out such a  T0 sisi» on priority basis and according
to a  time boand iM^ramme and take effective 
action to work off its surplus {>er8onnel so that 
all men are engaged in productive effort.
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4. 2.30 The Committee cannot too strongly stress the need
for introduction of wage incentive scheme in the 
inl^rest of higher production with a realistic 
pwrameter which should be determined in consul
tation with experts in time and motion studies, 
costing, quality control, etc. and representatives 
of labour so as to command acceptance of all 
section.

5. 2.31 The Committee note that with the creation of a
separate construction Corporation which would 
move along with its labour force to the next 
site after finishing the work in one undertaking, 
there should be no question of adding on these 
men to the undertaking on its commissioning.

6. 2.32 The Committee desire to be informed in detail of
the action taken for they feel that if Government 
pursue this matter in earnest, it should not be 
diflScuH to work off the existing surplus when 
most of the public undertakings are expanding 
or new undertakings are being set up and to take 
effective action to ensure that new undertakings 
arc not saddled with surplus staff from their 
inception, as the experience of public undertakings 
shows that more than anything else this factor 
can cause endless difficulties in personnel manage
ment and indufttrial relations.

7. 2.42 The Committee feel that in the matter of employ
ment of helpers/khalasis for skilled workers, 
the Public Undertakings should be very selective 
and reasonable. As far as possible the Under
takings should minimise the number of helpers 
and only where the job is of a very heavy nature, 
a helper need be provided to the skilled worker. 
The unskilled workers should be provided training

• facilities to enable them to qualify for semi
skilled jobs.

2.43 The Cdrtmittee expect, technical supervisors etc.
in the n an ts  to set an example by shedding away 
the helpers thus setting a worthy example for 
their juniors to emuhate.

9. 3.28 The Conmiittee feel that broad framework for
rilfes of recruitmeiit m Public Undertakings should 
be '̂laid down by the Bureau of Public Enterprises 
who are stated to be well-equipped and well 
expermnoed in matters pertaining to public
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undertakings. The Rules should also define 
broadly the Categories which would constitute the 

' middle litid the tqp cadres; the others being 
included in the femaining cadre. The rules 
may also rtiftke a' distinction between public 
undertakings which are engaged in industrial 
enterprises and thoise which are concerned with 
insurance, financial management, business, trade 
etc. The guidelines may be different, if necessary, 
for these two broad categories of undertakings.

, Keeping in view these broad guidelines, each
undertaking may lay down detailed rules which 
may be got approved from the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises so as to make sure that they arc not 
contrary to the principles laid down. '

10. 3.29 There should be a system for reviewing these
rules periodically say once in two years to begin 
with and later onoe in five years to make, sure 
that they are in conformity with the develop

, meats in personnel management. The Bureau
of Public Enterprises should in due course develop 
a Manual of Recruitment which would provide 

. detailed guidance based on concrete cases so that
it can serve as a useful reference volume.

11. 3.30 The Committee are of the view that better oppor
tunity should be provided to local persons for 
employment in public undertakings. Apart 

 ̂ from priority b d n | given to local persons in the
' matter of recruitmeirt, another way of achieving

it would be to provide vocational courses and 
other opportunities to the local persons to pick 
up the skill, which would fit them for employ- 
nlMt opportuhities available in the undertakings.

“ One of the points which has been greatly agitating
the mind of the local persons is that outsiders 
who are not really iresidents of the area manage 
to get themsclyps registered in the Employntent 

: , Exchange by pving local addresses. It should 
, be possible for the Employment Exchanges to

make sate, with the help of State Government, 
whether or not the persons who are being regis-

< tered for emirioymmt in the public undertakings
‘ i are local residents ofj the area and of the State.

'fhia information dnriild be suitably indicated 
’ while forwarding the names to the public under

takings so that it is< able to implement in letter
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and spirit orders issued by Government for giving 
pcc&rence to local persons for employment upto 
certain levels.

12. 3.31 The Q>mmittee reiterate the recommendations
made by the Committee on the welfare of Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes regarding appoint-

_ ment of candidates from Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes in the public undertakings and 
desire that no efforts should be spared by the 
public undertakings to give adequate representa
tion to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes personnel in their appointments.

13. 3.32 The Committee not that the Government have
' taken action to issue a directive to the Public

Enterprises for reservation of posts for Scheduled 
Castes/Scheduled Tribes and to lay down the 
percentages of reservations to be made for posts 
m the various categories including those corres
ponding to class I and II posts under the Govern
ment. Adequate representation of Scheduled 
Castes/Scheduled Tribes at the supervisory levels 
will also thus be ensured. The Committee desire 
that Government should pursue this matter with 

^the Public Undertakings with a view to ensure 
their implementation,

14. 3.33 The Committee wish to point out that there have
been in recent years developments in the matter 
of devising aptitude and psychological tests, 
including written tests, which would facilitate 
objective selection of personnel. The Bureau 
of Public Enterprises should also take the lead 
in this respect and commend to public under
takings suitable aptitude and psychological tests 
for recruitment. The help of the Institute of 
Management/NationarProductivity Council could 
also be availed of in devising these tests. These 
tests of course may be suitably adopted by the 
Public Undertakings, as necessary to suit more 
precisely the specific requirements of the under
takings.

15. 3.34 ^ h e  Committee also think that there should be a
system of “ follow up” of recruits through the 
first few years, if not right through the career, 
in order to derive lessons about the future mode 
of hxrultment. The idea is to see how persons 
selected through a certain procedure and tech-

3LSS/72-9
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niquc of recruitment have fared so that the 
procedure and technique may be modified, if 
necessary to serve better the interest of the 
undertaking.

16. 3.35 The personal reports particularly in a production
unit should be so devised as to elicit factual 
information on the achievement and production 
record of the person so that it is free from any 
suspicion of a personal idiosyncrasy of the super
visory officials prejudicing the record of an 
individual.

17. 3.36 The Committee note that Government have already
laid down a broad policy that efforts should be 
made to fill up the top management posts from 
talent available within the undertaking. It is, 
therefore, of the utmost importance that recruit
ment and career planning should be so done as 
to throw up over the years enough persons to 
fill top management posts. The Bureau of 
Public Enterprises should take special interest 
in this vital field and lay down in consultation 
with the Department of Personnel at the Centre 
and the Institute of Management and the U.P.S.C., 
broad guidelines for recruitment to the manage
ment cadre, which would provide the top mana
gement in the years to come. In view of the 
crucial importance of building up the Managerial 
talent in public undertakings, the Committee 
cannot too strongly stress that the matter should 
receive continuous and earnest consideration 
of Government at the highest level so that timely 
action is taken to correct any imbalances.

18. 3.37 The Committee also recommend that all the public
undertakings should give preference in employ
ment in suitable jobs to ex-service men and the 
dependents of army personnel who have laid 
down their lives in the last Indo-Pakistan war.

19. 3.38 The Committee note that Government have set
up several centres for the welfare of handicapped 
persons where they are also imparted knowledge 
in different vocations. The Committee consider 
that public undertakings should set a worthy 
example by offering employment opportunities 
to such of the physically handicapped persons 
as can be gainfully absorbed in jobs.
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20. 4.15 The Committee feci that the main burden of train
ing the workers after recruitment should nece
ssarily be borne by the undertakings. In in
dustrially advanced countries, this is the normal 
method of making a worker useful to the organis
ation. Present economic and industrial develop
ment in India demand comprehensive course of 
training at every level of stalT in the industrial as 
well as trading undertakings.

21. 4.16 The recruitment in industrial units takes place both
from outside sources and from within. The 
Committee need hardly point out that training 
courses for outside candidates would have to be 
more exhaustive than for in-plants candidates.

22. 4.17 The Committee also recommend that adequate
facilities should exist in the plants for employees to 
improve their prospects through training courses. 
Appropriate training schemes for different cate
gories of technicians, should be devised by the 
Undertakings both in the plant and outside. As 
regards middle and senior executives arrangement 
for refresher courses should be arranged and full 
advantage of the various training centres set up by 
the Universities and well known management 
Institutes in the country be taken.

23. 4.18 In the trading corporations, training programmes
should be organised for the new recruits to give 
them theoretical and practical training in the 
duties and responsibilities entrusted to them. 
The Corporations should also conduct training 
classes in which training shoud be imparted to 
employees promoted to the officers’ cadre to 
equip them for higher responsibilities. Seniors 
executives may be deputed for specialise training 
in various fields in the established training institu
tions in the country.

24* 4.19 The Committee attach the greatest importance to
the provision of adequate training facilities 
including leave for workers at all levels 
so that they can improve their skill and 
knowledge and qualify for higher posts. The 
training programme may be d;iviscd in con
sultation with training institutes of standing as 
well as representatives of labour so that it serves 
the twin purpose of enabling the employee's
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to improve their prospects and of increasing 
V efficiency and productivity. The Committee are

sanguine that if Ihe training programmes are 
worked in the larger interests of the workers and 
the undertakings it would give workers the much 

 ̂ A desired sense of belonging,
25. 5.19 The Committee observe that a uniform and well

defined promotion policy has not been laid down 
for most public undertakings. Different under
takings follow different promotion procedure with 
the result that di^ontentment over promotions 
in undertakings is often evidenced. The Committee 
is also of the view that discontent over promotions 
has been the primary cause of several work stop
pages in undertakings,

?6.' 5.20. The Committee feel that the entire question of pro
motions in the Public Undertakings should be 
reviewed by the Government. The promotion 

 ̂ policy should be based on seniority-cum-merit,
’  ̂ trade test etc. and it should be strictly observed in
' practice.

’27.'' 5,21 The Committee note that as early as July, 1963
it was decided to draw up a model promotion 

' procedure and that after detailed discussions
between representatives of certain selected public 

. , sector undertakings and the administrative
Ministries concerned including the Ministry of 
Labour and Employnient certain model principles 

, governing promotion were drawn up in 1967,
and forwarded by the Ministry of Labour any 
Employment to the Ministry of Industrial 
Development in original with a copy 
to the Bureau of Public Enterprises. The Comm
ittee find that the Ministry of Industrial Develop

, ment toiUented themselves with fowarding a
copy ofil to the public undertakings under their 
control in August, 1967. The Committee also 
note that it was only in January, 1969 that the 
Ministry of Industrial Development circulated the 
Model principles to other Ministries/Departments 
of the Government of India connected with Pub
lic Undertakings. Jt is only on the insistence of 
the Committee that the Ministry of Industrial 
Development have now addressed these under
takings to ascertain whether the instructions con
tained in the model principles are in fact being
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followed by them. The Ministry of Industrial 
Development are also only now thinking of cir
culating these model principles to new undertakings 
which have come into being after 1967.

The Bureau of Public Enterprises have taken an 
even more complacent attitude by stating that the 
letter by the Minister of Labour was addressed to 
them for information only and that it was for the 
Ministry of Industrial Development to take nece
ssary action for circulation to the undertakings. 
The Committee are shocked at this lack of earnest
ness in following up instructions issued about a 
crucial matter which initimately affects the service 
conditions and prospects of employees working in 
public undertakings and which has admittedly 
been responsible for lot of discontent and unrest 
amongst the employees. The Committee feel 
that it was the bounden duty of the Bureau of 
Public Enterprises who have a full-fled{pi Directo
rate of Personnel as well as the Ministry of In
dustrial Development and other administrative 
Ministries concerned to make sure that these model 
principles were in fact circulated as soon as they 
were finalised and that necessary action on the 
lines mentioned therein was taken by each of the 
public undertakings. The Committee feel certain 
that had the promotion procedures suggested 
therein as early as 1967 been devised after fullest 
consultation with the recognised trade-unions or 
service associations and given widest publicity and 
printed in the form of service manuals there would 
not have been this widespread feeling amongst 
the trade unions that the promotion procedures 
leave much to be desired. Even the representatives 
of management of public undertakings could not 
deny that there were complaints about promotion 
procedures from staff. The Committee cannot 
too strongly stress the need for a close follow-up 
by the Bureau of Public Enterprises to make sure 
that the model principles are at least now given 
effect to in letter and apirit by the undertakings. 
The workers representatives should be associated 
with the implementation of those ‘Model princi
ples’ for promotion. The Committee would like 
to be informed within three months in detail of 
the action taken by each undertaking with parti
cular reference to the eleven points mentioned in 
the Model Principled.
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2S. 5.22 The Committee are also o f the view that a system of
idcntif^ng takot among the workers and giving 
them of^ortuoitics for development should be 
in tr o d u ^  in the Undertakings. Broadly, the 
Committee would recommend:
(i) Seniority should be the basis for promotion 

at lower levek. There should be a promotion 
committee for the lower level in each under
taking.

(ii) In respect of middle management-level 
(technical supervisory and administrative 
personnel), seniority-cum-merit should be 
the criterion for promotion. The general 
policy should be to fill as many vacancies as 
possible from internal sources by promotion.

, Only when suitable persons are not avail
able, resort to outside recruitment may be 
made, on all India basis. A promotion 
Committee should be set up for middle 
management level in each undertaking.

(ili) For higher managerial (technical and ad
ministrative positions) merit alone should 
be the guiding factor. As far as possible, 
talented and professionally competent per
sons should be selected from within the 
Undertaking for managerial posts. If, 
however, suitable and competent persons 
are not available inside the organisation, 
selection on All India basis may be made.

29. 6.11 The Committee consider that the organisation of
the Personnel Department of the Public Under
takings deserve their special attension. The 
officer in overall charge of the personnel matters 
should be accorded a status of importance com
parable to that of the Director/Manager to facili- 

I tate the Industrial Relations problem to be con
sidered at the highest level. Personnel Director/ 
Manager, the Committee suggest, should be 
m ann^ by per^nnel executives having the re-

Suired aptitude, training and experience in In- 
ustrial Relations and Labour Management, 

preferably drawn out of the employees of the 
undertakmg. Sufficient opportunities should be 
offered to these Personnel Officers to use their own 
personftl initiative in solving the labour problems 
originating, in  their respective spheres. Personnel
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Director/Manager and the officers in his Organi
sation, the Committee recommend, should be well- 
versed in industrial relations commanding con
siderable experience in dealing with labour. They 
should be specialist in Labour Management 
Relations. In the opinion of the Committee, 
they should be specially aware of the working of the 
diflferent departments of their respective under
takings. Awareness of the character and nature 
of the people of the area including the knowledge 
of their language, the Committee feel, should be 
learnt by the Personnel Officers of every level.

30. 6.12 In the discharge of their duties, the Conmiittee
recommend that :—
(i) Personnel Director/Manager and the Officer 

should render im ^rtial and objective ad
vice.

(ii) They should work in a dedicated manner so 
aF to inspire confidence in the rank and file 
of labour.

(iii) Officers of the Personnel Department should 
develop a personal touch with the labour and 
their accredited representatives should be 
easily accessible for the redress of genuine 
grievances.

(iv) Personnel Officers should ensure that all 
genuine grievances of the staff are attended to 
and redresse without delay.

(v) Personnel Director/Manager should pay 
special attention to welfare work relating to 
the employees and their families.

31. 7.11 The Committee note that Government have
, issued comprehensive instructions regarding the

appointment of non-Indians to posts in public 
undertakings. According to the general policy 
laid down in this behalf, appointment of no n- 
Indians should be made only in very exceptional 
circumstances and then also on a contract for the 
minimum period necessary and simultaneously 
suitable steps should be taken to train Indians 
to fill such posts on a regular basis. Prior app
roval of Minister incharge or the Deputy Minister 
of the Administrative E^partment of the Govern
ment tinder which the public undei taking is func
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tioning is also required. The Committee feel that if 
these instructions are followed in letter and spirit by 
the public undertakings and by the administrative 
Government Departments it should be^ossible to 
ensure that non-Indians are appointed only where 
absolutely necessary and there should be no room 
for any complaint that foreign technicians are 
occupying posts where Indians can do the job as 
well. The Committee suggest that the position 
should be reviewed by the undertaking/department 
concerned well in advance of the completion of the 
period of contract of the non-Indian person so as 
to redouble efforts, where necessary, to replace 
him by an Indian, there should normally no 
question of extension of the contract period.

32. 7.12 The Committee also suggest that the administrative
Ministries may be required to consult the Bureau 
of Public Enterprises so that the possibility of 
getting an expert from another undertaking en
gaged in the same or similar or related line of 
manufacture is thoroughly gone into before ap
proval is accorded to the engagement of a 
non-Indian person.

33. 7.13 The Committee strongly stress that Government/
public undertakings should make full use of the 
agreements with foreign collaborators to train 
Indian personnel in drawing, designing and 
operational work. The Committee suggest that 
progress made in this behalf maybe reviewed 
periodically at least once in six months by the 
Undertaking/Government so as to ensure that no 
effort is being spared to train adequate num
ber of Indian personnel in drawing, designing and 
operational work well before the collaboration 
agreement comes to a close.

34. 7.14 The Committee aslo su re s t that a number of
Indians may be attached with non-Indian per
sonnel so that they are able to pick up the intri
cacies of the work and develop capability of hand
ling it on their own at the earliest.

The Committee also suggest that the Income Tax 
regulations should be so framed and applied as to 
act as a disincentive for employment of non- 
Indian personnel except in areas where it is ab
solutely essential and inescapable to employ them 
and that too for the minimum period necessary.
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35. 8.27 The Committee are strongly in favour of partici
pation of workers and their representatives in 
mana^ment of Public Undertakings. By workers’ 
participation in management, the Committee 
understand that (i) workers, through their duly 
elected representatives, must physically partici
pate in actual decision making; (ii) this partici
pation should be at all levels beginning from the 
shop level to the Board of Directors and (iii) 
the participation means that workers and their 
representatives should not only be consulted, but 
should also feel that they are actual partners in 
management.

36. 8.28 The purpose of workers’ participation in management
is to arouse among the workers a  sense of identity, 
belongingness and participation with a view to 
promote industrial harmony and maximize pro
duction.

37. 8.29 The Committee consider the Public Undertakings as
national assets and that there is no room for a class 
struggle in these undertakings. The workers 
should be made to realise that they are equal 
partners in these national undertakings; that 
they should give their best to them and that the 
benefit of their labour will accrue to them and to 
the whole nation.

38. 8.30 The Committee regret that no systematic study has
ever been made by Sociolousts and Social- 
Psychologists in the matter of industrial moti
vation, nor has the Bureau of Public Enterprises 
made any effort in this direction. The Committee 
would recommend that a systematic study should 
be conducted with a view to devise ways and means 
of promoting a psychological climate in the Pub
lic Undertakings wherein the workers and the 
management give their best to the undertakings.

39. 8.31 The Committee find that there does not exict any
regular system of reporting to the workers by the 
management in any of the Public Undertakings. 
Unless, major decisions about production targets, 
performance of the undertakmgs, shortcomings 
and hurdles are reported to the workers, the latter 
will not appreciate the position in which the 
undertaking is placed, and a sence of confidence 
and understanding between the workers and 
management cannot be created. The Committee
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recommend that such reporting by the manage
ment to the workers collectively should take place 
periodically so as to generate a climate of con
fidence and understanding.

40. 8.32 Since direct participation of the workers in manage
ment is not possible, it can be achieved only 
through the elected representatives of the workers, 
A system of election by the workers employed in 
the undertaking is, tiierefore, indispensable for 
achieving workers’ participation. If this parti
cipation is to be real, it should be achieved at all 
levels. Workers working in a shop may elect 
representatives who will cooperate with the Super
visor in all matters concerning the shop. Simi
larly, workers should elect their representatives 
to participate at higher levels and in all matter 
concerning target fixation, performance, recruit
ment, promotions, disciplinary actions, safety, 
welfare and working conditions. This alone will 
give a meaning and content to workers’ partici
pation in Management and will arouse among the 
workers a sense of belonging and playing a pro
ductive role in the larger national interest.

Only when such a participation is ensured, will 
noinination of workers’ representatives to the 
Board of Directors assume real significance. 
Divorced from participation at lower levels, the 
nomination of workers’ representatives to the 
Board of Directors will have only a symbolic 
meaning and might lead to alienation of the work
ers’ representative from the mass of the workers 
or at best his presence would be nominal.

41. 8.33 The Committee recommend that such a scheme of
workes’ actual participation at all levels by elected 
representatives of the workers should be first tried 
in one or two selected undertakings and watched.

* The Committee are confident that the experiment
will bear good fruits and when ex ten d i to all 
undertakings will open up a new chapter in labour 
management relations in public sector under
takings.

42. 9.18 The foremost need of the country is for increased
production particularly in the public sector in 
which are situated some of the crucially impor
tant basic industries like steel, heavy engineering,
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heavy electricals, etc. It is only through increased 
production that we can hope to raise the woefully 
low standard of living of our people including the 
workers. It cannot be denied that lack of in
dustrial harmony in public sector has been an 
important contributory factor in depressing the 
production in public sector units below the tech
nically feasible capacity. The Committee cannot, 
therefore, too strongly reiterate that the public 
undertakings should spare no efforts to give the 
workers in these undertakings a sense of partici
pation and involvement in the challenging task 
of greeater production for the good of the country.

43. 9.19 The Committee are inclined to agree with the re
presentatives of leading trade unions that the main 
causes for labour unrest in public undertakings 
are lack of dialogue between labour and manage
ment, rise in prices, absence of job satisfaction, 
unhealthy working conditions, inter-union 
rivahy, migratory executives, lack of proper per
sonnel management. The Committee consider 
that none of these difficulties is insurmountable 
and that given dedication, a sense of involvement 
and of participation, these matters can be recsolv- 
ed in the)interest of greater production which is the 
crying need of the nation.

44. 9.20 As recommended by the Committee elsewhere in the
Report there is no re^on why terms and con
ditions of service cannot be regulated to the satis
faction of the workers by following a model set 
of rules to be drawn up by the Bureau of Public 
Enterprises in the light of experience gathered in 
the filed and in consultation with the representatives 
of all concerned. Similarly it should be the first 
duty of the management to improve the working 
conditions in order to make them cheerful, healthy 
and production-oriented. No effort should be spared 
to make possible job satisfaction for all ranks of 
workers by following a well-coordinated policy 
of recruitment based on aptitude tests, in-plant 
training, rationalisation of work-load and assured 
channels of promotion. The wage structure 
should be production-oriented and have rele
vance to minimum needs and an in-built mechanism 
for neutralising steep rises in cost of living. Well 
balanced nourishing diet should be available from 
the plant canteen at a rate which is reasonable
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and within the reach of every worker. Personnel 
management in public undertakings, above all, 
should receive greater attention than hitherto and 
the senior posts should be manned by executives 
who are professionally qualiiied and who are non- 
raigrato^ and have a genuine interest in resolv* 
ing all difiiculties without delay and in building up 
bridges of understanding between the workers 
and management at every level in the interest of 
harmonious working and greater production.

The Committee also suggest that Government may 
examine the feasibiUty of bringing Central Govern
ment public undertakings, functioning in the 
States also under the purview of the labour legis
lation of the centre for purposes of uniformity so 
that the Government may be able to help the 
labour as well as the management in the best 
interests of the country.

45. 10.23 The Committee are of the opinion that the existing
arrangement for recognition of unions under the 
Voluntary Code of Discipline has not proved to 
be quite effective. The voluntary nature of the 
Code of Discipline has created prolbems as it vests 
certain rights without any means of enforcing the 
corresponding obligation. The Trade Union Act 
was enacted in 1926 and since then the industrial 
problems have grown in size and in complexity. 
It needs revision in keeping with the present day 
requirement. A Central Law for a Union recong- 
nition is necessary for the growth of democratic 
and responsible trade unions. It would make the 
sides realise their obligations better and promote 
enforcement of obligations.

45. 10.24 The Committee consider that it should be obligatory
for the management of each undertaking to accord 
recognition to one union.

The Committee are of the view that as far as possible, 
there should be one bargaining agent for an under
taking. The present criterion in the Code is that 
a labour union having 15% or more of the total 
membership is eligible for recognition. The Com
mittee suggest that it may be desirable to devise the 
criterion to 30% of the total membership to give 
it a more representative character. Where no
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registered union funcdoning in the undertaking can 
satisfy the condition of 30% of membership, the 
union with the largest numbers and percentage of 
membership may be recognised. If the veri
fication of the membership of the registered unions 
does not prove to be conclusive on account of 
differences in number of membership being mar
ginal for the purpose of throwing up the most 
representative union for recognition, the Committee 
suggest that resort may be had to secret ballot to 
determine the most representative registered 
union.

The Committee consider that while the undertaking 
may hold direct negotiations, with the most 
representative union, a way should be found to 
associate representatives of other registered unions 
functioning in the undertaking when general 
questions pertaining to work-load, pay-scales, etc. 
affecting the workers of the undertaking as a whole 
etc. are discussed so that agreed decisions may 
be more readily implemented.

46. 10.25 The Committee think that multiplicity of trade
unions has led to inter-union rivalries adversely 
affecting industrial relations. Increase in the 
limit of percentage of membership for recogni
tion of a union in the Trade Union law will go a 
long way in solving this problem.

47. 10.26 In the opinion of the Committee, a single bargaining
agent in each undertaking is essential in order to 
reach any meaningful and lasting agreement with 
the workers. It will also avoid unhealthy com
petition between unions and reduce inter-union 
rivalries.

48. 11.11 The Committee considei that adequate housing
for workers, particularly in places which are being 
developed as now industrial centres, is an essential 
amenity. The Committee consider that Govern
ment should take a conscious decision, after 
careful consideration about the type and percen
tage and phased programme of construction of 
staff quarters at the time of sanctioning a project. 
There should be a follow up of the decision to 
ensure its implementation.
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49 11.12 The Cominittee note that House Rent allowance
at varying rates is allowed to employees of dif
ferent public undertakings living in rented ac- 
commodatidii. The G>mmittee are of the view 
that House Rent allowances should be on a 
realistic rate in relations to the cost of hired 
acommodation in the area and they recommend 
that the Bureau of Public Enterprises should fix 
a reasonable House Rent allowance to be paid 
to the employees in all the public undertakmgs. 
The existing disparity in payment of House Rent, 
allowance by the undertakings should be avoided.

50 11.13 The Public Undertakings should encourage the
development of Cooperative Housing Societies 
among workers and arrange for advance of loans 
to the Societies at conscessional rate of interest 
for constructing houses not only to ameliorate 
their housing problem but also to further the 
feeling of attachment to their respective under
takings.

51 11.15 The Committee feel that where the workers are re
quired to reach a far off or remote place for duty, 
provision of adequate transport facilities are 
essential. The Committee, therefore, rtcommend 
that the management of the public undertakings 
should examine the matter in all its a s]^ ts  so 
that the workers are enabled to reach their place 
of work punctually and without undergoing 
hardship.

52 11.16 The Management of public sector enterprises should
also continue to strive to secure the cooperation 
of State Governments and local bodies towards 
the improvement of transport facilities for the 
benefit of industrial workers.

53 11.18 The Committee consider that ont of the most im
portant welfare duties that an undertaking owes 
to its employees is to ensure that proper educa
tional facilities are provided to the children of 
the workers. The Committee recommend that 
the management, at the highest level, should 
concern themselves with the provision of these 
facilities and these should be of adequate standard 
so as to inspire confidence in the workers that 
their children are getting equal opportunities.
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54 11.19 The Committee expect the management of Public
Undertakings to secure fruitful coordination 
amongst all the concerned authorities. State 
Governments and local bodies so as to provide 
facilities for setting up educational institutions 
and to ensure improvement in the standard of 
education to the industrial community residing 
in the area.

55 11.20 (i) The Committee would also like that government
should consider the feasibility of setting up Cen
tral Schools in major areas of public enterprise 
to secure adequate and improved educational 
facilities to the children of all levels of their 
employees.

(ii) The Committee have no doubt that in accordance 
with Government’s policy, adequate facilities
would also be provided for imparting education 
in regional languages where twenty or more chil
dren of employees of the Undertaking desire 
education in a particular regional language.

(Hi) The Public Undertakings may lay down rules in 
respect of payment of school fees, sessional charges 
and examination fees etc. on the lines of the 
assistance extended to Central Government
employees.

56 11.22 The Committee are much concerned about the
health of the workers and their families and feel 
that adequate medical facilities should be pro
vided by the undertakings to the industrial wor
kers and their families. The bigger industrial 
undertakings may set up their own dispensaries 
and hospital near the plants attended by competent 
and experienced physicians and surgeons to pro
vide adequate medicil aid to their employees and 
families, First Aid Centres with qualified Medical 
Officers sJ;ould also be set up at convenient places 
in the factories to attend to emergency cases. 
Adequate provision for rushing the patients in 
emergency or in cases of grave injury on duty, 
to the hospital should be made so that there 
is no avoidable delay in rendering medical assis
tance.

57 11.24 The Committee suggest that all Public Undertakings
should maintain close liaison with both the Union 
Ministry of Health and Family Planning, and the 
State Family Planning authorities for taking 
measures for intensification of family planning.
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The Public Undertakings should set up a high ex
ample in family planning for emulation by other 
industrial units and local population.

58 11,26 The Committee recommend that the Staff Benefit
Fund Scheme may be introduced in each under
taking and the purpose of such a scheme may be 
broadly to give (i) monetary assistance at the 
time of prolonged sickness of the emplo>ee when 
he is not getting adequate leave salary to support 
his/her family (ii) relief to employees in acute 
distress (iii) money to meet emergent expenditure 
connected with funeral of the employee.

59 11.28 The Committee consider that running of canteens
on cooperative basis is a step in the right direction. 
The cantecns should be run as far as possible on 
no profit and no loss basis and should serve whole
some, well balanced and nutritious meals. The 
Welfare Wing in the undertakings should take 
initiative and sustained interest to see that well 
balanced, nourishing and appretising meals are 
served at the cantecns. The Welfare Officer/ 
Sanitary or Medical Officers should make sure 
that the kitchens of the Canteen and the general 
environmental conditions are hygenic and healthy.

60 11.29 The Committee have no doubt that Managements of
public undertakings, particularly those engaged 
in manufacturing processes, would extend all 
necessary faicilities such as rent free accommoda
tion, and supply of power and water at conces
sional rates so as to ensure that refreshments and 
meals are made available to workers at cheap 
rates, particularly those in the lower income group, 
in the interest of their health, efficiency and pro
duction.

61 11.30 There should be a separate rest room apart from
lunch room in the undertakings which should be 
provided with necessary furniture, fans, water 
coolers, newspapers, magazines etc, so that em
ployees may be able to relax themselves during the 
rest interval.

62 11.32 The Committee feel that Cooperative Credit Societies
can play a very useful role in meeting the credit 
needs of workers as also in promoting the habit 
of thrift. Depending on the attitude of the
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workers, the undertakings may promote the' 
formation of such cooperlative credit societies. 
The assistance of the Registrar of Cooperative 
Societies of the State concerned may also be taken 
in the matter.

63 11.34 The Committer think that it is a useful idea to esta
blish handicaraft centres in the worker colonies 
attached to the indi'strial units. This may well 
enable the families of the workers to supplement 
family budget. When such handicraft centres 
start functioning, undertakings may consider 
placing suitable orders such as stitching of uni
forms, dusters etc on those handicraft centres. 
The Committee feel that the development of such 
centres would contiibute in no small measure to 
the general well-being of the families of employees 
particularly those in lower income group residing 
in the colony.

64 11.36 The Committee suggest that Public Undertakings
should provide all possible facilities to the 
workers to spend their holidays at near-by hill 
stations or sea shores or at places of historical 
interest.

65 12.18 The Committee find that existing grievance proce
dure though useful, is time consuming and 
cumbersome and at times fails to arouse a sense 

■ i  of satisfaction to individual worker.

The Committee recommend that conditions should 
be created so that the workers may continue to 
work unperturbed pending the settlement of 
dispute.

66 12.19 The Committees therefore recommend that:—

(i) the model grievance procedure should be 
given a statutory shape and character

(ii) it should be prompt, well defined, simple 
and time bound

(lit) the supervisors/Managers should be given 
training to handle grievances and to dispose 
them off efiEtctively. There should also be 
sufficient delegation of authority to them to 
deal with grievances promptly.
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(iv) The unresolved grievances may be brought 
expeditiously to the notice of the higher 
echelons in management so that these are 
settled quickly.

12.20 The Committee agree with the recommendation
of National Commission on Labour about the 
Grievance Procedure and recommend that there 
should be provision in the grievance procedure 
for an arbitrator as envisaged therein.

67 13.13 The Committee feel that usually human failure due
to carelessness, ignorance, inadequate skill ne
gligence in provision or use of safety equipment 
and improper suprvision cause accidents in 
industries. Creation of safety consciousness on 
the part of both workers and management, is, 
therefore, an imperative necessity. This con
sciousness could be generated by educating the 
workers about the safety rules, celebration of 
safety wseks/months, demonstration to workers 
through publicity media, inviting suggestions 
from workers on safety and encouraging their 
participation regularly in departmental safety 
committees.

68 13.14 The Public Undertakings should maintain a safety
Inspectorate which should advise and assist 
employers in drawing up training programme in 
safety. The training should cover workers as 
well as supervisors. The Inspectorate personuc.! 
should conduct regular inspections of plants 
etc. to inculcate safety consciousness among 
workers etc. and organise safety weeks, seminars 
and display of safety posters at important places 
in the work premises.

69 13.15 The workers should be supplied with safety equip
ment and there should be regular check to see 
that the workers in fact use those equipments. 
They should be protected against any health 

. hazards which may arise out of their work or the 
condition in which their work is carried out.

70 13.16 The Public Undertakings should also consider
introducing the Floating Insurance policy scheme 
with the Life Insurance Corporation of India 
for group of wCrrkers against accidents.
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71 13.17 . The Committee also recommend that the Govern
ment should introduce Safety Award Schemes for 
all the undertakings, and the undertaking with the 
lowest number of accidents during a year should 
be awarded prizes and certificate of merit.
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